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ABSTRACT

Hydrodynamic sliding contacts like those found in journal or thrust bearings are fre-
quently encountered in various types of machinery from computers to large turbines.
These contacts, involving a variation in film thickness, are used to generate pressure
in the lubricant film and separate the surfaces in relative motion. The contacts must
carry a load while maintaining friction as low as possible. Environmental and eco-
nomic concerns require the machines to operate with minimal power consumption.
A number of design modifications have been proposed over the years in order to im-
prove performance of such hydrodynamic contacts. There are experimental indica-
tions that textured surfaces, composed of a pattern of well-defined identical shapes,
can improve hydrodynamic performance. There is therefore a need to understand
and explain the effects of textured surfaces on hydrodynamic contact performance.
A Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analysis of the flow field can provide such
an understanding. The full Navier-Stokes equations are solved using CFD code for
both a slider and a journal bearing. Thermal and cavitation effects are considered.
Numerical techniques that deform the computational grid in time are used to recal-
culate the film gap and simulate the motion of a microgroove located on a moving
surface.

For a texture located in the inlet part of the stationary surface of an inclined slider,
the pressure build-up mechanism is investigated. Such a texture decreases losses lo-
cally and allows for increased pressure and a higher load carrying capacity. A critical
value of the texture depth separates positive and negative effects of inertia on the load
carrying capacity of the slider. The texture studied here provides maximum efficiency
when its depth is such that the lubricant flow occurs at the onset of recirculation. In
3D, the texture length should be close to the pad length to generate the highest load
carrying capacity. Improvements in performance are shown for different operating
conditions. One important effect is that the load carrying capacity of the slider can
be increased by up to 16% under severe thermal operating conditions.

A journal bearing textured with microgrooves on the stationary surface is investi-
gated. The coefficient of friction can be reduced if grooves of suitable depth are intro-
duced. Under light loading (eccentricity ratios less than 0.15), shallow microgrooves
(with a depth less than the minimum film thickness) placed in the maximum film re-
gion increase the minimum film thickness while reducing the friction force. The load
carrying capacity is enhanced based on the same principle as for the inlet textured
slider. Under high loading (eccentricity ratios greater than 0.5), deep microgrooves
(with a depth greater than the minimum film thickness) placed in the maximum pres-
sure region reduce both friction force and minimum film thickness. Nevertheless,
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for high loading, the texture provides better reduction in friction force than a smooth
bearing operating with a thinner lubricant.

A microgroove positioned on the moving surface, i.e., on the shaft of a journal
bearing is also studied. A 2D isothermal case is investigated to explain the effect
of the microgroove on the pressure profile and the behaviour of the load carrying
capacity over one shaft revolution. The microgroove decreases pressure locally at
every circumferential position, resulting in a decrease in the averaged load carrying
capacity. A 3D thermal case is analysed to show how lubricant transport is modified
by a microgroove. The microgroove affects thermal mixing as it carries a greater
amount of cold lubricant to regions with high temperatures. This effect, more pro-
nounced with deeper microgrooves, is due to a global flow recirculation inside the
microgroove, which improves mixing.
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Nomenclature

ṁ Total interphase mass transfer rate per unit volume kg s−1 m−3

c Radial clearance m

Cp Fluid specific heat capacity Jkg−1K−1

d Dimple depth m

d/h Relative dimple depth -

dG Depth of the fore-region m

dn j Normal surface vector in the j-direction -

F Coefficient taking into account condensation and vaporisation -

f Friction coefficient -

h Fluid film thickness m

h0 Outlet height of the slider bearing m

h1 Inlet height of the slider bearing m

hmax Maximum film thickness m

hmin Minimum film thickness m

htot Fluid specific total enthalpy J kg−1

k Convergence ratio h1−h0
h0

-

L Length of the slider / Bearing length m

l Dimple length in the z-direction m

LG Length of the fore-region m

v
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Lz Length of the pad in the direction perpendicular to the sliding direction m

mB Bubble mass kg

NB Number of bubbles per unit volume m−3

Np Number of flow phases -

p Fluid pressure Pa

psat Fluid saturation pressure Pa

Qin Mass flow rate of the supplied lubricant kg s−1

RB Bubble diameter m

rv Volume fraction -

rnuc Volume fraction of the nucleation sites -

Re Reynolds number ρUh0
μ -

S Surface m2

T Fluid temperature K or ◦C

t Time s

U Sliding speed of the upper surface m s−1

ui Velocity components in the i-direction m s−1

V Volume m3

VB Bubble volume m3

W Load carrying capacity or applied load for 2D - 3D contacts N - N m−1

w Dimple width m

w j Velocity of the control volume boundary in the j-direction m s−1

x, y, z Cartesian coordinates m

xi Cartesian coordinates in the i-direction m

Greek letters

α Position of the dimple/groove in the circumferential direction ◦

δ Relative grid node displacement m
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δi j Kronecker delta (δi j = 1 if i = j, δi j = 0 if i �= j) -

ε Eccentricity ratio -

Γst Mesh stiffness m2 s−1

λ Fluid thermal conductivity W m−1 K−1

μ Fluid dynamic viscosity Pa s

ω Shaft angular speed rad s−1

φ Attitude angle ◦

ρ Fluid density kg m−3

ρ0 Fluid density at ambient pressure kg m−3

σ Surface tension coefficient between the liquid and vapour N m−1

θ Circumferential coordinate ◦

Subscript

0 Relative to a smooth bearing

α, β Relative to phase α, β

l Relative to liquid phase

v Relative to vapour phase

Superscript

∗ Non-dimensional quantity
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

In machines used in everyday life, many components are in relative motion with re-
spect to each other. These parts can be in contact, sliding or rolling over one another.
Complex interactions occur at the interface between the surfaces. During the rela-
tive motion of two bodies, friction, the resisting force, is an essential factor. In some
components such as car brakes and clutches, large predictable friction forces are of
critical importance. Friction is also necessary in certain contacts such as between a
shoe and the floor or a car tire and the road. However, friction should be kept as
low as possible in most mechanical components such as bearings, gears, cams, piston
rings, etc. When two surfaces of a machine component interact during an operating
cycle, friction must be minimised in order to increase efficiency and reduce energy
consumption. Machine components should also be designed for a satisfactory service
life. If a contact wears out during operation and the component becomes damaged,
the system may be at risk of failure. Therefore, components should run with a mini-
mum amount of wear and friction to maintain a proper service life. With the contact
surfaces generally loaded against each other, wear and friction are likely to increase
and need to be controlled. Lubrication helps in reducing friction and wear. For lu-
bricated contacts, different regimes exist depending on the operating conditions. The
lubrication regimes are usually divided into three groups: boundary, mixed and hy-
drodynamic lubrication, as shown in Figure 1.1.

• Boundary lubrication: Surfaces are in contact, the load is carried by the surface
asperities. This is the most severe condition as friction and wear are often high.

• Mixed lubrication: The load is carried by both a lubricant film and the surface
asperities in contact. A combination of boundary and fluid film effects occurs
at the interface.

• Hydrodynamic lubrication: The load is completely carried by a full lubricant
film. The surfaces are fully separated due to a pressure developed in the lubri-
cant film. The minimum film thickness is normally over 1 μm when surface

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

deformation is not involved. This regime provides low friction and wear. Con-
formal contacts with a high degree of geometric conformity operate in this
regime.

The focus of the present work is on hydrodynamic lubrication. Journal and thrust
bearings as well as thrust washers and seals are sliding contacts known to operate in
this regime.

Figure 1.1: Stribeck curve representing different lubrication regimes



Chapter 2

HYDRODYNAMIC LUBRICATION

2.1 Principles of pressure generation

In hydrodynamically lubricated contacts, the lubricant is trapped between two sur-
faces in relative motion. A thin lubricant film of the order of a few micrometers exists
and separates the surfaces. In many components, the configuration of the surface is
such that it forms a converging-diverging gap in the lubricant film, also called the
physical wedge [1]. In case of sliding motion, the surface motion drags the lubricant
by means of viscous forces into the converging gap and subjects it to a constriction.
The lubricant is then subjected to an expansion through the diverging gap once the
point of minimum film thickness has been passed. Due to the change in film thick-
ness, the lubricant velocity profile adjusts to satisfy mass flow continuity. Variations
in mechanical energy occur along the contact and pressure is increased where the
losses are the smallest, (see Paper B). Some pressure is generated through the con-
verging part of the contact and the lubricant film can sustain the applied load, as seen
in Figure 2.1 for a journal bearing.

Other mechanisms able to generate pressure between parallel surfaces (no phys-
ical wedge) can be superimposed on this one. Even in the absence of sliding, the
squeezing action generates pressure when surfaces are pressed together. As the film
diminishes, some lubricant is squeezed out of the contact by the positive pressure
created in the middle of the contact.

Variations in density due to heating of the lubricant can also develop pressure in
the film. This is known as thermal wedge action. For the case of a contact between
parallel surfaces, density drops along the sliding distance due to heat generation.
The lubricant velocity profile is modified to fulfil mass flow continuity resulting in
a positive pressure in the contact. Nevertheless, this mechanism is not important in
most bearings.

The mechanism of pressure generation due to variation of the lubricant film is the
concern of this work.

3



4 CHAPTER 2. HYDRODYNAMIC LUBRICATION

Figure 2.1: Formation of film pressure in a journal bearing [1]

2.2 Sliding bearings

Lubricated sliding bearings are found in many industrial machines and devices from
the largest, such as hydropower plants, to the smallest, such as computer hard disks.
Fluid film bearings are used to support the force of a shaft and to dampen unbalanced
motions or vibrations. In most cases, they are either radially or axially loaded. They
are then called journal and thrust bearings, respectively. A thin layer of babbitt is
often applied to the bearing surface to reduce friction and protect it from any damage
at start up and shut down of the machine.

Journal bearings:

Journal bearings carry loads radially. Among journal bearings, the most common
type is the plain bearing, which also has the simplest. The bearing is a cylindrical
surface encircling the shaft. No preload exists when the shaft is centred. Due to an
external applied load or simply by its own weight, the shaft moves from the centre
and creates the converging and diverging oil films needed to generate pressure, as in
Figure 2.1. The bearing can work in flooded conditions or with axial grooves where
the lubricant is delivered. This bearing is suitable for highly loaded or low speed
shafts, such as in turbomachinery. It can also be used for automotive crankshaft
bearings and in many small appliances.

Thrust bearings:

Thrust bearings carry load in the axial direction. Different designs exist. The fixed
geometry thrust bearing is a simple and quite economical design with a good life-
time. The geometry can be composed of a segment shape for converging and hori-
zontal parts. The inclined slider composed of a single inclined part can also be used.
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Another design is the step or Rayleigh bearing, which is composed of two horizontal
parts shifted by a certain height. The tilting pad thrust bearing, not considered in
this study, is a more complex design where the pads which are self-adjusted form a
converging oil film when they tilt. For these different designs, pressure is built up as
a result of variation in oil film thickness as explain in Section 2.1.

2.3 Developments and trends in sliding bearing research

At the end of the 19th century, Tower (1883) was first to show that a thin oil film
separates the surfaces of a journal bearing. Reynolds (1886), inspired by Tower’s
experiments, developed the well-known differential equation for the pressure of an
incompressible fluid in a thin film [2]. This equation is a simplification of the Navier-
Stokes equations under the thin film hypothesis (assuming a film height much smaller
than the film length) with inertia-less flow. Reynolds also solved the equation for an
infinite slider bearing. Later on, Sommerfeld (1904) improved the mathematics of
the Reynolds theory and gave the exact solution for an infinite journal bearing. One
year later, Michell (1905) modified the theory of infinite bearings to account for side
leakage and managed to give a solution for a plain bearing of finite width. Rayleigh
(1918) published his "Theory of Lubrication" [3] where he analysed a slider bearing
and derived the configuration of the so-called Rayleigh step bearing providing the
highest load carrying capacity for a given minimum film thickness. Cameron (1949)
gave the solution for a plain bearing of finite width by taking into account Reynolds’s
boundary conditions at the film rupture [4]. Jakobsson (1957) addressed the problem
of cavitation in a better way for a journal bearing by comparing theoretical results
to experiments [5]. Rhode (1976) derived an algorithm to optimise the shape of a
3D square slider bearing according to the problem that Rayleigh formulated for a 2D
slider [6]. The optimum shape was found to be close to trapezoidal pocket geome-
try. Recently, rapid developments in computer capabilities have enabled numerical
research. Continuous demand from industry requires lighter components with longer
lifetimes, less power loss and lower oil consumption. Designs tend to be more and
more aggressive with less margin for error. Therefore, many aspects of bearing de-
sign have been analysed in the past few years by research groups worldwide.

Interest has grown in both improving the modelling and the performance of hy-
drodynamic contacts. For the case of modelling, much research has been devoted
to creating efficient codes to solve lubricant flow, surface deformation and thermal
effect problems. Different cavitation models have been introduced and compared in
order to predict the lubricant pressure in the best possible way [7–9]. The energy
equation has been introduced since heat transfer must be modelled to obtain more
realistic results. A review of thermal effects in journal and thrust bearings can be
found in [10, 11].

Improvements in the performance of hydrodynamic sliding bearings have been
realised through experimental and theoretical studies. The former deal with measure-
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ments of phenomena while the latter deal with predictions and explanations. These
two types of studies are related and support each other since they are often compared
through validation and calibration. Performance of hydrodynamic contacts is usually
evaluated according to static characteristics (the friction force opposed to the rotation
of the shaft, the load carrying capacity or the minimum film thickness separating the
two surfaces, the amount of oil leakage and the temperature or highest temperature of
the bearing oil) and/or through dynamic characteristics (stiffness and damping prop-
erties) that concern the stability of the system. Improving the static characteristics of
contacts is of high interest.

The friction force in a hydrodynamic contact is caused by viscous shearing of
the lubricant. Due to environmental and economic concerns, the majority of research
efforts are devoted to friction force reduction in sliding contacts. An increase in
friction means that a higher force or torque is required to translate or rotate an element
and thus more power is consumed.

For safety concerns, the system should operate above a certain minimum lubri-
cant film thickness. The lubricant should form a film thick enough to prevent contact
between the two surfaces leading to wear and possible failure of the component. An
increase in the load carrying capacity of the system enables operation under higher
loads without changing the lubricant film thickness. This aspect is of importance
since higher and higher loads and speeds are used in new machines.

Decreasing the global or the maximum temperature in a contact is also beneficial.
It helps by increasing the load carrying capacity since the viscosity is greater at lower
temperatures. This also prolongs the service life of the lubricant as oxidation pro-
cesses slow down at lower temperatures. An oxidised lubricant needs to be replaced
more often than a non-oxidised one. This increases oil consumption and costs.

Therefore, improvements in the static performance of a hydrodynamic contact
can be achieved by reducing the friction force, increasing the load carrying capacity
or the minimum film thickness, and decreasing the global temperature or the max-
imum temperature of the contact. However, if an improvement is achieved in one
aspect of bearing performance, another aspect is often worsened. As an example,
choosing a lubricant with lower viscosity leads to a lower temperature in the film,
lower friction force and less power loss but it also results in a lower load carrying
capacity and minimum film thickness, and vice-versa. Likewise, a higher shaft speed
moves the shaft towards the bearing centre [12], i.e., increases the load carrying ca-
pacity, but it results in a higher temperature of the lubricant film. These aspects
depend on the operating conditions and the lubricant properties. An alternative that
can improve bearing performance without changing the operating conditions or lu-
bricant properties is to introduce modifications in the geometry of the contact. This
can be done via new materials (such as a compliant material) or new surface shapes
(such as a step or a texture).

Applying textured surfaces in hydrodynamic sliding contacts is a trend that de-
serves more attention. Surfaces can nowadays be manufactured and controlled with
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great accuracy (see Part 3.2). This ability can be used to create a surface that pro-
vides beneficial effects to the lubricated contact. The surface shape and its effect on
hydrodynamic lubrication need to be understood to improve the performance of the
contact. An investigation of the lubrication of hydrodynamic sliding contacts with
textured surfaces is therefore the topic of this research work.
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Chapter 3

TEXTURED SURFACES

3.1 Definition

A surface is never perfectly smooth; roughness is always present. While in some
cases surfaces need to be as smooth as possible, various degrees of roughness are vi-
tal in many other applications. Roughness is present from the nanometre scale up to
the macro scale. Surface roughness is of crucial importance in boundary and mixed
lubrication as it influences friction and wear to a great extent. In hydrodynamic lubri-
cation, since the surfaces are fully separated, the surface topography at the nanometre
scale is usually considered to have no influence when films of few micrometers are
developed in the contact zone. The surface topography needs to be at the scale of the
fluid film in order to have a noticeable influence on quantities such as pressure and
velocity of the lubricant flow. Texturing is a way to control the surface topography
with great accuracy.

Texture is distinguished from roughness in that it is defined by a repetition of
well-defined identical shapes along the surface whereas roughness is not well charac-
terised and is considered random. The pattern formed composes the texture. Textured
surfaces are characterised by the size, shape, and arrangement of the pattern. There
are various shapes composing the pattern that are commonly used. In cross section,
these can take the form of any well-known shape such as rectangles, circular arcs,
sinusoids, triangles, etc. Typical texture depths encountered in the literature range
from about 0.1 to 20 times the oil film thickness. A textured pad bearing is illustrated
in Figure 3.1 as an example.

Textures can have different functionalities. They can act as micro-reservoirs of
lubricant useful at start-up, and they can also trap wear debris and abrasive particles
in both lubricated and dry conditions. This can prevent damage to the surface as
those particles could abrade the rest of the contact. Finally, texture can improve the
hydrodynamic performance of a contact (see Part 3.3).

9
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Figure 3.1: Thrust bearing pad with a textured surface [13]

3.2 Manufacturing a texture

The surface texturing described here is mostly used in hydrodynamic and mixed lu-
brication in different applications such as bearings, seals, and piston rings. The main
manufacturing techniques are reviewed below and give insight into how such surfaces
are created. The following techniques and processes can be used:

• Laser surface texturing (LST): This is a popular technique for creating a sur-
face pattern [14, 15]. A laser pulse hits the working surface to remove some
material. The pulsation and intensity of the laser can be controlled to produce
spherical pores of a selected diameter, depth and pore ratio [16]. In fact, the
energy and time of interaction of the laser radiation and the surface determine
the phenomenon that occurs: from local heating to a very accurate removal of
material without affecting the surrounding zone [17]. Expulsion of material
can occur quasi-normal to the surface and may leave minimal rims that are
easily removed by polishing. Very short laser pulses down to the femtosecond
range can be used to achieve this effect. Nevertheless, this method lacks ef-
ficiency when creating patterns with millions of dimples, especially when an
ultra-short laser pulse is used. Laser texturing processes and laser parameters
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are described more extensively in [18]. As an example, dimples of 5-10 μm in
diameter and 5-8 μm in depth have been produced on stainless steel samples
using this technique [17].

• LIGA: This is a German acronym standing for Lithographie, Galvanoformung,
Abformung (Lithography, Electroplating, and Moulding). Either positive or
negative asperities can be manufactured with this process, which is described
in [19, 20] as follows. A layer of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) is bonded
over the substrate at the desired asperity height. A mask is then applied and
exposed to X-rays. After the proper amount of radiation, the molecular weight
of the PMMA decreases, the last molecules are dissolved and the template is
used to electroplate microstructures on the substrate. The remaining PMMA is
removed leaving the substrate with the microstructures that give the final prod-
uct. The result can also serve as a mould to reproduce an identical secondary
polymer template. Using this process, large textured fields can be obtained
very accurately, contrary to the LST technique. The resulting texture can range
from 800 nm to 2 mm in depth and from 2 to 1000 μm in diameter with a
standard shape cross section (cylindrical, triangular, square, hexagonal, etc.).
This method is used in [19] to texture a thrust bearing surface with a hexagonal
array of positive asperities.

• Photolithography: This technique also involves a mask [21]. A viscous epoxy-
based photo polymer is cast onto the substrate and spun in order to develop
a uniform layer. The plate is baked at a certain temperature and exposed to
UV light through a mask with the desired pattern shape to transfer the desired
pattern on to the substrate. After further baking and processing in a devel-
oper solution, the substrate is etched electronically to obtain the desired pat-
terned surface. A similar procedure is described in [22]. The photolithography
method is used to texture a thrust bearing with square dimples in [21].

• Lithography and anisotropic etching: This process, described in [23], uses a
silicon dioxide layer of about 1 μm to protect a silicon substrate. This ox-
ide layer can be patterned using any shape of opening in the same manner as
the standard photolithographic technique. The silicon is then anisotropically
etched with potassium hydroxide to the desired depth. The remaining oxide is
then removed. The size and distribution of the created pattern have micrometer
precision. Patterns including squares and parallel grooves are created with this
technique on silicon wafers in [23].

• Reactive ion etching (RIE) or chemical etching: This technique uses chemi-
cally reactive plasma controlled by an electromagnetic field to remove material.
The ions react chemically with the surface. An ion beam can sputter material
by ejecting atoms. Etching the surface is then possible and the pattern can be
accurately controlled. The depth of each pit is controlled by the etching time.
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This technique was used in [24] to produce micro patterns in steel substrates
for solid lubricant reservoirs with a pore depth of 1.0 ± 0.1 μm.

• Abrasive jet machining: The abrasive jet machining (and excimer laser) tech-
nique involves a mask placed on the sample to be textured. High velocity air
with fine abrasive particles is projected at the sample through a jet nozzle. The
dimples produced by this technique have a spherical shape. The area around the
dimples has the advantage of remaining smooth so that no deburring process is
required. Dimples of 5 μm in depth and 40-120 μm in width were produced on
a silicon nitride ceramic plate mated with cylindrical steel pins in [25].

• Mechanical techniques:

– Vibrorolling: Shallow grooves are produced through plastic deformation
by means of a hard tool. The tool is forced into the surface and moved
across the latter to produce deformations. This technique does not involve
any cutting of the material. Vibrorolling (or vibration-rolling) offers some
advantages. The rolled microgrooves offer identical shape, size and mu-
tual location [26]. The areas contiguous with the grooves gain in strength
and surface hardness. The pattern produced can be adjusted by changing
the speed and the frequency of the tool motion. Vibrorolling was used to
create microgrooves from 2 to 35 μm in depth and from 0.3 to 0.7 mm in
width on the shafts of a journal bearing used in [27].

– Milling: In this process, material is cut away with a rotating multiple
tooth cutter. The cutting action of the teeth around the milling cutter can
provide any combination of surface shapes. Most of the milling machines
are numerically controlled by computer to achieve accurate cuts. The
pattern in Figure 3.1 was produced by milling the babbitt surface [13].
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3.3 Surface texturing in hydrodynamic sliding contacts

Sliding bearings with modified surfaces have attracted considerable interest as it is
a promising way to enhance their hydrodynamic performance. Some experimental
studies conducted with textured surfaces have shown evidence of improvements in
performance.

For reciprocating hydrodynamic sliding conditions, different shapes of a textur-
ing pattern created in a steel surface produced an increase in film thickness compared
with a smooth surface [28]. Etsion reported the benefits of LST applied to different
components to reduce friction [14, 15]. A thrust bearing with micro-patterned pads
was reported to have a lower coefficient of friction and a higher load carrying capac-
ity than a bearing with smooth pads [13]. Experimental studies of a journal bearing
with a textured shaft were carried out. Snegovskii and Arnautova [27] reported that
dimples machined on the shaft surface allowed an increase in load carrying capacity
of the contact by a factor of 1.5 to 2 and a reduction of frictional losses by 10-15% at
high speeds. Winoto et al. [29] tested herringbone groove patterns on the shaft of a
journal bearing. Different groove length ratio configurations with the most effective
performance in terms of pump sealing and stiffness have been determined. Kumada
et al. [30] also tested a circumferentially microgrooved bearing and showed some
advantages despite a slightly higher friction coefficient. The microgrooves were able
to increase the cooling effect of the oil since oil retention was believed to be superior.

Better performance can thus be achieved with surface texturing. Since textured
surfaces lead to new characteristics of the hydrodynamic contact, their fundamen-
tal working principles must be understood. The need to design and optimise such
contacts has increased over recent years. Therefore textured contacts have been the
subject of several theoretical studies.

Most of the theoretical studies have used the Reynolds equation, derived in [2], to
solve the problem of finite or infinitely wide hydrodynamic sliding textured contacts.
The equation takes into account the variation in film thickness. The resulting pres-
sure can be integrated over the contact surface to get the load carrying capacity. Only
some simple cases, allowing quick parametric studies on texture dimensions, were
solved analytically [31–34]. The other cases were solved numerically with compu-
tational techniques. Reynolds equation is often made non-dimensional and the finite
difference is a popular method for solving it in the computational domain. When the
texture is not aligned with the coordinate axis, coordinate mapping can be used to
follow the geometry and avoid certain numerical errors. A change in coordinate sys-
tem is performed to solve the Reynolds equation for a herringbone-grooved journal
bearing geometry in the work of [35, 36].

The use of Reynolds equation to model textured sliding contacts has some limits.
Several authors recommended using the Navier-Stokes equation whenever the inertia
of the flow is not negligible [37, 38]. These authors varied the Reynolds number in
a fixed-texture cell configuration to reach this conclusion. Lately, this finding has
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been extended as it was demonstrated that Reynolds equation can still be applied
for textured sliders as long as the texture length ratio is sufficiently large and the
Reynolds number sufficiently small [39]. Thus, the importance of inertia is not only
decided by the Reynolds number, but also by the texture length. When Reynolds
assumptions could not be made, the full Navier-Stokes equation has been used to
solve the flow for a textured contact. Reynolds or Stokes approaches have often
been compared with Navier-Stokes approach in order to quantify their differences
[37,38,40,41]. Commercial CFD codes using the Navier-Stokes approach have been
used in the studies [37, 38, 40–42] to get a better understanding of the flow field by
directly visualising data such as velocity vectors, streamlines, isobars, etc. The finite
volume method is generally used to solve the Navier-Stokes equations.

To understand the working principle of textured surfaces, these equations have
been solved for different geometries. The design of textured surfaces has been con-
ducted for different models and configurations. Studying a whole texture requires
significant computational efforts, especially if many texture cells compose the pat-
tern. Therefore, a single unit cell with parallel surfaces has often been studied as
a first approximation of the problem. Periodic boundary conditions were set on the
sides of the unit cell to duplicate it and account for interactions between cells. The
full texture is supposedly represented thus. The influence of inertia effects on pres-
sure build-up was studied by Arghir et al. [37] for a micro-roughness cell. Studies
on the texture shape and dimensions were also conducted on unit cells. Sahlin et
al. [38] performed a parametric study on the dimensions of a single dimple so as to
identify which configuration gives the best hydrodynamic performance. Siripuram
and Stephens [20] analysed the performance of a 3D unit cell with protruding and
recessed asperities of different shapes, sizes and orientations. Similar work was re-
ported by Haosheng et al. [43] who determined which of the 3D unit cell patterns
they used was best in reducing the drag force. However, analysing a unit cell ex-
tracted from a texture is incorrect in most cases. Boundary conditions cannot be
assumed identical for each texture cell in a realistic contact configuration, especially
when converging gaps are involved. Results can generally not be transposed from the
texture cell to the whole textured contact. Indeed, by focusing on inertia effects in a
parallel slider, Dobrica et al. [39] showed some contradictory results since positive
inertia effects were observed for a single texture cell and negative inertia effects were
observed for a parallel slider with an inlet texture. Thus, the whole texture must be
considered in the analysis of contact performance.

A hydrodynamic sliding contact can be fully or partially textured. The effects of
full texturing were studied for the case of a journal bearing [35,36,42,44–48], thrust
bearing [49] and seals [50, 51]. Different grooving patterns on a thrust washer were
also investigated in [52, 53]. Partial texturing effects were investigated for a slider
bearing or for the pads of a thrust bearing in [21,33,34,49,54–56] but also for a plain
journal bearing in [47] and piston rings in [57, 58].

Some important findings have been discovered from these studies. A textured
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sliding contact often runs with lower friction force when compared with a smooth
contact. In many cases, a partial texture is able to generate some extra pressure and
enhance the load carrying capacity of a sliding contact as Tonder [54,55] pointed out
for a sinusoidal roughness pattern introduced at the inlet of a 2D sliding contact. The
reason for this was explained by the collective dimple effect created by the partial
texturing, which results in a "step-like" pressure distribution over the inlet textured
zone [49]. Tala-Ighil et al. [47] confirmed that a 3D partially textured journal bearing
with spherical dimples can have positive effects on bearing performance since it de-
creases friction forces and increases the minimum film thickness. However, applied
on the whole bearing surface, the same spherical dimples have a negative influence
on friction force and minimum film thickness. An increase in the eccentricity ratio
and friction torque is also observed for a 3D bearing fully textured with an array
of 50×5 square patterns compared with a smooth bearing [44]. Li and Braun [42]
came to the same conclusion as they found that the load carrying capacity of a jour-
nal bearing with a diamond-knurled stator surface is smaller than one with a smooth
bearing at high eccentricities and about the same for eccentricity ratios lower than 0.5.
Grooves extending in one direction have also been used instead of dimples. Never-
theless, microgrooves placed circumferentially over the entire bearing surface still do
not enable any significant change in static characteristics (load carrying capacity and
friction coefficient) of the bearing [48]. Only the dynamic characteristics (stiffness
and damping) could be improved at high eccentricities for this bearing. From these
studies, partial texturing of a contact appears to be a better choice than full texturing
as far as hydrodynamic performance is concerned. The performance of a textured
bearing is usually evaluated by comparing it to the reference case of a traditional
smooth bearing design. In the latest case [48], the textured bearing was compared to
a smooth bearing with the same mean bearing surface, i.e., the volume of oil filling
the clearance was the same for both bearings. However, this method of comparison
does not seem fair since the minimum film thickness of the bearing is reduced. This
is confirmed by the study of Phuoc Huynh [59] who introduced a corrugated section
on the surface of a slider with zero deviation from the smooth surface. With this
configuration, higher load carrying capacities (+20%) were obviously obtained with
a corrugation of large amplitude located in the outlet part of the contact, i.e., for a
smaller minimum film thickness. The comparison seems unfair in this case. Relating
a textured contact to a smooth contact at the same minimum film thickness or for the
same applied load is a fair comparison when estimating the performance of a textured
contact. In other words, the textured bearing should be manufactured from a smooth
bearing only by material removal.

It has been pointed out that the performance of a textured contact is highly de-
pendent on texture dimensions (depth, width, area fraction, etc.). The texture depth
is an important factor for load generation and is often related to the minimum film
thickness of the contact so that a relative texture depth is considered. Indeed, an
optimum relative depth of about 1.3 gives the highest load carrying capacity for the
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partially textured parallel bearing considered in [49]. This value was found to be be-
tween 0.5 and 0.75 for different configurations of a single dimple cell with parallel
surfaces in [38]. As a comparison, a Rayleigh step bearing has its optimal relative
depth at 0.87 [3]. Thus, different configurations lead to different optimal depth val-
ues. The depth is not the only parameter that can be optimised for a texture. Indeed,
the optimum groove number providing the highest load carrying capacity is found
for a thrust washer in [53]. This optimum value increases when the groove width
decreases. This suggests that the groove area fraction, or the texture density, is an
important parameter. Siripuram and Stephens considered it in their analysis of a 3D
unit cell with asperities of different shape and size [20]. They found an optimum
asperity area fraction that minimises the friction coefficient. In a parametric investi-
gation on a 2D partially textured parallel slider, Dobrica et al. [60] found an optimal
texture depth and total length to be close to the Rayleigh bearing and showed the
optimal texture density to be 100%. This result demonstrates that a pocket performs
better than a partial texture in terms of load carrying capacity. For a 3D textured
inclined slider, optimal texture dimensions depend on the converging ratio [60].

The performance of a textured surface is dependent on texture dimensions and
distribution. Parametric studies can provide optimal values for the specified contact
configurations. The principle of action for a texture should be fully understood in
order to help optimise textured sliding contacts.

Despite all previous studies, some additional fundamental explanations are still
required to understand the effects of a textured surface. The mechanisms involved
and the phenomena occurring due to these surface patterns need to be understood
for different configurations. Explanations of mechanisms and effects in a textured
hydrodynamic contact often lie in the flow pattern. The behaviour and details of
the flow field is important information toward this end. Therefore, a CFD tool that
solves the Navier-Stokes equations should fit this need since all details of the flow
are available in post-processing. Some other advantages of numerical simulations are
that many configurations (geometry designs and lubricant properties) can be tested
and simulated with a reasonable amount of time and expense. Thus, for this research
study, the commercial CFD code ANSYS CFX [61] is used to simulate lubricant flow
in textured hydrodynamic contacts.
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3.4 Research objectives

With the previous considerations in mind, the aim of the present work is to study
the influence of introducing a surface texture to hydrodynamic sliding contacts. The
cases of plain journal bearings and inclined slider bearings with a fixed geometry
are investigated. Performances is evaluated according to static characteristics (load
carrying capacity, friction force and lubricant temperature). The objectives of the
work are as follows:

• Create and evaluate CFD models to investigate the hydrodynamics of textured
sliding contacts.

• Understand and explain the effects and mechanisms of lubrication in textured
hydrodynamic contacts.

• Improve sliding contact operation in terms of load carrying capacity and fric-
tion force.

The work focuses mostly on the dimensions and position of the texture in the
contact rather than on texture shape optimisation.

3.5 Textures used in this work

Typical two-dimensional textures used in this study are illustrated in Figures 3.2 and
3.3 for journal and inclined slider bearings, respectively.

Dimples and grooves compose the different texture patterns used. They are con-
sidered shallow when their depth is less than the minimum film thickness of the
contact and deep when their depth is greater than the minimum film thickness. In 3D
studies, dimples and grooves extend in a direction transverse to the sliding direction.
A summary of the texture patterns studied is presented in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.2: 2D textured journal bearing

Figure 3.3: 2D textured slider
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Chapter 4

NUMERICAL MODELS

4.1 Geometries

A plain journal bearing and a slider bearing are studied. To keep consistency in the
results, the dimensions of these two different geometries are unchanged throughout
this work. For both geometries, 2D and 3D models are investigated. Symmetry
conditions are applied on the 2D geometries to create an infinite-width model.

The 3D journal bearing geometry has the same dimensions as in the experimental
work [5]. This is a realistic case that is also used to calibrate the numerical model.
The restriction to the middle cross section gives the 2D geometry (see Figure 4.1).

The 2D slider in Figure 4.2 is restricted to a contact area of 6 mm in length and
can be extended with a fore-region. Explanations of phenomena occurring in textured
hydrodynamic contacts are sought for the slider case and then applied to the case of
the journal bearing.

4.2 Governing equations and solution method

Governing equations

The continuity equation (4.1) and the associated momentum equation (4.2) con-
stitute the Navier-Stokes equations.

∂ρ
∂t

+
∂(ρui)

∂xi
= 0 (4.1)

∂(ρui)
∂t

+
∂(ρuiu j)

∂xi
=− ∂p

∂xi
+

∂
∂x j

(
μ
(

∂ui

∂x j
+

∂u j

∂xi

))
(4.2)

The continuity equation represents the conservation of mass flow and the momentum
equation is an equation of conservation for volume and surface forces. The energy

21
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Figure 4.1: 2D journal bearing geometry

(a) Inclined slider

(b) Parallel slider with a fore-region

Figure 4.2: 2D slider bearing geometry
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equation (4.3) relates the exchange between the internal energy and other forms of
energy in the fluid.

∂
∂xi

(ρuihtot) =
∂

∂xi

(
λ

∂T
∂xi

)
+

∂ui

∂x j

[
μ
(

∂ui

∂x j
+

∂u j

∂xi

)
−δi j

(
2
3

μ
∂uk

∂xk

)]
(4.3)

Finite Volumes method

As analytical solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations exist only for the simplest
flows, numerical methods are used for all other flows. The domain is divided into
many computational cells where the governing equations are solved. The differen-
tial equations are approximated by discretisation methods. The system of algebraic
equations replacing them can be solved computationally. The system results in a
numerical solution that is discrete in time and space.

The Finite Volume method is used in the present study to solve the governing
equations. The domain is divided into control volumes and the governing equations
are integrated over each volume, which makes the method conservative. Structured
grids with hexahedral-shaped cells are used in this study. In the integral form, the
continuity and momentum equations become equations (4.4) and (4.5), respectively.

d
dt

∫
V

ρdV +
∫

S
ρu jdn j = 0 (4.4)

d
dt

∫
V

ρuidV +
∫

S
ρu juidn j =−

∫
S

Pdn j +
∫

S
μ
(

∂ui

∂x j
+

∂u j

∂xi

)
dn j (4.5)

The surface integrals are approximated by a summation of the fluxes over all
integration points. The volume integrals are discretised as a first or second order
backward scheme. Once the volume and surface integrals have been approximated
and converted into a discrete form, one algebraic equation is obtained for each control
volume. The resulting algebraic system of equations for all the control volumes is
solved using an iterative method.

4.3 Inertia effects

Many hydrodynamic studies often use Reynolds or Stokes equations since the thin
film hypothesis generally holds. In the case of the Reynolds equation, the pressure
gradient across the lubricating film and inertia effects are neglected. However, the
validity of Reynolds equation has been discussed when some discontinuities in the
geometry occur (see Section 3.3). Inertia effects analysed for a single dimple centred
in a cell are responsible for a positive load carrying capacity on the sliding surface
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[37, 38]. In this case, the Stokes equations are inadequate to predict pressure build-
up since inertia effects cannot be neglected. Nevertheless, Dobrica and Fillon [39]
recommend some care when generalising such results. Indeed, they found that inertia
has, on the contrary, negative effects on the load carrying capacity for a different
configuration: a partially textured slider.

The influence of inertia effects has also been studied for a slider bearing with
an inlet groove (or fore-region). According to Rhim and Tichy [62], the lubricant
inertia raises the bearing inlet pressure. The so-called "ram pressure effect" that oc-
curs at the inlet of a slider increases the load carrying capacity. This effect is due
to a sudden change in the flow at the leading edge of the bearing (kinetic energy is
converted to pressure energy). Therefore, the authors do not recommend estimating
it with simplified models. The Reynolds number represents the ratio of the inertia
forces to the viscous forces. Increasing the Reynolds number highlights the inertia
effects. Rodkiewicz et al. [63] showed that the non-dimensional inlet pressure of
both a fixed and a tilting pad bearing increases with the Reynolds number. A thermal
study performed later by the same authors [64] showed that the inlet pressure has a
significant influence on the temperature field of a tilting pad when the tilt angle is
changed. Therefore, the authors recommend considering the influence of inlet pres-
sure in the design of such bearings. The same trend was observed for an isothermal
study of a conical slider bearing: load and torque are underestimated when convec-
tive inertia is absent [65]. It was once again concluded that the load carrying capacity
is generally increased by the presence of fluid inertia for the case of a thrust bearing
with a fore-region [66]. It was also reported that the length of the fore-region has
significant influence. Inertia effects were found to increase the load carrying capacity
of a journal bearing [67].

From all these studies, it follows that fluid inertia is of importance in the mod-
elling of sliding contacts with texture and/or with a fore-region. Thus, fluid inertia
cannot be neglected in the scope of this study. Solving the full Navier-Stokes equa-
tions is necessary.

4.4 Treatment of cavitation

In hydrodynamic contacts, the lubricant is subjected to strong pressure variations. In
the diverging part of a contact, due to the sudden expansion of the gap, the lubricant
pressure can drop to its saturation pressure (or vapour pressure). Some vapour, in
the form of bubbles, is produced in the film since the liquid cannot sustain such an
expansion. This is the phenomenon known as cavitation. The saturation pressure is
the pressure at which the gas of a substance is in dynamic equilibrium with its liquid
phase at a given temperature. The saturation pressure is very low for lubricating
oil. In most bearing studies, the saturation pressure is assumed to be the ambient
pressure. Since relatively high pressures occur in a typical bearing contact, the choice
of the saturation pressure is assumed to have an insignificant influence on the overall
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pressure build up and load carrying capacity.
Many cavitation models have been proposed over the years for hydrodynamic lu-

brication. In some models, only a certain fraction of the film gap in the cavitation
zone is assumed to be occupied by the lubricant. The occupied space is assumed
to consist of many lubricant striations spanning the entire gap between the two sur-
faces. With this assumption in mind, Elrod [7] modified the Reynolds equation by
introducing a switch function that is turned on in the full film region and turned off
in the cavitation region. The pressure throughout the cavity is taken to be constant
and equal to the saturation pressure. Vijayaraghavan and Keith [68] developed an
outgrowth of Elrod’s algorithm. In a similar manner, Khonsari et al. [69] assumed
ambient pressure as well as a zero pressure gradient at the film rupture boundary.
They also corrected the thermal characteristics of the lubricant in the cavitation zone
by means of an effective bearing length covered with lubricant. When solving the
Navier-Stokes equations, different cavitation conditions than those assumed for the
Reynolds equation are usually used. Modifying the density in the cavitation zone is
one such condition [70]. The drop in lubricant density keeps the pressure relatively
close to the ambient pressure in the cavitation zone. Modelling a multiphase flow
using a lubricant-air mixture is an alternative considered by Li and Braun [42]. They
recalculated the density and viscosity of the lubricant according to the quantity of air
and lubricant in the gap. Feng and Hahn [8] pointed out that more representative pres-
sure distribution and better prediction can be obtained by using homogeneous gas-
liquid mixture models. For dynamically loaded bearing conditions, they compared
different cavitation models with different density-pressure and viscosity-pressure re-
lationships taking into account that air bubbles may not completely redissolve once
the pressure increases again.

A cavitation model should be adapted to the aim of the study and operate effi-
ciently to predict the cavitation zone with acceptable accuracy. Two different cavita-
tion models are used in this work: a two-phase flow model (in Paper D) and a density
variation model (in Papers E and F).

Two-phase flow model

The cavitation model implemented in the CFX code is the Rayleigh-Plesset model
[61]. It is a multiphase flow model that predicts the amount of vapour and liquid in
the form of a mixture. It is based on the interphase mass transfer between the lubri-
cant and its vapour. When the pressure reaches the saturation pressure of the liquid,
psat , a fraction of the liquid transforms into vapour. Vapour bubbles develop in the
fluid during the vapour generation phase. When the pressure rises above the satura-
tion pressure, condensation takes place. This phase is generally slower than vapour
generation and results in mass being transferred back from vapour to liquid. As a
result, the pressure takes the constant value of the saturation pressure in the cavita-
tion zone. Evaporation and condensation are modelled by the same law of the mass
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transfer rate obtained from the equation of growth and collapse of a gas bubble (4.6).
This, in turn, is derived from a mechanical balance.

RB
d2RB

dt2 +
3
2

(
dRB

dt

)2

+
2σ

ρlRB
=

psat − p
ρl

(4.6)

The second order term and the surface tension are assumed to be negligible so that
this equation reduces to:

dRB

dt
=

√
2
3

psat − p
ρl

(4.7)

The rate of change of the gas bubble volume is found to be:

dVB

dt
=

d
dt

(
4
3

πR3
B

)
= 4πR2

B

√
2
3

psat − p
ρl

(4.8)

The rate of change of bubble mass is deduced by:

dmB

dt
= ρv

dVB

dt
= 4πR2

Bρv

√
2
3

psat − p
ρl

(4.9)

If there are NB bubbles per unit volume, the volume fraction rv may be expressed as:

rv = VBNB =
4
3

πR3
BNB (4.10)

The total interphase mass transfer rate per unit volume is:

ṁlv = NB
dmB

dt
=

3rvρv

RB

√
2
3

psat − p
ρl

(4.11)

This expression is derived assuming that the bubble is growing (vaporisation phase).
A coefficient F is introduced to obtain a general form including the condensation
phase:

ṁlv = F
3rvρv

RB

√
2
3
|psat − p|

ρl
sign(psat − p) (4.12)

Since vaporisation and condensation occur at different rates, F is set to 50 for the
vaporisation phase and to 0.01 for the condensation phase. Equation (4.12) stays true
for the condensation phase but is further modified for the vaporisation phase. Indeed,
vaporisation is initiated at nucleation sites. The nucleation site density decreases
when the vapour volume fraction increases since there is less liquid. For vaporisation,
rv is replaced by rnuc(1−rv), where rnuc is the volume fraction of the nucleation sites.
This gives the following equation:
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ṁlv = F
3rnuc(1− rv)ρv

RB

√
2
3
|psat − p|

ρl
sign(psat − p) (4.13)

The multiphase model is chosen to be homogeneous. In this case, the two fluids
share the same velocity and pressure fields. The global density and dynamic viscosity
are given as a function of the volume fraction rα of phase α and the number of flow
phases Np (two in the present case):

ρ =
Np

∑
α=1

rαρα (4.14)

μ =
Np

∑
α=1

rαμα (4.15)

The sum of the volume fractions of the different phases must be equal to unity such
that:

Np

∑
α=1

rα = 1 (4.16)

The momentum equation (4.2) is unchanged but calculated with density and dynamic
viscosity from equations (4.14) and (4.15). Equation (4.1) becomes a sum over all
phases and a mass transfer term between the phases is added:

∑
α

1
ρα

(
∂

∂xi
(rαραuiα)

)
= ∑

α

1
ρα

(
ṁαβ

)
(4.17)

where ṁαβ is the interphase mass transfer from phase α to β obtained from equations
(4.12) and (4.13).

Density variation model

This model assumes a single phase with a varying density and does not predict
an amount of vapour in the cavitation zone or a lubricant-air mixture, contrary to the
two-phase flow cavitation model. The model, which allows for sub-ambient pressure,
accounts for the decrease in lubricant density when the pressure drops below the
saturation pressure. A density-pressure relation is introduced in the same manner as
in [70]. Lubricant density is kept constant when the pressure is above the saturation
pressure, but drops towards zero when pressure is below psat . The density is governed
by the following law:

ρ =

⎧⎨
⎩

ρ0 if p > psat

ρ0

[
3
(

p
psat

)2
−2

(
p

psat

)3
]

if p ≤ psat
(4.18)
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A sub-ambient pressure equilibrium is reached in the cavitation zone. Continuity
is fulfilled and the final pressure results. To calibrate the model in the cavitation
region, the mathematical law set for the density could be changed by any order of
polynomial (3rd order in the present case). Influence on the pressure would occur
only in the cavitation region and the changes outside would be relatively small.

Comparison of the models

The 3D journal bearing model is validated with experimental results [5]. The
dimensions of the flooded bearing as well as the lubricant properties used for the
experiments are described in Paper D. The bearing has no inlet grooves; lubricant
flows out of the bearing in the region of high pressure and flows back into the bearing
in the region of sub-ambient pressure. The pressure was measured by means of a
mercury manometer with glass tubes.

The settings for the two cavitation models can be found in Paper D for the two-
phase flow model and in Papers E and F for the density variation model. Isothermal
conditions can be assumed in this case as the speed is low [71]. Two different ap-
proaches are used with the density variation model. The first approach (in Paper F)
is realised with a fixed geometry at the same eccentricity ratio (ε = 0.61) as in the ex-
periments [5]. The second approach (in Paper E) considers the same applied load (W
= 2250 N) as in the experiments and the final equilibrium of the shaft determines the
eccentricity. The pressure is measured along two different lines, defined respectively
at z/L = 0.1 and z/L = 0.3 with the reference z coordinate at the centre-line of the
bearing. The comparison of these isothermal models is summarised in Figure 4.3.

For the three different cases considered, pressure predicted by CFD match rela-
tively well to the experimental points, including in the cavitation region. The multi-
phase flow model seems to predict the pressure in the cavitation region slightly better
since the curve shows a flat part that does not appear in other models. Calculated
values for load, eccentricity ratio and attitude angle confirm the good agreement be-
tween CFD and experimental results, as shown in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Numerical error for load, eccentricity ratio and attitude angle

Cavitation model ε Load (W) Attitude angle
Density variation (fixed ε) - -0.68% -0.26%
Density variation (applied load) +0.54% - -1.22%
Two-phase flow (fixed ε) - -0.43% +0.33%

The two-phase flow model is derived directly from the growth and collapse of air
bubbles giving a more realistic physical meaning. The cavitation process is typically
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(a) z/L = 0.1

(b) z/L = 0.3

Figure 4.3: Measured and calculated pressure profiles
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too rapid to assume an accurate thermal equilibrium at the interface of the phases.
Therefore, this model is more likely to be unstable, especially when combined with
the energy equation or with a mesh deformation technique. The density variation
model gives easier and quicker convergence of the system of equations. This model
is more practical to use for complicated models, especially those involving mesh
deformations. For numerical reasons, the density variation model is preferred in
those cases.

4.5 Thermal effects

In a hydrodynamic contact, the shearing of lubricant flow in a narrow gap produces
a rise in temperature. This temperature rise is more pronounced in conditions where
high speeds and/or high loads are applied. A higher lubricant temperature modifies
the characteristics of the lubricant (viscosity, density, specific heat capacity, thermal
conductivity), which then alters load carrying capacity and friction force. The most
significant effect of the temperature rise is on the viscosity, which can decrease con-
siderably. Indeed, a less viscous lubricant loses some load carrying properties. The
fluid film is reduced and, in the worst case, the mating surfaces might enter in contact
with each other. In order to prevent a fluid film failure, cold lubricant is supplied to
remove excessive heat from the contact.

For the case of unflooded journal bearings, inlet grooves are created in the bearing
housing and cold lubricant is pumped in at a certain pressure. The design of the inlet
grooves varies. They can have different dimensions in both the circumferential and
axial directions. Generally, one or two inlet grooves are used. With one groove, the
position may vary regarding the direction of the applied load. Two inlet grooves are
generally facing each other at 180◦. In the case of a slider or thrust bearing, cold
lubricant is delivered for each pad through radial grooves.

Lubricant supply can be modelled in different ways. The most realistic way is
to model the flow in the inlet groove and directly obtain the lubricant mixing [72].
This is done mainly by means of CFD. Simplifications can be made as only an inlet
window from which a lubricant enters the domain at a certain pressure and tempera-
ture can be assumed [71, 73, 74]. In this case, continuity is maintained between the
lubricant flows in and out of the domain. Further assumptions can be made. The
thermal mixing is often restricted to a heat flux balance solved in the inlet groove
region [69, 75–80]. In this case, a mixing temperature and a flow rate are calculated
from the inlet lubricant and recirculating lubricant flows.

In addition to the heat rise in the lubricant film, heat conduction occurs through
the bearing housing and shaft as well. Natural thermal convection takes place be-
tween the metal parts and the ambient air. The heat transfer in the fluid and solid
parts (housing and shaft, or pad and runner) can be modelled in different ways as
assumptions are usually made on thermal boundary conditions. One way is to con-
sider only the fluid domain and impose adiabatic conditions at the fluid-solid inter-
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(a) Viscosity (b) Specific heat capacity law

Figure 4.4: Thermal laws

face [72, 77]. This approach can be used when the main focus of the study is not
precisely on heat transfer. Many researchers have modelled the heat transfer in the
stationary part (pad or bearing housing) by solving the conduction equation and im-
posing a global zero flux on the moving part (shaft or runner) assuming it is in thermal
equilibrium [79–82]. Heat transfer can also be solved in the moving part (shaft or run-
ner) [71,73–75,83]. Nevertheless, according to the results of Tucker and Keogh [74],
this modelling strategy would only be necessary for the case of a journal bearing in
a dynamic state where a significant temperature differential is observed on the shaft
surface.

Heat transfer modelling and thermal boundary conditions

The temperature field in the fluid film is predicted by solving the energy equa-
tion (4.3). Since lubricant properties vary with temperature, thermal laws are set for
dynamic viscosity and specific heat capacity. It is assumed that dynamic viscosity
decreases with temperature following an exponential law (see Figure 4.4(a)) and that
specific heat grows linearly with temperature (see Figure 4.4(b)).

Within the scope of this study, only the fluid part is modelled. Thus, the thermal
boundary conditions assumed are adiabatic at the fluid-solid interface. In other words,
zero heat flux is assumed between the fluid and the adjacent wall.

λ
∂T
∂n

∣∣∣∣
wall

= 0 (4.19)

The 3D geometries are extended with side channels in order to avoid specifying
any thermal conditions at opening boundaries where the lubricant leaks from the con-
tact. Lubricant mixing is modelled in two different ways. For a static study of a slider
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bearing (Paper C), the lubricant is delivered through an inlet groove and conditions
of inlet temperature and flow rate are imposed. The flow in the inlet groove is mod-
elled in this case. For a transient study of a journal bearing (Paper F), the lubricant is
supplied through an inlet window at the bearing boundary. The temperature and mass
flow are set at the lubricant window and the velocity, normal to the bearing boundary,
is determined according to continuity.

4.6 Mesh motion

Another numerical approach is required for modelling time-dependent geometrical
changes of the hydrodynamic contact. For instance, under dynamic conditions the
lubricant film thickness does not stay constant. The fluid film also changes locally
when a texture is placed on the moving surface rather than on the stationary sur-
face. In these cases where the geometry changes, the computational grid needs to be
modified as a function of time.

When the control volumes move or deform in time, integration of the governing
equations must be modified to account for this. Taking w j to be the velocity of the
control volume boundary in the direction j and according to the Leibnitz rule, the
derivative of a quantity Φ integrated over a volume is given by:

d
dt

∫
V (t)

ΦdV =
∫

V

∂Φ
∂t

dV +
∫

S
φw jdn j (4.20)

The governing equations of continuity (4.1) and momentum (4.2) become equa-
tions (4.21) and (4.22), respectively:

d
dt

∫
V (t)

ρdV +
∫

S
ρ(u j−w j)dn j = 0 (4.21)

d
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S

Pdn j +
∫

S
μ
(

∂ui

∂x j
+

∂u j

∂xi

)
dn j (4.22)

The transient term accounts for the rate of change of storage in the deforming
control volume, whereas the advection term accounts for the net advective transport
across the moving boundaries of the control volume. There are different ways to
apply a motion or a deformation to the grid nodes, and these can be regrouped into
two approaches:

• Unspecified motion of the nodes at one boundary:

This approach results from the equilibrium of a fluid-structure interaction. A
force balance is generally calculated, and the mesh is deformed as a function of
time until equilibrium of the forces is reached. Only one computational grid is
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needed. The resulting motion from the force balance is applied to all the nodes
of a boundary. The surrounding nodes inside the computational domain follow
the displacement diffusion law given by equation (4.23).

∂
∂xi

(
Γst

∂δ
∂xi

)
= 0 (4.23)

δ is the displacement relative to the previous grid node locations and the mesh
stiffness Γst is subjected to an exponential increase when the control volume
size decreases. The stiffness is increased near small mesh volumes letting, the
larger mesh volumes absorb more motion. Nevertheless, the relative mesh dis-
tribution is preserved, and the spacing of the initial mesh is not greatly changed
by this law.

• Specified motion of the nodes:

The second approach consists of applying a predefined motion to the mesh
so as to represent the movement of one boundary. This can be done in three
different ways:

– A specified motion can be directly applied to the nodes of a boundary in
the same manner described previously. The displacement diffusion law
is used to calculate the displacement of the remaining grid nodes.

– With two computational domains involved, a specified movement (trans-
lation or rotation) can be given to one of them relative to the other. Two
computational grids are used in this case, and no changes in the size of
the control volume occur. The two different domains are connected with
a general grid interface (GGI). This connection conserves the fluxes of
all equations at the interface and permits non-matching nodes. A frame
change between two computational grids is then obtained. The GGI
method may produce numerical error if grid element size ratios greater
than 1:10 are found at the interface.

– Multi-grids can be successively loaded at each time step in such a way
that the predefined motion is represented. Each grid from the set of grids
has the same number of control volumes and the same connectivity for
each volume, and they differ only in the position of the grid nodes, which
induces a motion in some boundary nodes. The resulting changes in con-
trol volumes are directly calculated at each time step and integrated in the
solving process as shown by equations (4.21) and (4.22).

Mesh motion is used in this study for two different purposes:

• When an external load applied to the shaft is considered, film thickness and
eccentricity must be determined. Equilibrium is satisfied when the pressure
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force acting on the shaft balances the load (see Paper E). The shaft follows a
transient path toward the equilibrium point. Since the point is unknown, the
mesh deformation approach with unspecified motion of the nodes at one of the
boundaries is used. The computational grid deforms towards its final state, and
the result is the eccentricity. As an example, the transient path of the centre of
a smooth and textured shaft is plotted in Figure 5.13.

• The motion of a microgroove created on the shaft surface can be investigated.
For a fixed shaft at a constant eccentricity, the motion is known. Therefore,
the mesh deformation approach with specified motion of the nodes is used (see
Paper F). Multiple grids, differing by the angular position of the microgroove,
are successively loaded at each time step to represent the motion of the shaft.

4.7 Solution process

The solution process of the ANSYS CFX solver is shown in Figure 4.5. It should
be noted that, for transient simulations, inner iterations (coefficient loop iterations)
are performed inside each time step. For steady state simulations, the solver uses
a false time step. Mesh displacement is solved first, and the node coordinates are
updated at the beginning of each time step. The hydrodynamic system of equations
is then solved, followed by the volume fraction calculation and the energy equation.
The solution process ends when the convergence criteria, the maximum number of
iterations or the maximum simulation time are reached.

4.8 Numerical errors

The degree of accuracy required for a simulation depends on the purpose of the study.
Some sources of error and uncertainty are always present in CFD simulations. Un-
certainties concern the lack of knowledge in the modelling process and cannot be
removed. On the contrary, errors are defined as a deficiency that can be removed or
avoided with appropriate care. Guidelines published in [84] are devoted to educating
CFD users in order to avoid mistakes and improve the reliability of CFD calculations.

The major errors that commonly arise in CFD simulations concern spatial and
temporal discretisation, iterative convergence, computer round-off and the code it-
self. The last two errors can be minimised by solving in double precision using a
widely tested solver. Therefore, the spatial and temporal discretisations as well as
the iterative convergence are the remaining errors that need to be controlled. The
spatial discretisation error is the difference between the exact solution of the equa-
tions and the approximated discretised solution. As analytical solutions do not exist
for such complicated problems, other methods have been developed to quantify this
error. Richardson extrapolation is one of such approach that requires three computa-
tional grids to estimate the error [85]. This method is used in Papers A, C, D and E.
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Figure 4.5: Numerical solution process
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Temporal discretisation is of importance for transient runs, such as in Papers E and
F. The choice of time step depends on the time scale of the flow studied. A wrong
choice for time step would fail to capture certain flow phenomena and may give un-
stable results. Time and space discretisations are often strongly coupled. However,
a sufficient iterative convergence should be achieved before checking these discreti-
sation errors. The iterative error is the difference between the current approximate
solution and the exact solution of the discretised equations. This error is estimated by
the root mean square value of the residuals, which must decrease by several orders of
magnitude to be considered small.

The procedure by which the estimation of these different errors is made is part
of the verification process. The validation procedure aims at comparing the extent
to which the model accurately represents the reality. This is done by comparing
numerical results with real flow conditions via experimental data, as in Papers D, E
and F.
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MAIN RESULTS

5.1 Plain sliders

The study of an inclined slider bearing is reported in Papers A, B and C. The effect
of a texture is first investigated for an isothermal infinitely wide bearing in Papers A
and B with a focus on inertia effects in Paper B. Thermal effects are then included
and a finite slider bearing is studied in Paper C.

The geometries used in Paper A are those from Figures 4.2 and 3.3 for the smooth
and textured sliders, respectively. Some phenomena resulting from the texture are
explained in detail. The origin of the optimal load carrying capacity for a smooth
slider is analysed, such as the additional pressure build-up effect created by texturing
the inlet of the contact. These mechanisms are explained as follows.

The fluid dragged into the contact receives some energy from the moving surface.
Losses increase as the fluid moves along the converging contact since the mean ve-
locity increases. Losses in the inlet part are lower than in the outlet part. This creates
a variation in the mechanical energy of the fluid that produces a variation in pressure.
In fact, part of the energy received by the fluid is used to generate pressure, and the
other part is lost. Thus, pressure is built up in the inlet part of the contact due to pos-
itive variation of the mechanical energy, whereas pressure loss occurs in the outlet
part of the contact where negative variation of the mechanical energy is observed. In
the case of a smooth slider, losses are reduced at the inlet of the contact when the
convergence ratio k is increased. This increases the positive variations of mechanical
energy and, as a consequence, the pressure gradient and load carrying capacity. If k
becomes too large (k > 1), a recirculation zone is formed at the inlet of the contact.
The pressure gradient decreases as the velocity profile changes (see Figure 5.1 for the
smooth bearing), and the load is then decreased.

The same principle holds when a texture is introduced. A dimple locally de-
creases the mean velocity and the consequent losses. The pressure gradient is then
increased locally as well as the consequent load carrying capacity. To increase the
load carrying capacity, dimple depth can be increased until the point where recir-

37
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Figure 5.1: Pressure profiles on the moving surface for a smooth (plain lines) and
textured (doted lines) slider bearing for different convergence ratios k, d/h0 = 0.33

culation starts to appear in the bottom of the dimple. Beyond this point, the veloc-
ity profile is over-stretched and produces some recirculation (see Figure 5.2 for the
largest k and d/h0 ratios). The pressure gradient is then reduced along with the load.
Thus, an optimal dimple depth exists that gives the maximum load carrying capacity.
Increasing the dimple depth too much (above the optimal depth) has the same effect
and is based on the same principle as when the convergence ratio is increased too
much (over k = 1). Losses can be decreased to a greater extent with a texture at low
k-values, which gives greater margin to increase the load of a slider. This is shown
in Figure 5.1 where the texture is seen to be efficient for improving the load for low
convergence ratios only, until a k value of around 1.

To optimise a textured slider bearing with the criterion of maximising load car-
rying capacity, losses need to be decreased as much as possible in the first part and
increased as much as possible in the second part. It is confirmed that the texture must
be placed in the inlet part, upstream of the maximum pressure. Moreover, the texture
should not be placed in a recirculation zone, as seen in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 for k =
2. If recirculation occurs, a possible optimisation of the stationary surface can ap-
pear as in Figure 5.3. Controlling the velocity profile is essential for optimising the
load carrying capacity. With this theory, it is possible to verify that the Rayleigh step
bearing is the optimum design to achieve maximum load carrying capacity and any
particular texture is only a local optimisation according to this criterion in isothermal
conditions.
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Figure 5.2: Backflow (blue shaded regions) occurring for different cases. The con-
vergence ratio k is varied from the first line to the third with the values k = 0.2, 1 and
2, respectively. The dimple depth to minimum film ratio d/h0 is varied from the first
column to the third with the values d/h0 = 0.1, 0.33 and 0.75, respectively. From left
to right and up to down, the first five cases have positive effects on the load, whereas
the last four have negative effects.

Figure 5.3: Backflow zone (grey shaded region) for the modified geometry (k = 2)
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Figure 5.4: Stokes and Navier-Stokes pressure profiles for two dimple depths, d/h =
0.1 and 0.75

A higher sliding speed increases the Reynolds number and consequently the im-
portance of inertia forces in the fluid when compared with viscous forces. Paper
B shows how flow in a textured slider behaves when inertia effects become impor-
tant. With high inertia, the flow has a longer development region after encountering a
discontinuity such as a dimple. This results in modified pressure gradients and pres-
sure build-up. The effect of inertia on the load carrying capacity of a textured slider
depends on a critical texture depth. If the depth is below the critical value, inertia
increases the pressure build-up. If it is above, inertia contributes to a reduction of the
pressure build-up (see Figure 5.4). The amount of recirculating flow in a dimple is a
crucial factor for the pressure build-up. A numerical approach excluding inertia terms
in the governing equations can predict the flow and any recirculation zone only up
to a certain Reynolds number. For a realistic configuration considering a fore-region,
inertia effects increase the load carrying capacity, even for a texture depth above the
critical depth (see Figure 5.5). A higher pressure at the inlet of the contact confirms
what has been pointed out in [62–66].

When thermal effects are considered, the same texture still provides better per-
formance at low convergence ratios. Compared with an isothermal case, the load
carrying capacity and the frictional losses are reduced. This is a consequence of the
decrease in dynamic viscosity due to heating of the contact. At low convergence ra-
tios, k = 0 and 0.1, the inlet texture improves the load carrying capacity as shown in
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(a) Without fore-region (b) Fore-region considered

Figure 5.5: Dimensionless pressure highlighting the inertia effects for an infinitely
wide plain slider, d/h0 = 0.75

Figure 5.6. Dimples give positive effects for a larger range of k since thermal effects
delay the appearance of flow recirculation.

The thermal slider bearing model is extended to 3D (see Paper C). The dimples
are introduced in the same way as for the infinitely wide slider. No pressure is im-
posed on the sides of the pad, and no temperature profile is assumed at the inlet of
the contact since the geometry is extended. Lubricant mixing is modelled. The cold
lubricant spreads in a helical pattern in the groove, as shown in Figure 5.7. Different
operating conditions (sliding speed and inlet flow rate) give different swirl patterns
and thus different inlet pad temperatures. Therefore, lubricant mixing is of impor-
tance in the model. Since the temperature is distributed unevenly at the leading edge
of the contact, it also spreads unevenly into the contact.

The same trend as in the case of the 2D slider is observed at low convergence
ratios: texture improves the load carrying capacity (see Figure 5.8). The longest
microgrooves in the direction transverse to the sliding direction give the highest load
carrying capacity. Nevertheless, a microgroove as long as the transverse dimension
of the pad increases side leakage too much and is therefore not optimal.

Inlet texture has a positive effect on load carrying capacity in a wide range of
operating conditions. The most noticeable effect is at high sliding speeds. Beyond
a certain sliding speed, the load carrying capacity decreases. High temperatures are
concentrated close to the moving surface, generating a significant viscosity gradient
across the film. Most of the shearing occurs in the upper part of the film, and the
velocity profile is modified in such a way that recirculation is reduced or prevented
in each dimple. The texture is then used in a more efficient way and provides even
greater positive influence on the load carrying capacity. Thus, at high sliding speeds,
the texture can improve the load carrying capacity by up to 16%, thus increasing the
margin of safety (see Figure 5.9).
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Figure 5.6: Non-dimensional load carrying capacity for a 2D slider, d/h0 = 0.75

(a) Qin = 0.001 kg/s (b) Qin = 0.0001 kg/s

Figure 5.7: Streamlines, normalised velocity vectors (on planes z/Lz = 0, 0.5 and 1)
and temperature profiles (on planes z/Lz = 0, 0.5, 1 and the pad surface) for a smooth
slider, k = 1.
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(a) k = 0.1

(b) k = 1

Figure 5.8: Pressure distribution for a smooth bearing (left side) and a textured bear-
ing (right side) with d/h0 = 0.75 and l/Lz = 0.9
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Figure 5.9: Load carrying capacity as a function of sliding speed, Qin = 0.001 kg/s
and k = 1

5.2 Journal bearings

Papers D, E and F are devoted to the investigation of journal bearings. The geometries
used for the plain journal bearings are shown in Figures 4.1 and 3.2. The case of an
isothermal plain journal bearing of infinite width is studied first (Paper D). This study
is completed by a 3D analysis of a finite journal bearing with a constant applied
load (Paper E). Finally, a finite journal bearing with a microgroove on the shaft is
investigated in Paper F, considering thermal effects.

Based on the same principle as for a slider bearing, dimples are first introduced on
the bearing surface in the inlet part of the converging contact, i.e., just downstream of
the maximum film thickness. The dimples are considered to be shallow (d/hmin < 1)
to avoid any local backflow and thus to optimise their efficiency. Since low k-values
are required to generate extra pressure for the slider bearing, low eccentricity ratios
are used here for the journal bearing. It is found that the dimples are able to decrease
losses locally and thus increase the pressure gradient based on the same principle
as for the slider bearing. Gain is observed for the smallest shaft eccentricities until
a global backflow starts to occur at the maximum film thickness. As for the slider
bearing, load carrying capacity cannot be improved if the texture is placed in a recir-
culation zone. Thus, above a certain eccentricity, the textured journal bearing loses
some load carrying capacity, exactly like a slider bearing does for high k-values. The
friction coefficient, plotted in Figure 5.10, is also reduced at the lower eccentricity
ratios, k < 0.25.

These results are confirmed in Paper E for a finite journal bearing when a light
load is applied and the film is recalculated with the help of a mesh deformation tech-
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Figure 5.10: Ratio of friction coefficients comparing a bearing textured with shallow
dimples to a smooth bearing

nique (see Section 4.6). Shallow dimples are centred at the maximum film thickness
where the pressure gradient takes the greatest value. The increase in the load carrying
capacity of the infinitely wide bearing at a fixed eccentricity is now converted into an
increase in the minimum film thickness when a constant load is applied. This leads to
a greater margin of safety for the bearing. The longer the microgrooves are in the ax-
ial direction, the larger the minimum film becomes. Friction force is simultaneously
reduced.

A configuration with deep dimples (d/hmin > 1) is also investigated. For the
infinitely wide journal bearing (Paper D), it is found that deep dimples need to be
carefully positioned in the contact to improve performance. Indeed, deep dimples
do not provide any positive effect on load carrying capacity and friction force unless
they are placed in the maximum pressure region. In the latter case, the friction force
is reduced more than the load carrying capacity, resulting in a reduction of the friction
coefficient. Since those dimples are deep, backflow is observed inside and therefore
the pressure gradient is reduced locally. The pressure profile flattens out for the
deepest dimples. Thus, to produce an overall positive effect, the dimples should be
placed where the pressure is least affected. Once the dimples are positioned in the
maximum pressure region, a parametric study on the dimple dimensions (depth and
width) is performed. For the chosen operating conditions, it is found that a dimple
width of 4 mm combined with a depth greater than 1.15 mm (d/hmin > 20) provides
the best performance in terms of friction coefficient reduction (Figure 5.11).

A configuration that minimises the friction coefficient is chosen and extended in
3D. The results are confirmed for a finite bearing when a high load is applied and the
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Figure 5.11: Ratio of friction coefficients comparing a bearing textured with deep
dimples to a smooth bearing for different dimple widths and depths, ε = 0.61

film is recalculated (see Paper E). The decrease in load carrying capacity observed
for an infinitely wide bearing is logically converted into a decrease in minimum film
thickness. The friction force is reduced, which confirms the lower friction coefficient
predicted for the infinitely wide bearing (see Figure 5.12). The deep dimples have the
advantage of providing lower friction than a thinner lubricant would do at the same
applied load. They have the disadvantage of decreasing the minimum film thickness
and thus the margin of safety for the contact. Since the position of the dimples is
relative to the maximum pressure, variations in the applied load (in magnitude or
direction) have to be small in order to keep the dimples in the most suitable pressure
zone. Due to the presence of the texture, the locus of the shaft changes (see Figure
5.13). The shaft takes a different path from its initial centred position to its final
position. As mentioned previously, the resulting eccentricity of the textured bearing
is slightly larger. Higher eccentricities can also be expected in the transient phase for
the textured bearing.

A texture can also be applied on the moving surface. In Paper F, the influence of
a microgroove positioned on the shaft is investigated for both an infinitely wide and
finite journal bearing considering thermal effects. A mesh deformation technique that
updates the computational grid at each time step is found to be reliable for simulating
this problem. It enables the rotation of the microgroove. In the moving coordinate
frame attached to the rotor, the stator moves in the opposite direction from the initial
rotor direction. The microgroove is fixed, and the pressure in the fluid film is seen in
the direction of motion of the stator. The previous analysis considering a stationary
texture holds and can be transposed back into the stationary coordinate frame where
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Figure 5.12: Friction force and eccentricity ratio for high loading (W = 1125 N) with
the deep dimple configuration

Figure 5.13: Locus of the shaft centre during its transient phase for the deep dimple
configuration, W = 1125 N
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Figure 5.14: Temperature distribution at the shaft surface for different microgroove
positions α. The relative depth of the microgroove d/c is equal to 1. The edges of the
microgroove are represented by the solid lines, and the position of the inlet lubricant
source is shown by the dashed lines.

the microgroove produces a local drop in pressure. A variation in load is observed
over one revolution. The load carrying capacity is enhanced when the microgroove
passes in the region of negative pressure gradient for low eccentricities and is re-
duced when it passes through the region of positive pressure gradient. Positive and
negative effects are combined. Averaged over one period, the load carrying capacity
of both finite and infinitely wide bearings with a microgroove on the shaft is lower
than that of the bearing with a smooth shaft. A deeper microgroove contributes to
a larger reduction in load. For the finite bearing, the microgroove carries and dis-
tributes a colder amount of lubricant to the warmest regions (see Figure 5.14). The
depth of the microgroove influences this amount. This is due to flow recirculation
inside the microgroove which provides better cooling. This positive cooling effect
should balance the negative effect of flow recirculation on pressure in order to pro-
vide improvemenents in thermohydrodynamic performance of bearing designs with
texture on moving surfaces.



Chapter 6

CONCLUSIONS

The overall conclusions from this study are as follows:

• The inlet surface texture of a slider bearing provides a positive influence on
load carrying capacity both in isothermal conditions and when thermal effects
are considered. The reduction of losses due to the texture generates a higher
pressure gradient and produces a greater pressure build-up than without texture.
The optimal design of the surface shape of a contact to obtain the maximum
load carrying capacity is based on the control of losses.

• A texture provides its maximum efficiency when the inside flow is right at the
onset of recirculation. The occurrence of flow recirculation in the texture does
not generate the highest pressure gradient. Therefore, locating a texture in the
recirculation zone should be avoided.

• The load carrying capacity of a slider in severe thermal operating conditions
is enhanced by using a texture since the amount of flow recirculation in the
texture is reduced at higher sliding speeds.

• Mixing of the cold incoming lubricant is important to be modelled since the
swirl pattern in the lubricant supply groove of the slider gives an uneven tem-
perature distribution at the leading edge of the contact.

• The 3D model of the journal bearing considering a constant applied load con-
firms the results and the trends obtained with the 2D model at fixed eccentricity.
Deformation of the computational grid in time can successfully recalculate the
film thickness.

• A suitably positioned texture with an optimal depth in a contact improves jour-
nal bearing performance in terms of reduced friction coefficient. The texture
should either have a shallow depth and be positioned in the positive pressure
gradient regions, i.e., in the maximum film region if no recirculation occurs
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(where load carrying capacity and eccentricity ratio are increased), or the tex-
ture can have a greater depth and be positioned in the region of maximum
pressure (where friction force is reduced).

• A microgroove located on the shaft of a journal bearing reduces the load car-
rying capacity slightly when averaged over one period. The microgroove dis-
tributes colder lubricant to the warmest regions. This effect, more pronounced
with deeper microgrooves, is due to a global flow recirculation inside the mi-
crogroove, which improves mixing.



Chapter 7

FUTURE WORK

Further developments in the numerical models presented and additional investiga-
tions are suggested as possible future work.

• Thermal investigations did not take into account heat transfer and conduction
into the metal parts (bearing housing, shaft and pad). A further study could
therefore dispense with the adiabatic assumptions and consider thermal con-
duction in the surrounding parts.

• The study of a fixed inclined slider bearing can be extended to a tilting pad
slider bearing. It would be worthwhile, in this case, to analyse if the posi-
tive trend in performance remains as well as to quantify the gain obtained by
the texture. A mesh deformation model with unspecified motion of the nodes
would need to be used to solve both the motion of the pad, due to the change
in tilt angle, and the recalculation of the film thickness.

• Simulation of a fully textured shaft with recalculation of the film thickness
could be of interest. The two mesh deformation approaches with specified and
unspecified motion of the nodes need to be combined.

• High-speed bearings are likely to operate in the turbulent regime, thus requiring
a turbulent model. It is of interest to investigate whether the theory and results
obtained thus far in this thesis would still be applicable when a turbulent flow
interacts with a textured surface.

• Experimental tests of the thrust and journal bearings with surface texture con-
figurations analysed in this thesis would be of great interest. Experimental data
are expected to strengthen the beneficial aspects of texture in hydrodynamic
sliding contacts, as shown in this work.
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Pressure Buildup Mechanism in a
Textured Inlet of a Hydrodynamic
Contact
A flow analysis is carried out for an inclined slider bearing with the aim of showing the
governing mechanism at conditions where an optimum in load carrying capacity is
achieved. The effects of surface texture on pressure buildup and load carrying capacity
are explained for a textured slider bearing geometry. Numerical simulations are per-
formed for laminar, steady, and isothermal flows. The energy transferred to the fluid from
the moving wall is converted into pressure in the initial part of the converging contact
and into losses in the second part. The convergence ratio can be increased, in order to
get the greatest pressure gradient, until the limiting value where flow recirculation begins
to occur. The texture appears to achieve its maximum efficiency when its depth is such
that the velocity profile is stretched at its maximum extent without incurring incoming
recirculating flow. The wall profile shape controlling the velocity profile can be optimized
for many hydrodynamic contacts. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2805426�

Keywords: convergent surface, texture, pressure buildup, recirculation

1 Introduction
In a previous study �1�, an additional effect of pressure buildup

generated by a surface texture has been identified for journal bear-
ings at low eccentricity ratios. An improvement in the hydrody-
namic performance was achieved due to the texture in the con-
verging gap of the journal bearing. Introducing textured surfaces
in various hydrodynamic contacts has recently been the subject of
many studies since surface texturing may improve bearing perfor-
mance.
A number of the studies focus on the analysis of various tex-

tured geometries with particular attention on the dimensions and
the position of the texture. Tønder �2,3� pointed out that introduc-
ing a series of dimples or roughness at the inlet of a sliding sur-
face contact can generate extra pressure, and thus support higher
load. As shown by Brizmer et al. �4�, a partial texturing creates a
collective dimple effect and results in a “step-like” pressure dis-
tribution over the textured zone. Dimple dimensions were consid-
ered by Etsion and co-workers �4–6�, who showed that dimple
depth is an important factor for load generation. There exists an
optimum depth for which the dimples can provide the highest load
carrying capacity as underlined by Yu and Sadeghi �7�. Sahlin et
al. �8� showed that recirculation occurs at a certain value of
groove depth close to which maximal load is achieved. The
dimple width is also found to be of importance in most of the
studies. The variation of the dimple depth, with a diverging gap
followed by a converging gap, has been considered to be respon-
sible for the pressure generation �9�.
In the other studies, some new mechanisms or effects are high-

lighted. Analysis of one single cell with a dimple or pocket
showed that inertia effects induce a nonantisymmetrical pressure
profile, which results in a positive load onto the upper sliding
surface, as shown by Arghir et al. �9�. Olver et al. �10� showed
that inlet suction is responsible for load support for a parallel pad
bearing with a closed pocket.
While the positive effect of dimples on hydrodynamic contacts

has been widely proved, mechanisms of pressure generation have

only been roughly covered. Better understanding is necessary for
a suitable optimization of hydrodynamic contacts. Therefore, the
objective of this paper, which is a continuation of the previous
work �1�, is to explain a mechanism of pressure buildup in a
convergent gap due to texture. A computational fluid dynamics
�CFD� code is used to numerically analyze the fluid flow. Firstly,
a smooth case is investigated for different convergence ratios. The
effect of dimples is then analyzed for different depths and conver-
gence ratios. In both cases, special attention is given to the varia-
tion of the mechanical energy. The load carrying capacity is com-
pared for the different slider bearing geometries.

2 Theory

2.1 Equations. The Navier–Stokes �Eqs. �1� and �2�� and
continuity �Eq. �3�� equations are solved over the domain using
the finite volume method with a second order scheme. Isothermal
conditions are applied and the flow is assumed to be laminar and
steady,
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These equations are solved with the software package CFX 10.0

�11�. Cavitation is not considered since the pressure never drops
under saturation pressure for such a type of configuration, as
shown in Ref. �1�. The following dimensionless parameters are
introduced:

y* =
y

h0
x* =

x

L
u* =

u

U
v* =

v
U

L

h0
p* =

p

�U2 Re
h0
L

where h0 and L represent the outlet height and the length of the
domain, respectively. The Reynolds number Re=�Uh0 /� allows
the equations to be written in a dimensionless form,
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Re
h0
L
�u*

�u*

�x*
+ v*

�u*

�y*
� = − �p*

�x*
+ �h0

L
�2�2u*

�x*2
+

�2u*

�y*2
�4�

Re�h0
L
�3�u*

�v*

�x
+ v*

�v*

�y*
� = − �p*

�y*
+ �h0

L
�4�2v*

�x*2
+ �h0

L
�2�2v*

�y*2

�5�

�u*

�x*
+

�v*

�y*
= 0 �6�

For a smooth case, assuming h0�L and Re=O�1� �in the
present case, Re=1�, Eqs. �4� and �5� reduce to the well known
equations

�2u*

�y*2
=

�p*

�x*
�7�

�p*

�y*
= 0 �8�

With the boundary conditions u*�0�=0 and u*�1�=1, the solution
of Eq. �7� gives a parabolic velocity profile,

u* =
�p*

�x*
y*2

2
+ �1 − 1

2

�p*

�x*
�y* �9�

The nondimensional load carrying capacity W* is given by

W* =
W

�U
�h0

L
�2

where W represents the load per unit width.

2.2 Geometry and Boundary Conditions. A two dimen-
sional model is used to represent a sliding contact with a conver-
gent gap. The smooth slider bearing geometry is represented in
Fig. 1. The dimensions are: length L=6 mm, outlet height h0
=0.03 mm, and inlet height h1=h1�k�, where k is the convergence
ratio defined by

k =
h1 − h0

h0

k values of 0.1, 0.2, 1, and 2 are chosen to cover a broad range of
typical values for a slider bearing. The lower surface is located at
y=0. The upper surface, not parallel to the x axis, is represented
by a line with equation y=h�x�. The upper surface has a velocity
U=3 m /s and the fluid moves with the same velocity at this
boundary. At the lower surface boundary, the velocity of the fluid
is set to zero. At the inlet and outlet of the domain, the pressure is

set to be ambient. A condition of zero relative pressure is chosen.
In the inlet of the converging contact, the fluid is allowed to cross
the boundary in either direction.
The effect of boundary conditions on the results obtained is

checked by comparing sliding bearings with and without a fore
region. A smooth bearing with a fore region is simulated in the
same way as in the work performed by Zhang and Rodkiewicz
�12�. The length of the fore region, LG, is taken to be 28% of the
bearing length. The depth of the fore region, dG, is 16% of the
bearing length, as shown in Fig. 2. Periodic boundary conditions
are set so that the fluid entering the fore region has the same
velocity and pressure as the fluid leaving the converging gap. The
reference relative pressure is set to zero at the bottom of the fore
region.
The textured slider bearing geometry illustrated by three rect-

angular dimples located close to the inlet is represented in Fig. 3.
The width of each dimple is set to 0.3 mm, whereas the depth d is
varied such that d /h0=0.75, 0.33, and 0.1. This represents dimples
smaller than the minimum film thickness. The first dimple is lo-
cated at 0.2 mm from the inlet and the distance between each
dimple is set to 0.4 mm.

2.3 Meshing. The space discretization, i.e., meshing of the
domain, induces an error in the numerical simulation. An estima-
tion of this error is possible with a Richardson extrapolation. This
method is used to investigate the value of the load for a smooth
geometry, as in Fig. 1, with k=1. As the real value of the load is
not known, this method is expected to give the exact value and
enables estimation of the grid error �13�. The value of the nondi-
mensional load is plotted in Fig. 4 for grids of 1500, 6000, 24,000,
and 96,000 elements. The value of the load error for the grid of
24,000 elements is estimated to be 0.3%. The error is small
enough to consider the results reliable. This grid is used since it is
less time consuming for the calculations.

Fig. 1 Smooth slider bearing geometry

Fig. 2 Smooth slider bearing geometry with fore region

Fig. 3 Dimpled slider bearing geometry

Fig. 4 Grid refinement study. Grid size= „Nmax/N…1/2, where N is
the number of elements of the mesh and Nmax is the number of
elements of the finest mesh used.
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3 Smooth Slider Bearing
The smooth geometries with and without a fore region are com-

pared for k=1. The results for the pressure profile in the case of a
smooth bearing with a fore region are slightly different compared
to the case without as some pressure is already built up at the inlet
of the converging gap, see Fig. 5. These results are in agreement
with the work of Zhang �14�, where it was shown that the value
for pressure at the inlet of the converging gap depends on the
Reynolds number. The value of the load carrying capacity is thus
6–7% higher for the smooth bearing with a fore region.
The velocity profiles at the inlet and outlet edges of the con-

verging gap are slightly different for the case with a fore region
due to a sudden change in geometry at the leading and trailing
edges. Velocity profiles at different cross sections of the gap are,
however, very similar, Fig. 6.
The same flow behavior is observed in the converging gap in

both cases, with and without a fore region. Therefore, modeling
this problem without a fore region is appropriate for reaching the
goal of this study, which focuses on the mechanism of pressure
buildup rather than on the accuracy of load prediction.

In order to understand the effect of the texture on convergent
surfaces, smooth convergent surfaces with variable convergence
ratio are initially studied. The variation of the nondimensional
load carrying capacity W*, a function of the convergence ratio k,
is known. This is shown in Fig. 7.
The load carrying capacity increases until a value of k between

1 and 1.5 is reached. It then decreases. An analysis of the flow is
thus required to understand the occurrence of the maximum value
of the load carrying capacity. Such an analysis will also allow a
better understanding of the effect of surface texturing on load
carrying capacity.
The convergent geometry induces a pressure variation in the

domain since inlet and outlet pressures are equal and the mean
velocity ū, given by Eq. �10�, varies along the convergent geom-
etry,

ū =
1

h�0
h

udy �10�

At the location of maximum pressure, the pressure gradient is zero
and according to Eq. �9� the velocity profile is linear. Due to the
constriction, the vertical velocity v is negative. v decreases in
magnitude as y decreases due to the wall being stationary.
�v* /�y* is negative and from the equation of continuity, Eq. �6�,
�u* /�x* is positive. The velocity u, as well as its average ū, in-
creases along the x axis since mass flow is conserved through each
cross section.
As the equation of the velocity profile is parabolic, this indi-

cates a concave shaped velocity profile from the inlet of the do-
main until a point where a linear profile is achieved. A convex
shaped velocity profile is consequently encountered beyond the
point where the linear profile occurs. Velocity profiles at different
cross sections of the domain for k=1 are presented in Fig. 8 to
illustrate the explanation. In this case the linear profile is found at
x*=2 /3.
For a concave profile located upstream of the linear profile, the

velocity variations are small close to the stationary surface. They
increase continuously with large values obtained close to the up-
per surface. The second derivative of the velocity is thus positive.
The pressure gradient is also positive according to Eq. �7�. At
locations downstream from the linear profile, variations of the
velocity are large close to the stationary surface. They decrease
continuously, with small values obtained close to the upper sur-
face. The pressure gradient is thus negative, following Eq. �7�.
Pressure, together with load carrying capacity, is thus created in
the fluid film of a smooth, inclined slider bearing.
The continuous increase of the mean velocity induces larger

losses since these are proportional to the square of the velocity.

Fig. 5 Pressure profiles in the converging gap for k=1 with
and without considering the fore region

Fig. 6 Velocity profiles at different cross sections with and
without a fore region, k=1

Fig. 7 Nondimensional load for different convergence ratios k
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The increase of the mean velocity coupled to the variation of the
pressure indicates variation of the mechanical energy,

E = 1
2��u2 + v2� + p

The variation of the mechanical energy may be obtained from the
energy equation. Multiplication of the Navier–Stokes equation by
the velocity vector U and rearrangement of the different terms
gives the energy equation, Eq. �11�. See Cervantes and Gustavs-
son �15� for a detailed derivation.

DE

Dt
=
1

�

�p

�t
+

�

�xj
	�

�

�xj
�ui

2

2
� + �

�uiuj

�xi

 − �� �ui

�xj

�ui

�xj
+

�ui

�xj

�uj

�xi
�

�11�
The left hand side term of Eq. �11� represents the variation of the
mechanical energy of the fluid. The first term of the right hand
side is a time dependent term. The second is a term relating to
transport of the fluid. The final term is the mechanical losses. The
nondimensional form of Eq. �11� is given in Eq. �12� taking into
account the assumption h0�L,

u*
�p*

�x*
=
1

2

�2�u*2�
�y*2

− � �u*

�y*
�2 �12�

In Eq. �12�, the term on the left hand side represents the variation
of the mechanical energy. The first term of the right hand side
represents the spatial transport of energy, while the final term is
the viscous losses. In Fig. 9, the average of the three terms is
plotted for different cross sections of the domain for k=1. The
“�” sign indicates energy loss, such that losses are increasing
along the x axis, as expected, since the mean velocity increases.
On the other hand, the variation of the mechanical energy de-
creases monotonously starting from a positive value to finish at a
negative value at the end of the domain. When the variations of
the mechanical energy are positive, the fluid receives energy from
the moving wall and builds up pressure. As this term becomes
negative, energy is still received by the fluid from the wall. How-
ever, the significant increase in the magnitude of losses involves a
decrease of pressure. A pressure rise is therefore created when the
mean variation of the mechanical energy is positive, followed by a
pressure drop when this quantity becomes negative.
The variation of the mechanical energy is a function of the axial

velocity u* and its vertical variation according to Eq. �12�. A
modification of the convergence ratio k will affect the vertical
variation of the axial velocity and, consequently, the variation of
the mechanical energy and pressure buildup.

The effects of the convergence ratio are now investigated for
different values. The pressure profiles for different k are repre-
sented in Fig. 10. For k=0.1, the pressure profile is almost sym-
metric. The position of maximum pressure corresponding to the
linear velocity profile is nearly centered in the domain. As the
convergence ratio k increases, i.e., h1 becomes larger, the maxi-
mum pressure increases, as expected, since the vertical variation
of the axial velocity is more important. Meanwhile, it is also
shifted toward the outlet of the domain. In every case, the energy
received by the fluid from the wall is the same. However, when k
is reduced to 0.1, more energy is converted into losses compared
with the case of k=1, see Fig. 11. Since the entraining wall re-
mains relatively close to the stationary wall, the viscous effects
are always important. For k=1, the magnitude of the losses �in
Fig. 9� is less in the major part of the contact since the viscous
effects close to the stationary wall are smaller as the gap between
the surfaces is more important.
However, for k=2, the pressure gradient decreases at the inlet

of the domain, as seen in Fig. 10. As shown in Fig. 12, a large
zone of recirculation is formed at the inlet of the domain. It should
be noted that the recirculation does not depend on the length of
the domain. This recirculation zone is not present for other values

Fig. 8 Velocity profile at different cross sections „k=1… Fig. 9 Average of the terms of the mechanical energy „ME…
equation at different cross sections, k=1

Fig. 10 Pressure profile for different k values
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of k, see Fig. 13. The recirculation zone close to the stationary
wall creates a line where u is zero. A flow rate q1 is going in the
reverse direction between this line and the stationary wall. In or-
der to fulfill mass continuity, the same quantity of flow rate is
added to the flow going forward. This means that the global flow
rate Q is equal to Q= �Q+q1�−q1. Thus, the quantity of flow
going forward �Q+q1� is higher and is filling the velocity profile
above the point where u=0. The shape of the velocity profile
becomes less concave above this point. Pressure gradient is then
decreased in the inlet when k increases beyond the value of 1, see
Fig. 10. For the pressure gradient value, recirculation in the flow
is thus equivalent to a reduction of k. The position of pmax is
shifted downstream so that the magnitude of pmax together with
the load carrying capacity reaches its maximum value after k=1.
This explains the maximum value of the load carrying capacity in
Fig. 7.

4 Textured Slider Bearing
The hypothesis of thin film does not apply to textured slider

bearings. The convective terms cannot be neglected due to the
large variation of the velocity with sudden variation of the geom-
etry. The full Navier–Stokes equations need to be considered.
To model a textured surface, three dimples are introduced near

the inlet of the slider bearing, see Fig. 3. Convergence ratios and
dimple depths are varied. The resulting pressure profiles are pre-
sented in Fig. 14 for k=0.1 and 0.2. In both cases, a great amount
of extra pressure is generated within the dimples. This amount
increases until a certain dimple depth is reached. The differences

in nondimensional load between the smooth and textured cases
are presented as functions of k for different d /h0 ratios, Fig. 15.
Nondimensional load values are shown in Table 1.
For the four k values chosen, the load increases with k until k

=1. Above this value, it then decreases. The dimple depth is an
important parameter. The effect on the load from increasing d /h0
depends on the value of k: at k=0.1, load increases with d /h0; at
k=2, load decreases with d /h0; and for k=0.2 and 1, an increase
in load is followed by a decrease when d /h0 increases. Dimples
produce a significant change in the load carrying capacity for low
convergence ratios k=0.1 and 0.2, where gain goes up to 74% and
32%, respectively. Marginal load carrying capacity is lost for high
convergence ratios compared with the smooth case. The variation
of the load gain is then dependent on the convergence ratio. The
same behavior was observed in Ref. �1� for the case of a journal
bearing where a gain in load was achieved at low eccentricity
ratios and a decrease at higher eccentricities.
By modifying the shape of the surface with dimples, vertical

variations of the axial velocity are different. The vertical velocity
v increases in magnitude at the inlet edge of the dimple with a
negative value in order to fill the dimple. At the outlet edge of the
dimple, a positive vertical velocity is found. See Fig. 16�a� where
the flow field is represented. The derivative �v* /�y* has thus a
positive value at the inlet of the dimple and a negative value at its
outlet. The opposite is true for the derivative �u* /�x* due to the
continuity condition. The mean velocity decreases from the inlet
of the dimple and increases at the outlet. As the mean velocity

Fig. 11 Average of the terms of the mechanical energy „ME…
equation at different cross sections, k=0.1

Fig. 12 Negative velocity „in gray scale… along the x axis for k=2

Fig. 13 Velocity profile at the inlet of the contact. In this par-
ticular case, the vertical coordinate is nondimensionalized by
using the inlet height, not the outlet height as previously.
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decreases, the velocity profile becomes more concave. The second
derivative of the velocity takes a greater value, inducing a higher
pressure gradient inside the dimple, which implies that more pres-
sure is generated.
As seen in Table 1, the gain in the load is not always positive.

For k=2, some load carrying capacity is lost independently of the
dimple depth. For the case of k=1, some load is lost only for the
largest dimple depth, i.e., for d /h0=0.75. The vertical velocity v
has a positive value at the inlet edge of the dimple, as seen in Fig.
16�b�. The opposite effect occurs when the line u=0 and the back-
flow spreads out of the dimple.
A recirculation zone occurs in the dimples when the depth

reaches a certain value. Figure 17 represents the nondimensional
velocity at the center of the first dimple for different dimple
depths and convergence ratios. Velocity profiles are similar in the
two other dimples. A recirculation zone is always present when
d /h0=0.75, as can be seen in Fig. 18. Increasing the depth of the
dimples stretches the flow more and tends to generate a recircu-
lation zone. The recirculating flow in such a geometry has been
fully studied by Shankar and Deshpande �16�. This backflow has
the same effect as for the smooth case described in the previous
section. It leads to a lower pressure gradient and lower pressure
generation. For the textured case, this decrease in pressure gradi-
ent is realized locally in the dimples. Thus the load generated is
lower, explaining the results of Fig. 15.
As soon as recirculation occurs in the dimples, increasing the

depth reduces the pressure gradient locally. Nevertheless, when no
recirculation is found in the dimples �for low values of k�, increas-
ing the pressure gradient and the load carrying capacity is still
possible by increasing the dimple depth. Indeed the velocity pro-
file can still be stretched until the limit where recirculation begins
to occur. Introducing dimples in a global recirculation zone, see
Fig. 18�c�, generates even more backflow and reduces the load
carrying capacity.
Due to the texture, a strong change in mechanical energy,

losses, and energy transport is observed in the dimples, see Fig.
19. The negative magnitude of the losses is significantly reduced

Fig. 14 Pressure profile on the moving surface for smooth
and dimpled slider bearings for different convergence ratios k
= „a… 0.1 and „b… 0.2. The dimple’s position is indicated by ver-
tical lines.

Fig. 15 Load difference between the textured and the smooth case

Table 1 Nondimensional load „Ã10… for different k and d /h0
ratios

k Smooth d /h0=0.1 d /h0=0.33 d /h0=0.75

0.1 0.431 0.599 �+38.8% � 0.752 �+74.3% � 0.754 �+74.8% �
0.2 0.753 0.880 �+16.9% � 0.995 �+32.2% � 0.989 �+31.3% �
1 1.588 1.596 �+0.5% � 1.594 �+0.4% � 1.560 �−1.8% �
2 1.484 1.468 �−1.1% � 1.456 �−1.8% � 1.427 �−3.8% �
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in the dimples for k=0.1. Conversely, only a slight reduction in
loss magnitude is noticeable at a convergence ratio of k=1. Con-
sequently, the variation of the mechanical energy is increased in-
side the dimples for the case of k=0.1, whereas it is slightly de-
creased for the case of k=1. This means that more energy is
converted into mechanical energy to build up pressure in the case
of k=0.1. The pressure gradient generated is higher. It should be
noticed that the variation of the mechanical energy becomes nega-
tive at an earlier stage upstream compared with the smooth case.
Pressure is thus decreasing at an earlier stage upstream, as can be
seen in Fig. 14.

5 Discussion
Both the convergence ratio and the dimple depth have an opti-

mum value to generate the highest load. In both cases, modifying
k or the dimple depth leads to a change in velocity profile and
pressure gradient.
Dimples have to be placed at the inlet of the contact in order to

generate pressure buildup. If dimples are placed after the position
with a linear velocity profile, load carrying capacity will decrease.
This can be explained as follows. Dimples in the outlet part of the
converging gap decrease the magnitude of the losses locally. Thus,
the negative variation of the mechanical energy increases in the
outlet. A lower amount of energy is dissipated at a lower rate in
the outlet so the fluid takes less energy to build up pressure in the
inlet of the converging gap. Lower pressure will be generated
leading to lower load carrying capacity.
The shape of the stationary wall defines the velocity profile. It

is possible to choose a shape that produces a steep pressure gra-
dient at the inlet of the converging gap �with a concave velocity
profile stretched to the limit where recirculation begins to occur�
and a strong negative pressure gradient in the second part of the
domain. In the first part of the domain, the losses need to be
minimized to build up the pressure. If texture is applied here, the
texture depth can be as deep as possible but should not allow any

Fig. 16 Normalized velocity vectors in the first dimple for „a…
k=0.1, d /h0=0.75 and „b… k=1, d /h0=0.75 „domain scaled by 1/4
in the x direction…

Fig. 17 Velocity profile in the center of the first dimple. The
vertical coordinate is nondimensionalized by using the total
height. „a… d /h0=0.1, „b… d /h0=0.33, and „c… d /h0=0.75.
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recirculation in order to generate the largest pressure gradient. In
the second part of the domain, some amount of energy of the fluid
has to be converted into losses in order to decrease the pressure
toward its reference value of zero. A series of dimples can be used
for the texture. However, considering the optimization of the load
support, a pocket would give a greater load since the same pres-
sure gradient can be created and maintained over a longer dis-
tance. A series of dimples is then only a local optimization of the
surface shape. Moreover, in order to keep the pressure gradient
constant in the first part, the bottom surface of the pocket needs to
remain parallel to the moving wall.
When a global recirculation zone occurs, the creation of some

dimples in this zone leads to some decrease in load, as was shown
for the case of k=2. Nevertheless, recirculation is often unavoid-
able in some machine components such as journal bearings. If the
reduction of k is not possible, some beneficial effects can be
achieved by creating a texture outside the recirculation zone and
before the point of maximum pressure. It can thus lead to some
pressure gain. For k=1, the flow is at the limit of recirculation at
the inlet of the domain. Increasing the convergence ratio would
decrease the pressure gradient. For such a configuration, improve-
ment can be achieved. At the inlet of the converging gap, keeping
a constant height maintains the same velocity profile and a con-
stant pressure gradient. This height is conserved until the point of
the linear velocity profile and retakes its original value after that,
see Fig. 20. The results indicate an increase of 9.8% of the load
carrying capacity compared with the smooth case. For k=2, an
identical shape is created after the recirculation zone until the
location of the linear velocity profile is reached, see Fig. 21. The
results indicate a gain of about 2.3% in load carrying capacity.
Another way to improve significantly the performance of a

slider bearing with a textured surface is to suitably introduce the
texture in the high pressure region. Friction force is reduced more
than the load carrying capacity when the texture depth is much
larger than the minimum film, as was shown by Brajdic-Mitidieri
et al. �17� for a slider bearing and by Cupillard et al. �1� for a
journal bearing. Friction coefficient is thus improved.
Optimization work has already been performed on parallel sur-

faces in Ref. �8�. This study also enables an explanation as to why
“the splined geometry” with an upstream displacement of the
deepest point of the groove produces a higher lift force than the
other splined geometries in the work performed by Sahlin et al.
�8�. The splined geometry with an upstream displacement of the
deepest point of the groove generates a high pressure gradient at

an earlier stage upstream compared with the other geometries. The
pressure rise is greater in the inlet part of the groove for this
geometry, whereas it increases at a lower rate for the other splined
geometries. It results in a higher pressure at the groove location
and a higher load carrying capacity. For the configuration of the
groove centered in the domain, the groove with a rectangular
shape of the same depth gives the highest load carrying capacity.
For a step bearing, a modification of the height of the step acts

like a modification of the convergence ratio for an inclined bear-
ing. The Rayleigh step bearing is known to have the optimum
surface profile of the stationary wall, giving the highest load. A

Fig. 18 Backflow „gray shaded regions… occurring at different
convergence ratios: „a… k=0.2 and d /h0=0.75, „b… k=1 and
d /h0=0.75, and „c… k=2 and d /h0=0.75

Fig. 19 Average of the terms of the mechanical energy „ME…
equation at different cross sections: „a… k=0.1, d /h0=0.75 and„b… k=1, d /h0=0.75

Fig. 20 Modified geometry for k=1
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step bearing produces a triangular shaped pressure profile since
constant pressure gradient is positive until the step and negative
after. The velocity profile is stretched to its maximum in the first
part, giving the highest possible pressure gradient. The losses are
minimized before the step, where mechanical energy increases,
and maximized after. If there is a deviation from the optimum
configuration of the step bearing, a pocket before the step is likely
to improve the load carrying capacity provided that there is no
backflow.
To extend the idea of decreasing the losses as much as possible

in the first part of the contact, a heterogeneous slip/no-slip surface
positioned in a parallel slider bearing significantly increases the
load carrying capacity, as shown by Salant and Fortier �18�. The
introduction of a slip surface significantly decreases losses in the
inlet part and keeps high losses to the second part. Therefore,
more energy taken from the wall is used to build up pressure in
the fluid film. The velocity profile is stretched to a greater extent,
leading to a larger pressure gradient. Thus, higher pressure is gen-
erated and load carrying capacity is improved.

6 Conclusion
A mechanism of pressure buildup has been explained for a

smooth, convergent, hydrodynamic contact and for a contact with
a textured surface. The Navier–Stokes equations have been used
to solve the flow for different convergence ratio values and for
different dimple depths. A general optimization of the wall profile
shape is possible in many hydrodynamic contacts �such as journal
bearings� in order to get improvement of the load carrying capac-
ity. The following have been found.

• Mechanism of pressure buildup in a convergent gap between
two sliding surfaces due to texture is similar to that obtained
with variation of the convergence ratio for smooth surfaces.

• As the fluid receives energy from the moving wall, lower
losses in the inlet than in the outlet part produce positive
variation of the mechanical energy in the inlet part and pres-
sure is built up.

• Pressure gradient decreases when recirculation occurs, i.e.,
when too large a value for the dimple depth d or the con-
vergence ratio k is used. Lower pressure is generated locally.

• Wall shape controls the velocity profile, which determines
the pressure gradient and the pressure buildup by means of
the continuity equation.
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Nomenclature
d � dimple depth �m�

d /h0 � depth to minimum film ratio
dG � depth of the fore region �m�
E � mechanical energy �Pa�
h � height of the domain �m�

h0 � outlet height of the domain �m�
h1 � inlet height of the domain �m�
k � convergence ratio
L � length of the domain �m�

LG � length of the fore region �m�
p � fluid pressure �Pa�

Re � Reynolds number
U � upper wall velocity �m/s�
ū � mean velocity at a given cross section �m/s�

u, v � velocity components �m/s�
W � load per unit width �N/m�

x, y � Cartesian coordinates �m�
� � fluid dynamic viscosity �Pa s�
� � fluid kinematic viscosity �m2 /s�
� � fluid density �kg /m3�

Subscript
i, j � direction of the components

Superscript
* � nondimensional quantity
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Abstract

A flow analysis is carried out for a parallel textured slider to investigate the role of
fluid inertia. Numerical simulations are performed for a laminar, 2D, steady and
isothermal flow. Stokes solutions are compared to Navier-Stokes solutions at the
same Reynolds number. A range of texture depths is analysed. It is shown that there
is an optimum value of texture depth that provides maximum load carrying capacity.
It is also shown that there is a critical depth value. Inertia has a negative effect on
the load carrying capacity for depths higher than the critical value whereas it has a
positive effect for lower depths. For a given texture depth, these effects are amplified
as the Reynolds number increases. The global effect of inertia is positive when a
realistic configuration of a parallel textured slider with a fore-region is considered.

1 Introduction

Surface texture is shown to enhance the performance of hydrodynamic sliding con-
tacts [1]. Its main effect is to increase pressure locally resulting in a higher load car-
rying capacity of the contact. A texture can also decrease friction force as it reduces
the mechanical losses [2]. With lower losses in the texture, more energy given by the
sliding surface to the fluid can be converted into pressure. It was also found in [2]
that the maximum amount of energy possible to build up pressure is related to the
local recirculation in each texture cell. Near the onset of recirculation, a maximum
pressure gradient is obtained. Texture depth is then of importance.

The Reynolds number is also an important parameter to consider as it character-
izes the operating conditions. It shows the ratio of the inertia forces to the viscous
forces. For a fluid with low inertia forces the Reynolds or Stokes equations can be
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used. The physical difference between the Navier-Stokes (NS) and Stokes approach
is related to the difference between the Eulerian and Lagrangian descriptions of a
fluid particle. In the Stokes approach, only the local rate of change in velocity of a
moving fluid particle is taken into account. In the NS approach, an additional advec-
tion (or inertia) term gives the total rate of change in velocity. It takes into account
the change in velocity from one flow region to another. When the fluid encounters
a geometrical modification such as a texture, the question is what approach should
be chosen to solve the flow (Reynolds, Stokes or Navier-Stokes) and to quantify the
importance of the inertia effects.

Arghir et al. [3] have shown that Stokes equations are inadequate to predict pres-
sure build-up with the presence of macro-roughness as inertia effects are of impor-
tance in the usual range of Reynolds numbers observed in fluid film lubrication. The
authors explained that the inertia effects induce a nonantisymmetrical pressure pro-
file over a single texture cell which causes a positive lift force acting on the sliding
surface. The range of Reynolds numbers tested was from 0.1 to 100 and the texture
depth to film thickness ratio was fixed at a value of 2.

This finding was confirmed later by Sahlin et al. [4] who investigated a single tex-
ture cell for a range of Reynolds numbers from 10 to 160 and ratios of texture depth
to film thickness ranging from 0.25 to 1.25. A net pressure build-up was obtained
with NS whereas hydrodynamic effects were negligible by using Stokes approach. It
was concluded that inertia had a positive effect on the load carrying capacity.

Dobrica and Fillon [5] showed recently that both the Reynolds number and the
texture aspect ratio had an equally important influence on the validity of the Reynolds
equation in the modelling of textured contacts. Results for a wide range of Reynolds
numbers and texture lengths were presented. The ratio of texture depth to fluid film
thickness was kept constant and equal to 1. Concerning the inertia effects, results
contradictory to [3, 4] were obtained. It was stated that in partially textured sliders a
“clear loss in overall hydrodynamic lift is induced by the lubricant inertia” [5]. This
remarkable contradiction with the data of [3, 4] calls for an additional investigation
of inertia effects. The goal of this paper is thus to complement the previous findings
and clarify interaction of fluid inertia with surface texture in a plain slider.

2 Numerical model

2.1 Equations

The Navier-Stokes equations, obtained from the momentum (eq. 1) and continuity
(eq. 2) equations, are solved over the domain using a finite volume method with the
software package CFX 11.0. The flow is assumed to be 2D, isothermal, laminar and
steady.
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∂
∂xi

(ρui) = 0 (2)

To highlight the influence of the inertia effects, the inertia (or advection) term (left
hand-side term of the momentum equation (1)) is switched off. The NS equations are
thus transformed into the Stokes equations.

2.2 Geometries and boundary conditions

Two different geometries are considered in this study: with and without a fore-region.
The geometries are the same as in the previous work [2] with a convergence ratio
equal to zero. The slider represented in Figure 1 has the following dimensions: length
L = 6 mm, film thickness h = 0.03 mm. Surface texture is formed by three dimples
with a width of 0.3 mm and a distance of 0.4 mm between them. The first one is
located at 0.2 mm from the inlet of the contact. The ratio d/h is varied by changing
the depth (d) of the dimples. The fore-region dimensions are taken as in [2, 6] with
the length (LG) and depth (dG) as 28 and 16% of the bearing length, respectively.

Figure 1: Geometry of a parallel textured slider with and without fore-region. The
fore-region is in dashed lines.

The upper surface located at y = h has a constant velocity U and the fluid has
the same velocity at this boundary. At the lower surface boundary, the velocity of
the fluid is set to zero. At the inlet and outlet of the domain, the pressure is set to
be ambient. A condition of zero relative pressure is chosen. With the fore-region
considered, periodic boundary conditions are set so that the fluid entering the fore-
region has the same velocity and pressure as the fluid leaving the parallel gap.

In this study, a Reynolds number of about 60 (U = 30 m/s, μ = 0.0127 Pas) gives
a flow where inertia forces are dominant. To obtain an inertialess flow, the Stokes
approach is used for the same Reynolds number. Different cases are examined using
profiles of non-dimensional pressure p∗ and load carrying capacity per unit length W .
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They are obtained as follows.

p∗ =
p

μU
h2

L

W =
∫ L

x1

pdx

To solve the flow, similar computational grids to those from the previous work
[2] are used. The grid without fore-region has around 50000 elements: (1200,40)
elements in the (x,y) directions and (60,10) to (60,33) in each dimple. The fore-region
has (160,90) elements with finer spacing close to the leading edge of the contact.

3 Results

Results are presented and analysed for two slider configurations: with and without
fore-region. First, the effects of fluid inertia on the pressure build-up in a textured
contact are shown. Then, the effect of inertia on a textured slider with a fore-region
is considered.

3.1 Parallel slider without fore-region

For a slider without fore-region, the non-dimensional pressure profiles are shown in
Figure 2 for a texture with the ratio d/h fixed to 0.75. The flow becomes inertialess by
setting the Reynolds number at a low value (Re = 0.6 with U = 0.3 m/s) while using
the NS approach. For the inertialess flow, both pressures obtained with Stokes or NS
(Re = 0.6) approaches agree well. The Stokes approach is thus equivalent to the NS
approach with low Reynolds numbers as expected. When the flow is inertialess, the
pressure profile has two distinct parts of constant gradient either with a positive value
over the dimples or with a negative value outside the dimples. Negative and positive
parts are connected at the dimple edges. When fluid inertia forces are important, the
transition between these parts starts slightly upstream and finishes downstream of the
dimple edges.

A fully developed flow is defined as ∂u
∂x = ∂v

∂x = 0 and ∂p
∂x is constant [7]. The

inertia forces involve a longer development region of the flow after a change in sur-
face geometry. This is seen in Figure 3 where streamlines show how the flow with
high inertia behaves in the first dimple. The Stokes approach shows a flow pattern
with symmetric recirculation whereas the NS approach shows a more realistic flow
pattern with a larger recirculation region in the inlet part of the dimple. Pressure gra-
dient varies in the zones where the NS flow is not fully developed. These pressure
gradients are coupled to the velocity profiles which are deformed to a different ex-
tent depending on the local flow acceleration. Various terms of the NS and Stokes
equations can be analysed to illustrate flow behaviour when the geometry undergoes
an expansion and then a contraction. The terms along the x-direction, responsible for
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Figure 2: Pressure profiles for a relative depth d/h = 0.75 and without fore-region

(a) Flow with inertia, NS (b) Inertialess flow, Stokes

Figure 3: Streamlines in the 1st dimple at Re = 60 for a relative depth d/h = 0.75; the
line of zero horizontal velocity is in red (a 1/10 scaling is used in the x direction)
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(a) Navier-Stokes solution (b) Stokes solution

Figure 4: Advection term ρ
(

u ∂u
∂x + v ∂u

∂y

)
, pressure term - ∂p

∂x and viscous term

μ
(

∂2u
∂x2 + ∂2u

∂y2

)
along the x-direction, at y = h/2. The advection term of the Stokes

approach is recalculated from the solution.

the pressure build-up, are plotted in the middle of the film over the first dimple in Fig-
ure 4. The advection terms which account for the spatial rate of change in velocity,
i.e. the flow acceleration, play an important role at the dimple edges. The distance
required for the advection terms to become negligible relative to the viscous terms
reflects the development region of the flow. After the development region, the flow is
only driven by viscous forces and the advection terms do not contribute to pressure
variations. Stokes pressure is built by the viscous forces only. The advection term re-
calculated from the Stokes solution indicates that the development region is minimal.
The NS advection term in the development region at the leading edge of the dimple
provides higher positive pressure gradient compared to the Stokes solution.

The case where inertia effects are important (Re = 60 in Figure 2) shows a lower
load carrying capacity compared to an inertialess flow. This confirms results of Do-
brica and Fillon [5] who pointed out that inertia has a negative effect on the load
carrying capacity for partially textured sliders. Their findings are only for a particu-
lar case, however. The results are different if the dimple depth is changed, see Figure
5. The pressure profiles for shallower dimples are modified. Pressure gradients are
much higher in the inlet part of the dimples. At such texture depth (d/h = 0.1), no
recirculation flow occurs. NS pressure is now above the Stokes pressure.

Inertia effects are positive for the load carrying capacity in some cases and neg-
ative in others. Load carrying capacity varies as a function of dimple depth in the
same operating conditions (Re = 60), see Figure 6. For the shallowest dimples, the
inertia gives positive effects whereas negative effects beyond a certain critical depth
are observed. The critical depth is defined as the depth for which NS and Stokes
approach give the same load carrying capacity.
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Figure 5: Pressure profiles for two different dimple depths, d/h = 0.1 and 0.75, for
Re = 60

For both the Stokes and NS approaches, there exists an optimum depth giving the
highest load carrying capacity for a given Re. This maximum is connected with the
appearance of a global recirculation zone in the dimples, as explained in [2]. More
recirculation occurs when the advective terms are considered as shown in Figure 3
for d/h = 0.75. The recirculation zone appears and increases with the dimple depth.
It starts in the dimple corners at low d/h ratios and further extends globally over
the entire length of the dimple at higher d/h ratios. The NS pressure is affected by
the recirculation to a greater extent than the Stokes pressure which reduces the load
carrying capacity of the slider when inertia effects are considered. From Figure 6, it
follows that the optimum depth of the texture is greater than the critical depth.

These positive inertia effects for shallow dimples and negative inertia effects for
deeper dimples are amplified when the Reynolds number is increased. Figure 7 shows
NS and Stokes pressure profiles for higher Reynolds numbers (obtained by increas-
ing the sliding speed). The deepest dimples (d/h = 0.75) create flow recirculation
and less pressure is built at higher Reynolds numbers. Figure 8 shows lines of zero
horizontal velocity in the recirculation zone for various Reynolds numbers. When
the Reynolds number is increased, the recirculation zone becomes larger. As seen in
Figure 7(a) and explained in [2], this does not allow an increase in pressure gradient
in the dimples. The texture is then used in a less efficient way at high Re. The inertia
effects can be considered as negative in this case. A simulation of the case in [5]
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Figure 6: Load carrying capacity as a function of relative dimple depth at Re = 60 for
the NS and Stokes solutions. A spline function connects the points.

shows a similar flow recirculation pattern in the dimples as for Re = 300 in Figure
8. This confirms that the texture depth used by the authors [5] was greater than the
critical depth value, explaining a negative inertia effect in their case.

For shallow dimples (d/h = 0.1) the non-dimensional pressure is significantly
increased at high Reynolds numbers, see Figure 7(b). Relative to the sliding speed,
the texture becomes more efficient at high Reynolds numbers. At such shallow depth,
no fluid recirculation is observed in the dimples for the range of Reynolds numbers
considered. For high Re, the advection terms need a longer distance after the dimples
edge to become negligible due to higher inertia. In fact, for d/h = 0.1, a continuous
variation in pressure gradient both inside and between the dimples shows that the
flow does not have enough distance to fully develop before encountering the next
discontinuity. NS velocity field in the development region at the leading edge of the
dimple results in a much higher pressure gradient compared to the Stokes solution as
discussed previously and in [2]. Thus, inertia effects in shallow dimples contribute to
the enhancement of the load carrying capacity of the plain slider.

3.2 Parallel slider with a fore-region

Before any general recommendation for the practical applications can be stated it is
important to consider more realistic configurations. Plain sliders include in most of
the cases an inlet groove or fore-region where the lubricant is delivered, for example,
in thrust washers. Zero pressure is often assumed in this region. Some researchers
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(a) d/h = 0.75

(b) d/h = 0.1

Figure 7: Pressure profiles for different Reynolds numbers. The dimensionless pres-
sure profiles for Stokes coincide on a single curve.
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Figure 8: Lines of zero horizontal velocity in the first dimple (d/h = 0.75) for differ-
ent Reynolds numbers. Backflow occurs below these lines. A 1/10 scaling is used in
the x direction

pointed out that an inlet pressure is actually developed at the inlet of the contact due
to a ram pressure effect [6]. Figure 9 shows the pressure distribution for a parallel
slider with a fore-region. The relative dimple depth d/h is 0.75 for the Reynolds num-
ber 60, as in Figure 2. The inlet pressure increases significantly with NS approach.
The inertia forces that had a negative effect on the pressure build-up and load carry-
ing capacity for a slider without fore-region now provide positive effects. A much
higher inlet pressure contributes to a larger enhancement of the pressure build-up in
the contact. The inertia effect due to the fore-region dominates the texture-related
inertia effect. The wavy pattern of the NS pressure in the fore-region is due to two
recirculation zones of quite high intensity whereas a single recirculating cell is ob-
served in the Stokes solution. The rise of the pressure just before the leading edge
of the contact emphasizes the importance of analysing a more realistic configuration.
This practical case shows that despite local negative effects of inertia in the dimples,
inertia still has a global positive effect for any texture depth when the whole system
including texture and fore-region is considered.

4 Conclusions

Navier-Stokes and Stokes approaches have been used to evaluate the effects of inertia
in a textured plain slider. The following has been found for the slider configurations
studied:

• Inertia effects can provide either positive or negative impacts on the load car-
rying capacity of a textured slider. A critical texture depth exists, above which
negative inertia effects are encountered and below which positive inertia effects
are observed.

• There exists an optimal texture depth, greater than the critical depth, which
gives the maximum load carrying capacity. Above this depth, a global recircu-
lation zone occurs in each dimple, leading to a loss in load carrying capacity.
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Figure 9: Pressure profile for a parallel slider with fore-region, d/h = 0.75 and Re =
60. Plain lines and dash lines represent the textured and smooth bearing pressures,
respectively

• The amount of recirculating flow in a dimple is a crucial factor in the pressure
build-up and for the load carrying capacity of the contact. Above a certain
Reynolds number, Stokes equations are unable to predict correctly the recircu-
lation zone.

• Practical recommendations on the importance of inertia effects should be given
for realistic contact configurations. The global inertia effects are positive for
the load carrying capacity of parallel textured sliders with a fore-region.

Nomenclature

μ Fluid dynamic viscosity [Pas]

ρ Fluid density [kg/m3]

d Dimple depth [m]

d/h Relative dimple depth [ ]

dG Depth of the fore-region [m]

h Fluid film thickness [m]
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L Length of the domain [m]

LG Length of the fore-region [m]

p Fluid pressure [Pa]

Re Reynolds number ρUh0
μ [ ]

U Sliding speed of the upper surface [m/s]

ui Velocity components in the i-direction [m/s]

W Load per unit length [N/m]

x1 0 or −LG whether the geometry is with or without fore-region, respectively
[m]

xi Cartesian coordinates in the i-direction [m]

Superscript

∗ Non-dimensional quantity
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a b s t r a c t

Analysis of a 3D inlet textured slider bearing with a temperature dependent fluid is performed.

Numerical simulations are carried out for a laminar and steady flow. Hot and cold lubricant mixing in

the groove is modelled and examined for different operating conditions. Thermohydrodynamic

performance of the bearing is analyzed for different texture lengths.

Results show that texture has a stronger and positive influence on load carrying capacity when

thermal effects are considered. This beneficial effect is at a maximum for the longest dimples with a

length shorter than the pad length. Texture is also beneficial for the load carrying capacity when the

sliding speed and inlet flow rate are varied. The load carrying capacity of the slider can be increased by

up to 16% in severe operating conditions (high sliding speed).

& 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Tribological contacts in slider and journal bearings are the
most investigated geometries when hydrodynamic lubrication
problems are modelled. Many aspects have been analyzed under
the past few years in order to improve either the performance or
the modelling of these contacts. In such fluid films, the validity of
Reynolds equation is still discussed when some discontinuities in
the geometry occur. Inertia effects have to be taken into account
in some cases whereas they can be skipped for some other cases
[1,2]. Many cavitation models have also been introduced and
compared since they may predict differently the film rupture and
reformation [3,4]. The energy equation and its boundary condi-
tions have also been investigated. Texturing one of the surfaces is
a recent advance that has been considered. This has shown a
significant improvement in performance in certain cases e.g.
increasing load carrying capacity and minimum film or reducing
friction. Tonder [5,6] pointed out that introducing a series of
dimples or roughness at the inlet of a sliding surface contact can
generate extra pressure and thus support higher load. Brizmer et
al. [7] strengthened this idea as they showed that a partial
texturing creates a collective dimple effect and generates
substantial load carrying capacity useful for finite and long
sliders. Dimple dimensions were investigated by Ronen et al. [8]
who showed that an optimum value of the ‘‘pore’’ depth over
diameter ratio gives a minimum value for friction force. Yu and
Sadeghi [9] also studied the effect of grooves on load support for a

thrust washer with focus on groove depth, width, shape, and
quantity. An optimum groove depth providing maximum load
support as well as an optimum number of grooves was found.
Siripuram and Stephens [10], analysing a single cell dimple, found
that the asperity size that minimizes the friction coefficient is
dependent on the shape and orientation for the case of a recessed
asperity. The depth and position of a pocket in a pad bearing were
also found to be of importance for reduction in the friction
coefficient, Brajdic-Mitidieri et al. [11]. For another kind of texture
such as an heterogeneous slip/no slip surface, the load support
can also be increased in a slider bearing as it decreases the
resistance to flow [12].

Experimental analysis of lubricated contacts with a micro-
textured surface have also shown positive effects [13,14].
Snegovskii and Arnautova [13] reported that dimples machined
on the shaft surface allowed a significant increase in load carrying
capacity for a journal bearing operating at high speeds. This work
was then continued with tests of the same bearing in the low
speed range [14]. According to the authors, frictional losses were
reduced by 10–15% with a dimpled shaft whereas the load
capacity was improved by a factor of 1.5–2 at high sliding speeds.

Most of the theoretical studies were performed for an
isothermal flow. Nevertheless, an energy equation has been
included in some models in order to study the influence of
thermal effects [2,15–18]. Fillon and Bouyer [15], analysing a wear
defect in a journal bearing, showed an advantage for such a
geometry. For high speed bearings submitted to a light load the
wear defect is responsible for an improvement in thermohydro-
dynamic (THD) performance by reducing the maximum tempera-
ture. Thermal effects were studied by Yu and Sadeghi [16]
regarding the performance of thrust washers. According to the
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authors, thermal effects do not reduce only load and friction, but
they also increase the side leakage. Thermal effects have greater
influence on the load when the groove depth and number
increase. Kucinschi et al. [17] also analyzed a 3D thrust washer
with a thermoelastohydrodynamic (TEHD) model. The effects of
the particular shape of the stator on the pressure and temperature
fields were analyzed. Dobrica and Fillon [2] used a THD model to
treat discontinuous domains such as Rayleigh step bearings. The
authors conclude that the Navier–Stokes based model is more
accurate for all the configurations studied (film thickness
increased, velocity varied), but is unusable in 3D studies since it
has slow convergence rate. Later on, the same authors studied a
3D slider pocket bearing and determined the optimal size of the
pocket regarding the load carrying capacity by taking into account
the thermal effects [18]. The study also concludes that similar load
and maximal temperature is obtained for a pocket slider and an
equivalent inclined slider.

All these studies including thermal effects often assumed an
imposed temperature at the inlet and ambient pressure on the
side for a slider bearing. This assumption is generally made for
slider bearings rather than journal bearings as the domain is
generally modelled without periodicity and without inlet lubri-
cant: the slider is taken away from its environment [19].

This paper investigates a 3D thermal flow in a textured slider
bearing. Assumptions imposed at the boundary conditions are
avoided since the geometry of the slider bearing is extended with
some side channels and a fore-region which is supposed to give
more realistic conditions for the temperature and pressure fields.
Incoming lubricant is supplied perpendicular to the sliding
direction in the fore-region (or inlet groove), therefore the
Navier–Stokes equations are used since the thin film hypothesis
is not fulfilled. The energy equation is used in order to model the
mixing of the flow in this region and to estimate heat generation
in the contact. The lubricant mixing is first described under
different operating conditions then smooth and textured sliders
are analyzed and compared.

2. Numerical model

2.1. Equations

The flow is modelled with the commercial code ANSYS CFX
11.0. The Navier–Stokes equations, momentum Eq. (1) coupled

with the continuity Eq. (2), are solved over the domain together
with the energy Eq. (3), using the finite volume method. The flow
is considered laminar, steady and 3D.
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where dij ¼ 1 when i ¼ j, and 0 when iaj. The total enthalpy is
calculated by the following expression:

htot ¼ hstat þ 1
2V

2 (4)

with 1
2V

2 representing the kinetic energy. The static enthalpy is
calculated by integrating the following expression:

dh ¼ Cp dT þ 1

r
1þ T

r
@r
@T

� �
P

� �
dP (5)

2.2. Boundary conditions

The geometry used is that of a 3D slider bearing with fore-
region and extended channels at the outlet and on the sides of the
pad. The smooth geometry is considered together with a textured
one having three rectangular dimples located in the inlet region,
Fig. 1.

The following dimensions are used for the smooth bearing:
Lx ¼ 6mm (length of the pad in the sliding direction), Lz ¼ 6mm
(length of the pad in the direction perpendicular to the sliding
direction), h0 ¼ 0:03mm (height of the film at the outlet of the
pad) and h1 (height of the film at the inlet of the pad). The
dimensions of the fore-region, as a percentage of the pad length in
the sliding direction, lie in the range proposed by Zhang and
Rodkiewicz [19]: LG ¼ 0:28, Lx ¼ 1:68mm (length of the fore-
region) and dG ¼ 0:16, Lx ¼ 0:96mm (depth of the fore-region). As
some backflow may occur at the outlet, an extended channel is
created in order to avoid a recirculating flow at the boundary. Its
length is Lout ¼ 4mm. Some side channels of width Lc ¼ 1mm are
used in order to create more realistic conditions. The assumption
of zero pressure on the side of the pad is discarded. The
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Fig. 1. Computational domain. (a) XZ view and (b) XY view (scaled by 10 in the y-direction).
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convergence ratio is defined by

k ¼ h1 � h0
h0

k-values up to k ¼ 5 are chosen to cover a broad range of typical
values for a slider bearing.

For the textured case, the dimples are the same as those in
[20]. This dimple configuration is believed to be sufficient to form
an understanding of their effect on pressure build-up. The width
of each dimple w is set to 0.3mm whereas the depth d is set to
0.0225mm, such that d=h0 ¼ 0:75. This represents dimples
smaller than the minimum film thickness. The first dimple is
located at 0.2mm from the inlet and the distance between the
dimples is set to 0.4mm. The length of the dimples l is taken for
different values such that the ratio l=Lz ¼ 0:5, 0.7, 0.9 and 1.

At the boundary walls, no slip is assumed between the
lubricant and the wall. The moving wall translates with a velocity
U along the x-axis. The lubricant, in direct contact with the wall,
moves with the same velocity. The lubricant has zero velocity at
the stationary boundary wall. Ambient pressure is imposed at the
outlet of the domain. Mass flow rate is specified at the inlet of the
domain. The flow direction is set perpendicular to the boundary
and the supplied lubricant is entering the domain at a fixed
temperature of 303K. Periodic boundary conditions are set at
x ¼ �LG and Lx so that this sliding contact repeats itself.

Kucinschi et al. [17] considered reasonable adiabatic conditions
at the oil-runner interface when a PTFE layer covers the steel bulk
of the rotor. Adiabatic conditions were also assumed and justified
for a journal bearing at the bush and journal boundaries in [21].
Thus, adiabatic conditions are set at the boundary walls

@T

@n

����
wall

¼ 0

with n normal to the wall.
When thermal effects are modelled the lubricant properties

are varying with temperature. A temperature–viscosity law is
imposed on the lubricant. Density, thermal conductivity and
specific heat capacity of the lubricant are kept constant as their
variations with temperature are assumed to play a minor role. The
properties of the lubricant are summarized in Table 1.

Since the minimum film is kept constant, slider performance is
analyzed in terms of maximum temperature Tmax and load
carrying capacity of the sliding surface W:

W ¼
Z Lx

�LG

Z LzþLc

�Lc

p dx dz (6)

2.3. Discretization of the domain

A meshing of the domain is performed in order to solve the
momentum, continuity and energy equations over each grid cell.
The high resolution scheme in CFX 11.0 is used to discretize the
advection term. This scheme gives second order accuracy gradient
resolution while keeping solution variables physically bounded.
It only reduces to a first order scheme close to discontinuities.

The simulations are assumed to be converged when the RMS value
of the residuals drops under 10�8 when thermal effects are not
considered and 10�6 with thermal effects taken into account since
the energy equation is converging at a slower rate.

This space discretization induces an error into the numerical
simulation. An estimation of this error is possible with a Richardson
extrapolation. This method is used to investigate the value of the
load for the smooth geometry with k ¼ 1, a sliding speed of U ¼
5m=s and an inlet mass flow of 0.001kg/s. As the real value of the
load is not known, this method is expected to give an approximation
of the exact value and enables estimation of the grid error [22]. The
value of the load is plotted in Fig. 2 for grids of 28010, 224080 and
1792640 elements. An intermediate grid of 756270 elements
(plotted with red cross) is used. The value of the load error for this
grid is estimated to be 0.7%. The error is small enough to consider
the results reliable. This grid has, in the (x; y; z) directions, (150, 15,
105) elements over the pad area, (150, 54, 15) in the two side
channels and (30, 54, 171) in the mixing groove and the extended
channel. This type of grid is used in the following work scope.

3. Results

To explain and compare performance of the textured slider, the
mixing of the lubricant and the smooth bearing are considered
first. Mixing gives a temperature field and flow conditions at
the inlet to the contact while smooth bearing is required as a
reference.

3.1. Mixing of the lubricant flow

The lubricant is entering the domain at a given mass flow rate
Qin in the fore-region. Its velocity is perpendicular to the sliding
direction of the moving wall. Therefore a swirling flow is
generated in this groove. As the motion of the flow is steady, a
material element moves along a streamline which twists itself
along the z-axis in the groove. The characteristics of the swirl
depends on the sliding speed of the moving wall and the inlet
mass flow. For U ¼ 5m=s, the swirl is represented in Fig. 3 for two
different inlet mass flows.

This swirl is responsible for the mixing of the cold lubricant
entering the domain and the hot lubricant leaving the pad. Cold
lubricant is spreading in a helical way in the groove taking away
some hot lubricant from the layer close to the moving wall region.
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Table 1
Lubricant properties.

Viscosity m ¼ m0e
�bðT�T0 Þ with m0 ¼ 0:116Nsm�2, T0 ¼ 313K,

b ¼ 0:05K�1

Density r ¼ 860kgm�3

Specific heat

capacity
Cp ¼ 2000 J kg�1 K�1

Thermal

conductivity
l ¼ 0:13Wm�1K�1

Fig. 2. Grid independency study.
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As a result of this mixing, lubricant is entering the converging
gap at a lower temperature than when leaving it. The temperature
profile at the inlet of the pad is not uniform and depends on the
operating conditions of the system (sliding speed and inlet mass
flow). Colder and warmer regions are alternating over the length
of the inlet pad area. This results in a non uniform temperature
field over the pad. The hottest places are located close to the
outlet of the pad, as expected, but regions of cold lubricant are
spread in an uneven way as can be seen in Fig. 4.

When the convergence ratio k increases, the average tempera-
ture at the leading edge of the pad becomes lower. The converging
gap allows more cold lubricant to enter. This cold lubricant
spreads further downstream when k is increased, Fig. 4. Some
consequences of this are described in the next section.

When the sliding speed and the inlet mass flow are varied, the
mixing is changed. The consequences are visible in Fig. 5 where
the load carrying capacity and the maximum temperature are
presented as a function of the inlet mass flow for two different
sliding speeds and for convergence ratio k ¼ 1.

A sliding speed of 10m/s makes the load carrying capacity
increase as well as the maximum temperature for the cases
considered. The latter is due to greater shearing of the fluid film
which generates more heat. For the two sliding speeds considered,
the decrease of the inlet mass flow Qin increases the maximum
temperature and simultaneously decreases the load carrying
capacity. When the inlet flow rate decreases, the cooling of the
bearing reduces and becomes less efficient. Less cold lubricant can
be trapped in the converging gap leading to an unavoidable
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Fig. 3. Mixing region for a smooth geometry with k ¼ 1. Streamlines issued from a small portion of the inlet are displayed as well as normalized velocity vectors (on planes

z=Lz ¼ 0, 0.5 and 1) and temperature profiles (on planes z=Lz ¼ 0, 0.5, 1 and the pad surface). (a) Qin ¼ 0:001kg=s and (b) Qin ¼ 0:0001kg=s.

Fig. 4. Temperature distribution at the stationary surface of the smooth pad, U ¼ 5m=s and Qin ¼ 0:001kg=s. (a) k ¼ 1, (b) k ¼ 2, (c) k ¼ 3 and (d) k ¼ 5.
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increase in mean and maximum temperature. At low inlet flow
rate, even though the mixing of the lubricant is better (because of
a relatively high sliding speed compared to the inlet speed, the
lubricant executes more rotations in the fore-region and has then
more time to mix, see Fig. 3(b)), an increase of the average inlet
pad temperature is observed. Contrary to this, the fact that Tmax

stays almost constant and rather low at the highest flow rates
considered is due to the relatively high speed of the lubricant
supplied to the slider which does not allow optimal mixing, i.e.
the cold lubricant does not have enough time to mix well so only a
small amount is entering the converging gap, Fig. 3(a).

3.2. Smooth bearing

The sliding speed is set to U ¼ 5m=s and the inlet flow rate to
Qin ¼ 0:001kg=s. For a smooth bearing, the pressure profile has a
rounded shape over the surface of the pad. With the extended

domain and the modelling of the fore-region, the pressures at
both sides and at the leading edge of the pad are not equal to zero.
The fore-region creates some initial pressure as shown in [23]. The
value of the pressure at the middle of the leading edge of the pad
is almost constant and non-zero with k increasing. This is visible
in Fig. 6 which shows the pressure profile along the x direction in
the middle of the pad including the fore-region.

Due to hydrodynamic losses inducing a pressure difference
between the inlet and outlet of the domain, the side channels are
also pressurized. The pressure at both sides of the pad is about
10–50kPa, see Fig. 7. This pressure is of the same order of
magnitude or one order of magnitude lower than the maximum
pressure for k ¼ 0:1 and one to two orders of magnitude lower for
k � 1. Therefore, this non-zero pressure has the largest influence
at low convergence ratio.

Load carrying capacity is given as a function of k in Fig. 8 for
the thermal and isothermal cases. For the isothermal case, the
properties of the lubricant are taken as being constant at 303K.
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Fig. 5. Influence of inlet mass flow, k ¼ 1. (a) Load and (b) maximum temperature as a function of inlet mass flow.

Fig. 6. Pressure distribution in the midline (z=Lz ¼ 0:5) for the smooth case.
Fig. 7. Pressure distribution at the sides of the pad for the smooth case: z=Lz ¼ 0

(dashed lines) and z=Lz ¼ 1 (solid lines).
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Lower load carrying capacity is generated when thermal effects
are considered. From Cupillard et al. [20], the load obtained is a
function of the viscous losses at the inlet and outlet of the contact.
The load is optimized when losses are minimized at the inlet and
maximized at the outlet of the contact. Therefore, some load
carrying capacity is lost for the thermal case since temperature
rise at the outlet generates a decrease in viscosity and
consequently in the losses.

As for a 2D isothermal case where different inlet conditions to
the contact were applied [20], the load carrying capacity increases
until a certain value of k is reached and then decreases. It was
shown that the load carrying capacity decreases after reaching its
maximum around k ¼ 1 due to a recirculation of the flow
occurring at the inlet of the contact. In the present 3D case, the
recirculation is observed from k ¼ 3 in both thermal and
isothermal cases. The backflow takes place just downstream from
the leading edge of the pad around the center line. For k ¼ 5, the
zone of backflow extends further downstream and becomes wider
over the inlet of the pad. The same phenomenon happens in both
cases. In 3D, the side effects are playing an important role whereas
they are absent for a 2D slider bearing which is equivalent to an
infinitely long bearing. Side leakage increases almost proportion-
ally with the convergence ratio as the side area of the pad and the
pressure gradient become more important, Fig. 9.

Side leakage delays the appearance of the backflow when k

increases and also contributes, as does the backflow, to reduction
of the performance as some energy required to build-up pressure
vanishes. However, the maximum value of the load carrying
capacity occurs at a higher convergence ratio with thermal effects
taken into account. When k increases, the cold lubricant spreads
more and more downstream in the contact, see Fig. 4. This makes
the viscosity increase and tends to compensate for the effect of
opening the converging gap.

3.3. Textured bearing

3.3.1. Influence of dimple length

Dimples are introduced at the inlet of the contact and different
lengths are tested. Results are shown in Table 2 which represents
the gain in load carrying capacity compared to the smooth case for
the corresponding convergence ratio.
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Fig. 8. Load variations for a 3D smooth slider, U ¼ 5m=s and Qin ¼ 0:001kg=s.

Table 2
Load carrying capacity difference (in %) from the smooth case.

l=Lz k ¼ 0:1 k ¼ 1 k ¼ 2

(a) Thermal effects

0 – – –

0.5 þ83:40 þ4:25 þ0:66

0.7 þ103:35 þ5:18 þ0:79

0.9 þ110:40 þ5:34 þ0:93

1 þ101:11 þ3:26 þ0:84

(b) Isothermal

0 – – –

0.5 þ51:47 þ2:83 þ0:40

0.7 þ61:93 þ2:97 þ0:20

0.9 þ63:72 þ2:75 þ0:11

1 þ53:49 þ0:16 �0:48

Fig. 9. Side leakage for a smooth slider bearing.

Fig. 10. Side leakage function of the dimple length to pad length ratio.
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The load carrying capacity is lower when thermal effects are
taken into account as explained for the smooth case. Dimples are
responsible for a relatively important enhancement of the load
carrying capacity at low convergence ratios since they can
decrease losses at the inlet of the contact by a larger amount. It
is also interesting to notice that the dimples have a larger positive
effect on the load when thermal effects are considered since gain
in load is greater relative to that for the smooth bearing. With
thermal effects taken into account, load carrying capacity can be
increased by up to 110.4%, 5.3% and 0.9% for k ¼ 0:1, 1 and 2,
respectively. For an isothermal flow, the load is only increased by
up to 63.7%, 3.0% and 0.4% for k ¼ 0:1, 1 and 2, respectively.

For all the cases, the load drops when the dimple length reaches
the total length of the pad. This drop coincides with an increase of
the side leakage (Fig. 10). The performance is thus reduced.

Until a value of k ¼ 2, the maximum load carrying capacity
occurs at l=Lz ¼ 0:9 for the thermal case whereas the ratio l=Lz
giving the maximum load carrying capacity is dependent on k for
the isothermal case, Table 2. It should be noted that for k ¼ 2,
introducing dimples of length equal to the pad length reduces the
load carrying capacity when thermal effects are excluded. As for
the 2D case [20], the load gain due to the dimples is a function of
the convergence ratio. This effect was explained as dimples can
increase the amount of backflow when too large k-value or dimple
depth is used, reducing the pressure gradient locally in the
dimples. When dimples are introduced the pressure profile is
strongly affected at low k, Fig. 11(a), whereas the difference

between the smooth and textured case is less important at
higher k, Fig. 11(b). At low convergence ratio, it is still possible to
strongly decrease losses at the inlet of the contact and thus
increase the pressure gradient. The margin before reaching global
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Fig. 11. Pressure distribution for a smooth bearing and a textured bearing with l=Lz ¼ 0:9. (a) k ¼ 0:1 and (b) k ¼ 1.

Fig. 12. Maximum temperature as a function of the inlet mass flow rate, k ¼ 1.
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backflow at the inlet of the contact is quite high so performance
can be improved to a greater extent when the slider is operating at
low k.

3.3.2. Influence of operating conditions

The influence of a change in operating conditions (sliding
speed and inlet flow rate) is important to analyze since they
strongly affect the performance of the lubricated contact. Under
different inlet mass flow rates the dimples can slightly decrease
the maximum temperature, see Fig. 12. Dimples produce less
shearing of the lubricant locally which reduces slightly the
generation of heat. This influence on the maximum temperature
stays relatively small since the dimples are placed at the inlet of
the contact. They might have had a stronger influence on

maximum temperature if they were placed in the outlet region
of the contact, but would have been responsible for a drop in
losses at the contact outlet. The drop in losses compared with the
increase in viscosity could be worth analysing.

For the two different sliding speeds considered, dimples also
increase the load carrying capacity, Fig. 13. The textured cases
improve load carrying capacity by 5–6% for U ¼ 5m=s and by
4–7% for U ¼ 10m=s. The reasons are similar to those of an
increase of the convergence ratio: dimples reduce losses at the
inlet of the contact and more energy is available to be converted in
pressure build-up, as explained in [20]. This gain in load is less
pronounced at low inlet flow rate and seems to reach a maximum
around the value Qin ¼ 0:0005kg=s.

The sliding speed is an important parameter which deserves
more attention since an increase in speed produces an increase in
temperature and a drop in viscosity. Therefore, load carrying
capacity is plotted as a function of the sliding speed for
Qin ¼ 0:001kg=s, see Fig. 14.

It can be observed that dimples increase the load for the entire
range of sliding speeds considered. After reaching a maximum
value, the load carrying capacity starts to drop slowly. This is due
to strong heating at the contact outlet which causes the losses to
drop and reduces load carrying capacity, as explained before.
Increasing the sliding speed may become a drawback regarding
the load carrying capacity generation as soon as a critical speed is
reached. The dimples increase the load more and more relative to
the smooth bearing when U increases, producing positive effects
for the range of sliding speeds considered, especially at the
highest where gain goes up to 16%. The distribution of the
dynamic viscosity through the height of the film is not constant.
The fluid is warmer close the moving surface. The resulting
viscosity gradient is amplified as the sliding speed increases. At
low speed, the gradient is small. The increase of the film height by
the dimples creates a local recirculation since k ¼ 1, minimizing
the dimples benefits [20]. On the contrary, the strong viscosity
gradient observed at high speed modifies the velocity profile in
such way that the recirculation is prevented in the dimples, flow
patterns in the first dimple are shown in Fig. 15. Therefore, the
dimples are used in a more efficient way at high speed. In
this case, the dimples can compensate for a loss in load
carrying capacity when the sliding speed increases. This can be
useful in practical applications as sliding speeds are subjected
to variations. Thus the dimples may increase the safety margin of
the system.

4. Conclusion

A thermohydrodynamic study of a partially textured slider has
been performed. The texture is located in the inlet part of the
bearing. From this investigation, the following conclusions can
be made:

� The inlet texture provides greater positive influence on the
load carrying capacity when thermal effects are considered.

� The longest dimples provide the best performance as long as
their length is less than the pad length. This beneficial effect of
the dimples is amplified when the convergence ratio is lower
than 1.

� Dimples have a positive effect for a large range of operating
conditions. In comparison with a smooth slider, load carrying
capacity of the textured slider in severe operating conditions
(high sliding speed, low inlet lubricant flow) is higher.

� Uneven distribution of lubricant temperature at the inlet to the
converging gap is caused by the specific flow pattern in the
mixing groove.
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Fig. 13. Load carrying capacity as a function of the inlet mass flow rate, k ¼ 1.

Fig. 14. Load carrying capacity as a function of sliding speed, Qin ¼ 0:001kg=s and

k ¼ 1.
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Abstract: An analysis of a lubricated conformal contact is carried out to study the effect of sur-
face texture on bearing friction and load carrying capacity using computational fluid dynamics.
The work focuses on a journal bearing with several dimples. Two- and three-dimensional bear-
ing geometries are considered. The full Navier–Stokes equations are solved under steady-state
conditions with a multi-phase flow cavitation model.
The coefficient of friction can be reduced if a texture of suitable geometry is introduced. This

can be achieved either in the region of maximum hydrodynamic pressure for a bearing with
high eccentricity ratio or just downstream of the maximum film for a bearing with low eccent-
ricity ratio. An additional pressure build-up produced as a result of the surface texture has been
shown at low eccentricity ratios.

Keywords: journal bearing, textured surface, friction, cavitation, load carrying capacity

1 INTRODUCTION

Conformal contacts like those found in journal bear-
ings are widely encountered in various types of
machines from small engines to large turbines.
Environmental and economic concerns require the
machines to operate with minimal power loss. A
number of design modifications have been proposed
over the years in order to decrease bearing power
consumption. There are indications that surface
topography can have a significant and positive influ-
ence on hydrodynamic performance [1], in reducing
coefficient of friction.
Textured surfaces have already been a subject of

several theoretical and experimental studies. Most
theoretical results reported so far are isothermal
and some are obtained for a single stationary unit
cell with periodic boundary conditions. The case of
flow between two surfaces, one of which is textured,
has been investigated in references [2–7]. A positive
effect of surface texturing on the lubricated contact
performance is found in almost all the cases

analysed. Siripuram and Stephens [2] analysed pro-
truding and recessed asperities of different shapes
using Reynolds equation. These asperities had
heights of the order of the film thickness. The friction
coefficient was found to be very sensitive to the
asperity area fraction. In a study of corrugated sur-
faces, Phuoc Huynh [3] pointed out that the load
can be increased when the corrugated surface is
well located on a fixed-incline slider bearing. It
should be noted that, by introducing such a pattern,
the global film thickness is reduced such that
pressure increases when the corrugation amplitude
increases. Yu and Sadeghi [4] studied the effect of
grooves on load support for a thrust washer with
focus on groove depth, width, shape, and quantity.
An optimum groove depth providing maximum load
support as well as an optimum number of grooves
was found. Brajdic-Mitidieri et al. [5] studied the
influence of the convergence ratio and position of a
pocket on the global friction coefficient for a
pocketed pad bearing. Pocket depth and position
were also found to be of importance for reduction
in the friction coefficient. Dimple dimensions were
also investigated by Etsion et al. [6] who showed
that the effect of ‘pores’ depth over diameter ratio is
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very significant. An optimum of this value gives a
minimum friction force [7]. They also pointed out
that the interaction between the adjacent pores is
significant.
In many studies, Reynolds or Stokes equations are

employed neglecting pressure gradient across the
lubricating film and inertia effects. However, Arghir
et al. [8] have shown that Stokes equations are
inadequate to predict pressure build-up with the pre-
sence of macroroughness as inertia effects can be of
importance. This finding was confirmed later by
Sahlin et al. [9] who also presented an optimization
of the dimple cell geometry. Hirayama et al. [10] car-
ried out theoretical and experimental investigations
of a spiral-grooved journal bearing and showed that
cavitation also needs to be taken into account in the
model in order to get good agreement with exper-
imental results.
Some experimental results with microtextured sur-

faces also show improved bearing performance [11–
13]. Longitudinal grooves notched on a rheometer
were able to reduce friction [11]. Snegovskii and
Arnautova [12] reported that dimples machined on
the shaft surface allowed a significant increase in
load carrying capacity for a journal bearing operating
at high speeds. This work was then continued with
tests of the same bearing in the low speed range
[13]. According to the authors, frictional losses were
reduced by 10–15 per cent with a dimpled shaft
whereas the load capacity was improved by a factor
of 1.5–2 at high sliding speeds.
Surface texturing seems to be a promising way of

improving the performance of journal bearings. How-
ever, a complete study of a textured journal bearing
has not as yet been undertaken using the full
Navier–Stokes equations and a cavitation model.
Therefore, a numerical study of a journal bearing
with a series of dimples created on the stationary sur-
face is carried out. The focus of the work is to deter-
mine the effect of surface texture on hydrodynamic
lubrication in terms of the load carrying capacity
and friction. An analysis of the effect of deep and
shallow dimples is performed. Dimple position,
width and depth are investigated for the deep dim-
ples. Different eccentricities are also considered for
both cases.

2 NUMERICAL MODEL

2.1 Equations

The code used for the simulations is CFX 10.0. No
Reynolds or Stokes assumptions are made in the
equations. Dimensional momentum equation (1)
coupled with the continuity equation (2) is solved
over the domain using the finite-volume method.

Isothermal conditions are applied and the flow is
laminar and steady

@

@xi
ruiuj

� � ¼ � @p

@xi
þ @

@xj
m

@ui

@xj
þ @uj

@xi

� �� �
ð1Þ

@

@xi
ruið Þ ¼ 0 ð2Þ

2.2 Cavitation model

The cavitation model used is the Rayleigh–Plesset
model [14] as described and tested successfully in
reference [15]. This is a multi-phase flow model in
which lubricant vapour is produced when pressure
falls under the saturation pressure psat. The equations
of growth and collapse of air bubbles controlling the
quantity of lubricant vapour produced in the cavit-
ated zone have been introduced by Plesset [16].
This multi-phase model is chosen to be homo-
geneous, i.e. all fluids share the same velocity and
pressure field.

2.3 Geometries used and parameters studied

Two- and three-dimensional bearing geometries are
used in the simulations. Two-dimensional geometry
is used to accelerate computational time. Three-
dimensional smooth geometry is used to calibrate
the cavitation model. The geometry used for calib-
ration has identical dimensions to that in the experi-
mental work of Jakobsson and Floberg [17]. The
lubricant properties are also as given in reference
[17]. The flooded bearing used in reference [17] had
a length l ¼ 0.133 m, shaft radius Rs ¼ 0.05 m, radial
clearance c ¼ 0.145 mm, eccentricity ratio 1 ¼ 0.61,
and angular velocity v ¼ 48.1 rad/s. The lubricant
used had a density of 840 kg/m3 and a dynamic vis-
cosity of 0.0127 Pa s.
At the walls, no-slip boundary conditions are

assumed. At the shaft surface, the fluid moves with
the same velocity as the shaft. At the bearing surface
the fluid velocity is set to zero. A symmetry condition
is applied on one side of the three-dimensional bear-
ing in order to simulate half of the domain. On the
other side of the three-dimensional bearing, the
pressure is set at the ambient value, i.e. the relative
pressure is set to zero. At this boundary, the volume
fraction of the lubricant is set to one.
The surface texture adopted in this work is a series

of ten dimples on the surface of a two-dimensional
bearing, with geometry identical to the central cross-
section of the three-dimensional smooth bearing
described above. The distance between dimples
does not exceed 10 per cent of their width. A two-
dimensional texture model can be seen in Fig. 1(a).
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The shape of the dimples is chosen to be circular as
this would be relatively easy to manufacture and
quite convenient from a meshing point of view. A
dimple is characterized by its width (w) and depth
(d) as shown in Fig. 1(b). A dimensionless parameter
which arises is the ratio of the dimple depth to the
minimum film thickness, d/hmin. In this study, two
cases are considered: a case with deep dimples such
that d/hmin . 1 and a case with shallow dimples
such that d/hmin41.
The following parameters are calculated for a fixed

eccentricity: the load carrying capacity (W ), the fric-
tion force (Fr), and the friction coefficient ( f ). The
load carrying capacity is calculated from the inte-
gration of the pressure acting on the shaft

W¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiðl
0

ð2p
0

prcosududz

 !2

þ
ðl
0

ð2p
0

pr sinududz

 !2
vuut

ð3Þ

The friction force is calculated from the torque
acting on the shaft

Fr ¼ Torque

Rs
ð4Þ

The torque acting on the shaft is calculated by the
cross product of the force vector and the distance
from the axis vector. Along the z-axis of the shaft,

the torque is calculated as

Torque ¼ rx � Fy � ry � Fx ð5Þ

Fx and Fy are the components of the force which
regroups the pressure and the shear stress forces.
The friction coefficient is the ratio of the friction

force divided by the load carrying capacity

f ¼ Fr

W
ð6Þ

A comparative study in terms of the ratio between a
parameter of the textured geometry and a parameter
of the corresponding smooth geometry is then car-
ried out. Parameters studied are load, friction force
and friction coefficient. Their ratios are: W/W0,
Fr/Fr0 and f/f0.

2.4 Validation of cavitation model

The three-dimensional smooth model is validated
with the experimental results of Jakobsson and
Floberg [17]. The fluid saturation pressure used in
the model is psat ¼ 20 kPa, which corresponds to a
subambient pressure. The density of the lubricant
vapour is set to 1.2 kg/m3 and its dynamic viscosity
to 2 � 1025 Pa s. In the experiments, the bearing was
loaded with a constant load of 2250 N. As can be
seen in Fig. 2, pressure predicted by computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) closely follows experimental
points including the cavitation region with a constant
pressure. Moreover, less than 0.5 per cent difference
in the predicted load implies very good agreement

Fig. 2 Experimental and numerical pressure profiles at

z/l ¼ 0.1 with the reference z coordinate at the

centre-line of the bearing

Fig. 1 Two-dimensional model: (a) textured bearing

model and (b) dimple geometry
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between CFD and experimental results. This cavita-
tion model is used in all the simulations.

2.5 Meshing strategy

The space discretization, i.e. meshing of the domain,
induces an error in the numerical simulation. In
order to get mesh independent results, the grid used
should be of fine quality. A mesh dependency study
has been performed for the two-dimensional
smooth case. An estimation of the error induced by
the space discretization is possible with a Richardson
extrapolation. This method is used to investigate the
value of the load for a smooth geometry. As the real
value of the load is not known, this method is
expected to give the exact value and enables esti-
mation of the grid error [18]. The value of the load is
plotted in Fig. 3 for grids of 4764, 19 056, and 76 224
elements. The grid of 79 500 elements used for the
smooth case in the rest of this work is such that it pro-
duces an error of around 0.5 per cent for the load.
These errors are small enough to consider the results
reliable. Similar grids are used for the dimpled cases
except that the mesh is finer inside the dimples. The
parameters used are presented in Table 1.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Deep dimples (d/hmin > 1)

Dimples with a width of 0.004 m and a ratio of depth
to minimum film thickness of 30.1 are introduced
from the angular coordinates of ui ¼ 578, 1228, and
1528 with the reference angular position taken at

the maximum film thickness. They are, respectively,
located in the rising part, maximum pressure region
and falling part of the pressure. The dimples span a
total angle of Du ¼ 488 in each case. Pressure profiles
are presented in Fig. 4. For all the cases, the dimples
flatten the pressure profile locally and maximum
pressure is affected. The results for load carrying
capacity, friction and friction coefficient are com-
pared with the smooth case in Table 2. The configur-
ations where the dimples are introduced at ui ¼ 578,
rising part, and 1528, falling part of the pressure pro-
file, give a strong reduction in load compared to the
reduction in friction. As a result the friction coeffi-
cient is significantly increased by 18.2 and 12.5 per
cent, respectively. This leads to deterioration in
hydrodynamic performance. On the contrary, when
dimples are introduced at ui ¼ 1228, in the maximum
pressure region, load is reduced less than friction
force which gives a decrease in friction coefficient
and improves bearing performance. Thus, deterio-
ration of the journal bearing performance occurs
when the positioning of the dimples deviates from
the maximum pressure location. These findings are
in agreement with the results obtained by Brajdic-
Mitidieri et al. [5] for a pad bearing with a large
pocket. The optimal position of the pocket in terms
of friction coefficient reduction was found in refer-
ence [5] to be in the maximum pressure region.
Further analysis is then carried out with

dimples located in the maximum pressure region.
Dimple widths and depths are varied such that the
dimple depth does not exceed half of the dimple
width (Table 3). The pressure profiles for ten dimples
located at ui ¼ 1228 are presented in Fig. 5 for differ-
ent ratios of depth to minimum film thickness. The
corresponding smooth case is also represented in
the graphs. The dimples have a direct effect on the
pressure distribution as the profile is truncated in
the region of maximum pressure. The higher the
ratio of depth to minimum film thickness, the flatter
the truncation in the pressure profile becomes. It can
also be observed that this truncation simultaneously
gives higher pressure in the region of minimum lubri-
cant film thickness while the cavitation zone is shor-
tened, starting later downstream compared to the
smooth case. A flow pattern represented by velocity
vectors can be observed in Fig. 6. For a dimple
depth of d ¼ 0.001 15 m, the recirculation zone is
large. It should be noted that in all cases studied no
cavitation occurs since the dimples are created in
the zone of positive pressure.
The results for load carrying capacity are shown in

Fig. 7. For all dimple widths, the load decreases when
the depth increases. Above a certain value of depth
the load stops decreasing and becomes nearly cons-
tant. When the width of the dimples increases, the
load decreases slowly. At dimple widths greater

Fig. 3 Load as a function of grid refinement. Grid size

(Nmax/N)1/2, where N is the number of

elements of the mesh and Nmax is the number

of elements of the finest mesh used
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than 0.004 m the load decreases at a faster rate. This
accelerated reduction in load comes from the fact
that the large dimples truncate the pressure profile
to a greater extent in the region of maximum
pressure. It also provokes a lower maximum pressure
with wide dimples. Load is reduced by up to 11 per
cent for the widest and deepest dimples used.
The results for friction force can be seen in Fig. 8. In

all cases, the presence of the dimples reduces the fric-
tion as the shear stress at the shaft/lubricant interface
decreases due to the increase in film thickness created
by the dimples. Inside a dimple, the flow is either
recirculating or slowing down. If the flow is recirculat-
ing (Fig. 6), the boundary between the recirculating
flow and the flow going forward is equivalent to a
wall where the fluid is free to slip on. Thus, the friction
is reduced. If no recirculation occurs in the dimples,
the flow is slowed down due to the increased gap. As
the mechanical losses are proportional to the square
of the velocity, the losses are reduced as is friction.
The dimples are reducing the friction in all the cases.

For all dimple widths studied, reduction in friction
occurs at a faster rate when the depth of the dimples
is increased. The rate becomes lower for deeper dim-
ples, ending up with an almost constant friction. The
shear stress on the shaft is in fact directly affected by
dimple depth as the velocity profile, which controls
it, is also depth and width dependent. For all dimple
depths, the friction decreases linearly when the
dimple width increases. The reduction in friction is
about 17 per cent for the widest and deepest dimples.
The friction coefficient is presented in Fig. 9. The

value of the friction coefficient is always lower than
that in the smooth case. A reduction in friction
force is more significant than the reduction in load,
so the coefficient of friction is also reduced. For all
dimple widths studied, the friction coefficient
decreases when the dimple depth increases. For
every depth, the friction coefficient initially presents
a decrease when the dimple width is increased until
w ¼ 0.004 m. Above this value, friction coefficient
increases. The growth of the friction coefficient for
dimples of width larger than 0.004 m can be
explained by the fact that the loss in load carrying
capacity becomes more significant compared to a
reduction in friction. An increase in load reduction
is observed in Fig. 7 for dimple width greater than
0.004 m whereas the rate of reduction in friction
stays constant (Fig. 8). Thus, a minimum value of f
is found for every dimple depth at the critical width
ofw ¼ 0.004 m. The greatest decrease in friction coef-
ficient is of about 8.1 per cent and occurs at this
critical width.

Table 2 Ten deep dimples introduced from the angular

positions ui ¼ 578 (configuration 1), ui ¼ 1228
(configuration 2) and ui ¼ 1528 (configuration 3)

(d/hmin ¼ 30.1, w ¼ 0.004 mm, and 1 ¼ 0.61)

Load (%) Friction (%) f (%)

Configuration 1 223.1 29.2 þ18.2
Configuration 2 22.8 210.7 28.1
Configuration 3 225.5 216.2 þ12.5

Table 1 Two-dimensional meshes used

Grid size used in:

Case Dimples
Cavitation
zone

Between the
dimples The rest of the bearing Number of elements

Dimpled case
d/hmin . 1 (high 1) (120–125) � 50 1000 � 50 50 � 50 (495–550) � 50 162 500–165 000
d/hmin , 1 (low 1) 120 � 50 No refinement 50 � 50 940 � 50 134 500
Smooth case
High 1 1000 � 50 590 � 50 79 500
Low 1 900 � 50 (with

cavitation)
580 � 50 (with cavitation)
940 � 50 (with no cavitation)

74 000 (with cavitation)
47 000 (with no cavitation)

Fig. 4 Pressure profile for ten deep dimples

introduced from ui ¼ 578 (configuration 1), 1228
(configuration 2) and 1528 (configuration 3),

(d/hmin ¼ 30.1, w ¼ 0.004 m, 1 ¼ 0.61)
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The influence of eccentricity ratio on friction co-
efficient is shown in Fig. 10. The dimple configuration
used is w ¼ 0.004 m, d ¼ 0.001 15 m and the dimples,
spanning an angle of 488, are introduced at ui ¼ 1228.
To give a fair comparison, the dimple depth is kept
constant instead of the ratio d/hmin. It is seen that
an increase in the friction coefficient is observed at
low and high eccentricity ratios. Therefore, for this
dimple configuration, there is a range of eccentricity
ratios, from about 0.37–0.75, for which improvement
in friction coefficient is achieved. However, causes for
the gain in friction coefficient, when the eccentricity
ratio is outside its range of gain, need to be under-
stood. The reason is that with a different eccentricity
ratio the attitude angle and maximum pressure

location are changed. Then, the dimples introduced
at ui ¼ 1228 are no longer located in the maximum
pressure zone. This situation leads to a configuration
like that in Fig. 4 where a load decrease is much larger
than a friction decrease for dimples located outside
the maximum pressure zone.

Fig. 5 Pressure profile for ten deep dimples of width

w ¼ 0.004 m

Fig. 7 W/W0 as a function of dimple width and the

ratio of dimple depth to minimum film

thickness

Table 3 Deep dimples configurations (d/hmin . 1) giving the angular coordinate (in degree) of the edge of the

first dimple (ui) and the total angle spanned (Du) between brackets

d/hmin (m) 4.4 10.0 15.0 20.3 24.8 30.1 37.1

w ¼ 0.002 132 (24) 132 (24) 132 (24)
w ¼ 0.003 126 (36) 126 (36) 126 (36) 126 (36)
w ¼ 0.004 122 (48) 122 (48) 122 (48) 122 (48) 122 (48) 122 (48)
w ¼ 0.0048 113 (58) 113 (58) 113 (58) 113 (58) 113 (58) 113 (58) 113 (58)
w ¼ 0.006 106 (71) 106 (71) 106 (71) 106 (71) 106 (71) 106 (71) 106 (71)

Fig. 6 Normalized velocity vectors in the third dimple

(d ¼ 0.001 15 m, w ¼ 0.004 m)
Fig. 8 Fr/Fr0 as a function of dimple width and the ratio

of dimple depth to minimum film thickness
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3.2 Shallow dimples (d/hmin41)

According to some previous studies on plane pad
bearings running parallel to the counter face, rough-
ening the inlet part provides a positive lift [19]. Shal-
low dimples placed at the inlet of the pressure zone,
i.e. at the reference angular coordinate u ¼ 08, may
then also provide a positive lift. Investigation is
done for two different dimple depths.
Figure 11 presents the pressure profiles for ten

dimples of widthw ¼ 0.004 m and depth tominimum
film thickness ratios of 0.34 and 1. The eccentricity
ratio used is kept at 0.61. It can be seen that the
pressure curves always stay under the pressure
curve found for the smooth case. More pressure is
lost when the depth of the dimples is increased. The
corresponding results of Table 4 show that the fric-
tion coefficient is not improved with this configur-
ation. Shallow dimples do not reduce friction as
much at the lubricant/shaft interface. For the cases
tested the reduction goes from 1.2 to 1.8 per cent.
They also do not seem to be able to enhance the
load carrying capacity for this eccentricity ratio. The

load capacity is reduced to a greater extent for the
dimple depth to minimum film ratio equal to 1, as
could be guessed from the pressure profile. As a
result, a stronger reduction in lift force compared
with the reduction in friction force leads to a
decreased friction coefficient.
In real situations, it is known that pressure distri-

bution, maximum pressure, and friction are affected
by operating parameters such as eccentricity ratio.
Bearing performance is thus also investigated for
different eccentricity ratios. In Fig. 12, the eccen-
tricity ratio is reduced to a value of 0.1 while the
other parameters are the same as previously. The
ratio of depth to minimum film thickness is set to
0.34 and the width of the dimples is kept at 0.004 m.
A positive effect on pressure distribution can be
observed. The dimples are responsible for generation
of a high pressure gradient. Some extra pressure can
then be created. It should be noted that due to the
low eccentricity, no cavitation occurs. Load carrying
capacity is then significantly increased by 14.5 per
cent (Table 5). As the pressure generation due to
the dimple seems to be eccentricity dependent, an
investigation of the influence of eccentricity ratio is
made. All parameters are kept constant except the
eccentricity ratio which is tested for different low
values. The dimple depth is kept at the constant

Fig. 9 f/f0 as a function of dimple width and the ratio of

dimple depth to minimum film thickness

Fig. 10 f/f0 for different eccentricity ratios (d ¼
0.001 15 m, w ¼ 0.004 m, v ¼ 48.1 rad/s)

Fig. 11 Pressure profile for ten shallow dimples

introduced from Dui ¼ 08 and with Du ¼ 488
(w ¼ 0.004 m, 1 ¼ 0.61)

Table 4 Ten shallow dimples introduced from ui ¼
08 and with Du ¼ 488 (w ¼ 0.004 mm, 1 ¼
0.61)

Load (%) Friction (%) f (%)

d/hmin ¼ 0.34 22.3 21.2 þ1.2
d/hmin ¼ 1 25.2 21.8 þ3.7
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value of 0.000 045 m used at the eccentricity ratio of
0.1. Contrary to load, friction is not a determinant
factor in this case as it is only slightly reduced in
almost all the cases (Table 5). The reason why friction
is slightly increased at eccentricity ratio 0.2 is because
cavitation starts occurring at this eccentricity. A
noticeable difference is observed between the
smooth and the dimpled case. Dimples which lift
the pressure curve give a much shorter cavitation
region for the dimpled case at this eccentricity.
Dynamic viscosity is then not reduced as much as
for the smooth case. In addition, it gives higher fric-
tion locally and compensates the loss in friction due
to the dimples. In Fig. 13, the ratio of friction coeffi-
cients of the dimpled bearing to the smooth bearing
is represented as a function of the eccentricity ratio.
When the eccentricity decreases towards zero the
load carrying capacity of the smooth bearing
becomes zero. It implies that the friction coefficient
of the smooth bearing goes to infinity for 1 ¼ 0. On
the contrary, the friction coefficient of the dimpled
bearing has a finite value for 1 ¼ 0 since the dimples
are able to sustain a load. Thus, the ratio of the fric-
tion coefficients is converging towards zero when

the eccentricity ratio decreases. At higher eccentricity
ratios, the rate of reduction in the friction coefficient
of the dimpled bearing is decreasing. At even higher
eccentricity, the friction coefficient becomes higher
than that for the smooth case. This change occurs
at a critical eccentricity ratio of about 0.25 and pro-
vokes a deterioration of hydrodynamic performance.
A positive effect whereby friction coefficient can be
significantly reduced and hydrodynamic efficiency
improved is then apparent up until the maximum
critical eccentricity ratio is reached.
To understand why reduction of friction coefficient

only occurs below a critical eccentricity, one needs to
investigate in detail the load, the main factor con-
tributing to the change of friction coefficient in this
case. Figure 14 represents the load as a function of
eccentricity ratio for both the smooth and the dimpled
cases. The difference between these two cases is also
plotted. The load generated by the dimpled case is
greater than that generated by the smooth case until
the critical eccentricity ratio of 0.25 is reached. The
load then becomes lower at higher eccentricity
ratios. The difference between these two curves

Fig. 12 Pressure profile for ten shallow dimples

introduced from ui ¼ 08 and with Du ¼ 488 (d/
hmin ¼ 0.34, w ¼ 0.004 m, 1 ¼ 0.1)

Table 5 Ten shallow dimples introduced from

ui ¼ 08 and with Du ¼ 488. Different

eccentricity ratios are considered (d ¼
0.000 045 m, w ¼ 0.004 m)

Load (%) Friction (%) f (%)

1 ¼ 0.05 þ41.4 20.8 229.9
1 ¼ 0.1 þ14.5 20.5 213.1
1 ¼ 0.15 þ6.3 20.3 26.2
1 ¼ 0.2 þ3.1 þ0.3 22.7
1 ¼ 0.3 21.7 20.2 þ1.6

Fig. 13 f/f0 as a function of eccentricity ratio for ten

shallow dimples introduced from ui ¼ 08 and

with Du ¼ 488 (d ¼ 0.000 045 m, w ¼ 0.004 m)

Fig. 14 Load as a function of eccentricity ratio for ten

shallow dimples introduced from ui ¼ 08 and

with Du ¼ 488 (d ¼ 0.000 045 m, w ¼ 0.004 m)
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shows the direct influence of the dimples on the load.
It is interesting to note that dimples have a positive
effect on the load at low eccentricity ratio since they
are responsible for a load enhancement. This effect
decreases as the eccentricity ratio increases, becom-
ing negative at eccentricity ratios above 0.25. Dimples
are then no longer able to enhance load carrying
capacity but, on the contrary, they decrease it. Until
reaching the critical eccentricity, dimples create an
additional effect responsible for extra pressure
build-up and load generation.

4 DISCUSSION

Eccentricity is an important factor in the design of
textured bearings. The external applied load deter-
mines the eccentricity ratio for a given bearing’s geo-
metrical parameters. Depending on the resulting
eccentricity ratio, one can design deep or shallow
dimples in order to provide improvements in hydro-
dynamic performance. If high eccentricities are
used, deep dimples can be placed in the region of
maximum pressure. The exact eccentricity ratio
determines the location of the highest pressure and
hence that of the dimples. An inadequate positioning
of the dimples can lead to deterioration in hydrodyn-
amic performance as discussed previously. Neverthe-
less, a range of eccentricities, where a reduction of
friction coefficient is observed, can be recommended.
Thus, a system can sustain a variation in load, i.e.
variation in eccentricity ratio and location of maxi-
mum pressure, and can still provide a significant
improvement in hydrodynamic performance.
Introduction of dimples changes load carrying

capacity or, for the same applied load, shaft eccen-
tricity. To quantify this effect the following analysis
was carried out. The configuration with ten deep
dimples of width w ¼ 0.006 m and d/hmin ¼ 20.3 is
used. The initial eccentricity ratio of 0.61 gives a cer-
tain load carrying capacity for the smooth bearing. If
this load is held constant, a different eccentricity ratio
should be found for the dimpled bearing. A dimpled
bearing has been tested for different eccentricity
ratios in Fig. 15. The eccentricity ratio corresponding
to the same load as that for the smooth bearing can
be found. For this new eccentricity, a new friction
value can be deduced. As can be seen, this configur-
ation of dimples presents lower friction and thus
lower friction coefficient. Bearing performance is
still improved if a case of constant load is considered.
The attitude angle changes only slightly by about 28.
This operation can be repeated for all the dimple con-
figurations to show similar results.
Analysis of a finite width bearing is performed to

confirm the validity of the two-dimensional results
in three-dimensional. The bearing length is taken to

be the same as in reference [17]. The eccentricity
ratio is taken as 0.61, dimple width 0.004 m and d/
hmin is taken to be 20.3. The dimples are introduced
from ui ¼ 1228. To avoid excessive side leakage and
a loss of pressure, the length of the dimples (ls) in
the axial direction is limited to 2/5 of the bearing
length. The resulting pressure distribution for the
smooth and dimpled cases can be seen in Fig. 16.
Such a configuration leads to about 2.4 per cent
reduction in friction coefficient compared to about
8 per cent reduction for the two-dimensional case.
Thus, it can be concluded that for the deep dimples
introduced at high eccentricity ratios the three-
dimensional approach still leads to better
performance.

Fig. 15 Comparison of load and friction for different

eccentricity ratios (w ¼ 0.006 m and d ¼
1.15 mm)

Fig. 16 Three-dimensional pressure distribution for

ten deep dimples introduced at ui ¼ 1228 (d/

hmin ¼ 20.3, w ¼ 0.004 m, 1 ¼ 0.61)
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The trend is different for three-dimensional shal-
low dimples introduced at ui ¼ 08 for low eccen-
tricities. In this case, the effect on the bearing
performance of additional side leakage created by
the shallow dimples is negligible so dimple lengths
are taken to be equal to the bearing length: ls/l ¼ 1.
For the case of dimples with w ¼ 0.004 m, d ¼
0.000 045 m and 1 ¼ 0.1, the reduction in friction
coefficient for the three-dimensional case is 17.9
per cent whereas it was 13.1 per cent for the two-
dimensional case.

5 CONCLUSION

The performance of a textured journal bearing was
studied in terms of its friction coefficient. The follow-
ing have been observed.

1. Textured surfaces affect the journal bearing per-
formance. Reduction in friction coefficient is
observed for deep dimples (d/hmin . 1) located
in the maximum pressure region at high eccentri-
city ratios and for shallow dimples (d/hmin41)
located just downstream of the maximum film at
low eccentricity ratio. The textured surface also
affects the cavitation zone.

2. The optimum design of the textured surface
depends on operating conditions. A range of
eccentricity ratios providing improvement in
hydrodynamic performance can be recommended
for both deep and shallow dimples.

3. An additional pressure build-up generated by the
surface texture has been highlighted at low eccen-
tricity ratios.
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APPENDIX

Notation

c radial clearance (m)
d dimple depth (m)
d/hmin dimple depth to minimum film thickness

ratio
e eccentricity (m)
f friction coefficient (¼W/Fr)
Fr friction per unit length (N/m)
hmin minimum film thickness (m)
l bearing length (m)
ls dimples length (m)
p fluid pressure (Pa)
psat fluid saturation pressure (Pa)
r radial coordinate (m)
Rs shaft radius (m)
ui velocity component in the i-direction

(m/s)
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w dimple width (m)
W load per unit of length (N/m)
xi coordinate in i-direction (m)
z axial coordinate (m)

Du total angle span by the dimples
1 eccentricity ratio (¼e/c)
u circumferential coordinate (rad),

taken to be zero at the maximum film
thickness

ui circumferential coordinate at which the
edge of the first dimple is introduced

m fluid dynamic viscosity (Pa s)
r fluid density (kg/m3)
v angular velocity (rad/s)

Subscripts

0 relate to the smooth case
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ABSTRACT

An analysis of a lubricated journal bearing is performed with special attention to
the influence of textured surfaces which may improve hydrodynamic performance.
The bearing is subjected to an external applied load and the force balance is fulfilled
with the force of the flow acting on the bearing. The position of the shaft is fixed
whereas the bearing, centred at the starting time, moves under the forces until equi-
librium is reached. A mesh deformation technique is used with CFD (Computational
Fluid Dynamics) in order to perform the simulations. The flow is laminar, isother-
mal, three-dimensional (3D) and unsteady. Cavitation is taken into account. Results
are analysed with smooth and textured surfaces on the bearing. Friction force and
eccentricity ratio are compared for different configurations.

It is found that shallow grooves under light loading (ε < 0.15) enhance the min-
imum film thickness while reducing the friction force. Under high loading (ε > 0.5),
deep grooves are able to reduce the friction force despite a reduced minimum film
thickness. For the second case, the predicted performance is superior to those of a
smooth journal bearing with thinner lubricant.

Keywords: Texturing, journal bearing, mesh deformation, friction

INTRODUCTION

Journal bearings with modified surface shape have attracted considerable interest as it
is a promising way to enhance their hydrodynamic performance. A different bearing
shape leads to a different flow pattern in the lubricant film and new characteristics
must be considered. Optimisation of these surface shapes is a rather long process
compared with the short-term studies which, in fact, already showed improved per-
formance in some cases [1–9]. A trend on where and how implanting such texture
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has started to emerge since modification of the bearing shape has already been inves-
tigated both numerically and experimentally.

Etsion [1] showed the potential of surface texturing in different applications
such as seals, pistons rings and thrust bearings. Journal bearings can also be textured
in the same way, therefore references below are devoted to them. The bearing sur-
face can be textured in two different ways: full texturing where a regular shape is
reproduced all over the bearing surface or partial texturing which is realised only on
a part of the bearing surface. Lin [2] studied a fully textured finite journal bearing
with three-dimensional irregularities. One of his findings was that with increased
asperity height the load capacity of the bearing increases and the friction coeffi-
cient decreases. In his case, the film fluid is actually reduced when the asperities
are introduced. Li and Braun [3] investigated the modeling of the flow in a journal
bearing with diamond-knurled stator surface. They found that the load carrying ca-
pacity of the knurled bearing is smaller than the one of the smooth bearing at high
eccentricities whereas about the same for eccentricity ratios lower than 0.5. Kato
and Obara [4] numerically analysed an isothermal microgrooved bearing under the
whole range of eccentricity ratios and claimed that the dynamic characteristics of
the journal bearing were improved whereas the static characteristics (load carrying
capacity and friction coefficient) were not changed by the microgrooving. The mi-
crogrooves were placed along the circumferential direction over the entire bearing
surface. The same microgrooved bearing was tested experimentally by Kumada et
al [5] who showed some advantages even though a slightly higher friction coefficient
was observed. The microgrooving was able to increase the cooling effect of the oil
flow. The oil-retaining property of the microgrooved bearing was suggested to be
superior. In the study of Ausas et al [6], a fully textured bearing with an array of
50×5 squared textures slightly increases the eccentricity ratio and the friction torque
compared with a smooth bearing under the same load. Tala-Ighil et al [7] analysed
a journal bearing textured with spherical dimples at an eccentricity ratio of about
0.6 and concluded that the presence of texture on the whole bearing surface has a
negative influence on the performance whereas a partially textured bearing can have
positive effects on the bearing characteristics. A texture localized in the diverging
part of the bearing (from minimum to maximum film) enables higher fluid film and
lower friction torque. In a previous study of Cupillard et al [8], positive effects of
a partially textured journal bearing were shown. Effects of dimple dimensions were
analysed and improvement of the hydrodynamic performance was realized due to the
texture. Implanting a texture either in the maximum pressure or in the maximum film
zone was able to reduce the friction coefficient or improve the load carrying capacity
respectively. This 2D study was confirmed by the same trend for a 3D case although a
lower gain in performance was observed. Partial texturing of such bearings seems to
be promising. Nevertheless, more understanding is needed for texture configurations
where improvement can be achieved.

Two solutions have been proposed for improving the performance of a (isother-
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mal) journal bearing [8]. The first one is to introduce dimples or grooves such as to
decrease the losses locally in order to build up extra pressure and then increase the
load carrying capacity. The second one consists of introducing a texture of larger
depth in order to reduce the friction more than the load carrying capacity, the friction
coefficient may then been reduced. These two alternatives have been investigated for
a 2D journal bearing (or infinite bearing) and only verified for a 3D static case [8]. In
reality the load is applied and the shaft is moving until a final equilibrium is reached
when the forces balance themselves.

The goal of this paper is to test these two texture configurations where an ini-
tially centred shaft is subjected to a load. The final steady state position is then anal-
ysed. This study is performed with CFD for a laminar, unsteady, 3D and isothermal
flow. A mesh deformation technique is used to recalculate the lubricant film thick-
ness at each time step. The focus of the work is to determine the effect of surface
texture on hydrodynamic lubrication in terms of the minimum film thickness and the
friction force. Two groove configurations corresponding to two different loadings of
the shaft are investigated.

NUMERICAL MODEL

Geometries used and boundary conditions

Two geometries are considered: a smooth and a textured one. The smooth geometry
is considered with both the shaft and the bearing smooth. The textured geometry
is considered with a smooth shaft and a textured bearing. The dimensions of the
smooth geometry and the lubricant properties are identical to that in the experimental
work of Jakobsson and Floberg [10]. The flooded bearing has a length L = 0.133 m,
shaft radius Rs = 0.05 m, radial clearance c = 0.145 mm and shaft angular velocity
ω = 48.1 rad/s. Above saturation pressure, the lubricant has a density of 840 kg/m3

and a dynamic viscosity of 0.0127 Pa s. At the bearing and shaft surfaces, no-slip
boundary conditions are assumed: the fluid moves with the same velocity as the
surface considered. A symmetry condition is applied on the mid-plan of the bearing
in order to simulate only half of the domain. On the side of bearing, the pressure is
set at the ambient value, i.e. the relative pressure is set to zero.

The surface texture adopted in this work is the same as in the previous work [8]:
a series of ten grooves is created on the bearing surface along the axial direction
from the mid-plan of the bearing. The cross section in the mid-plan of the bearing
is represented in Figure 1. The distance between grooves does not exceed 10% of
their width. The cross-section of the texture is chosen to be circular as this would be
relatively easy to manufacture and quite convenient from a meshing point of view.
A groove is characterized by its width (w), depth (d) and length (l). Two different
groove depths are chosen, refering to deep and shallow grooves as in the reference
[8]. For deep grooves, d = 1.15 mm; for shallow grooves, d = 45 μm. The groove
length is varied for these 2 configurations and the ratio between groove and bearing
length (l/L) is considered. Two different positions of the texture are also considered
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Figure 1: Cross section of the geometry in the mid plan, high loading configuration
(the size of radial clearance is exagerated)

depending on the groove depth used. The shallow grooves operating for light loading
are located at the maximum film. This configuration is supposed to give higher load
carrying capacity [8, 9]. The grooves are centred around the x-axis at negative y-
coordinates. The center of the first groove is positioned at θ = 68.4◦. The deep
grooves for high loadings are located in the maximum pressure zone which is load
dependent. This is shown to lead to a lower coefficient of friction [8]. In our case,
for a load of 1125 N, the center of the first groove is positioned at θ = 190◦.

Equations

The code used to model the problem is CFX 11.0. The Navier-Stokes equations,
momentum equation (1) coupled with the continuity equation (2), are solved over the
domain, using the finite volume method. The 3D flow is considered isothermal and
laminar. Transient simulations are performed.

∂(ρui)
∂t

+
∂(ρuiu j)

∂xi
=− ∂p

∂xi
+

∂
∂x j

(
μ
(

∂ui

∂x j
+

∂u j

∂xi

))
(1)

∂ρ
∂t

+
∂(ρui)

∂xi
= 0 (2)

At low pressure values the lubricant enters in a regime of cavitation. The cav-
itation model used, allowing sub-ambient pressure, is based on a density-pressure
relation on the same manner than in [11]. When the pressure drops under the cavita-
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tion pressure Pcav, the density decreases according to the following law:

ρ =

⎧⎨
⎩

ρ0 if P > Pcav

ρ0

[
3
(

P
Pcav

)2
−2

(
P

Pcav

)3
]

if P ≤ Pcav
(3)

Contrary to two phases flow cavitation models, this model does not predict an
amount of vapor in the cavitation zone or a mixture air-lubricant but assumes a single
phase with a varying density. This model has the advantage to be more stable and
convergence is easier to get.

The bearing is subjected to the applied load and the resulting force of the fluid.
The shaft is kept in a fixed position. From Newton’s second law, an equation of
movement is derived along x and y axis.

mS
�dVS

dt
= �F + �FL (4)

where �F = (Fx, Fy) is the force of the flow acting on the bearing surface and �FL is the
applied load along the y-direction.

After projection along the x- and y-axis and discretisation, the equations of
movement become:

dx(t) = α
(

Δt2 Fx(t−1)
mS

+Δt ·Vx(t−1)
)

+dx(t−1) (5)

dy(t) = α
(

Δt2 Fy(t−1)+FL(t−1)
mS

+Δt ·Vy(t−1)
)

+dy(t−1) (6)

where dx(t), dy(t) are the displacement components of the bearing at the time t; Vx(t),
Vy(t) are the velocity components of the bearing at the time t and Δt is the time step.
α is a relaxation parameter which is introduce and taken to 0.1 in order to stabilize
the numerical simulations.

These displacements are set at the bearing boundary. The nodes at the shaft
boundary are stationnary. With the displacement applied on the nodes of the bearing
boundary, the motion of all remaining nodes of the domain is diffused and the spacing
of the initial mesh is not changed much. The integral conservation of the equations
must be modified as the control volumes deform in time. The transient term accounts
for the rate of change of the deforming control volume. As an example, the integra-
tion of the continuity equation over a control volume becomes:

d
dt

∫
V (t)

ρdV +
∫

S
ρ(ui−wi)dni = 0 (7)

where wi is the velocity of the control volume boundary.
The principle is the same for the transient term of the momentum equation where
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the velocity of the control volume boundary is also taken into account.

Solution procedure

The meshing of the domain is performed in order to solve the momentum and conti-
nuity equations over each grid cell. The high resolution scheme in CFX 11.0 is used
to discretise the advection term. This scheme gives second order accuracy gradient
resolution while keeping solution variables physically bounded. It only reduces to a
first order scheme close to discontinuities.

This space discretization induces an error into the numerical simulation. An
estimation of this error is possible with a Richardson extrapolation. This method
is used to investigate the value of the eccentricity ratio and the friction force for
the smooth geometry with an applied load W = 1125 N. As the real value of the
eccentricity ratio and friction force are not known, this method is expected to give
an approximation of the exact values and enables estimation of the grid error [12].
The values of the eccentricity ratio and friction force are plotted in Figure 2 for grids
of 3 600, 28 800 and 230 400 elements with refinements close to the bearing, shaft
and side surfaces. The value of the error for the finest grid is estimated to be around

(a) Eccentricity ratio (b) Friction

Figure 2: Mesh dependency study

5% for the eccentricity ratio and 1.8% for the friction. These errors are rather small
and the results are considered to be reliable. This grid of 20× 480× 24 elements
in (r,θ,z) directions respectively is used for the smooth case in the following work
scope. The grids of the different textured cases are similar but refined slightly more
in the groove zone.

At t = 0 s, the bearing is centred and the eccentricity is zero. The load (W ) is
applied gradually in tW = 0.01 s (Eq. 8) so as to keep numerical stability.

FL =

⎧⎨
⎩ W

[
3
(

t
PW

)2−2
(

t
tW

)3
]

if t ≤ tW

W if t > tW
(8)
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The bearing will theoretically be in movement until the forces balance themselves.
After a sufficient amount of iteration, the position of the bearing stabilizes, the force
of the flow converges to the opposite of the applied load and the velocity of the
bearing becomes close enough to zero to consider that the steady state is reached.
The time step (Δt) has to be small enough to obtain convergence of the transient run.
For high loadings, Δt = 0.05 ms and the steady state is established at around t = 1 s
for the smooth case. For light loadings, Δt = 0.2 ms and the steady state is established
at around t = 0.2 s for the smooth case.

For light loading, cavitation is not expected since pressure does not reach the
saturation pressure level. Therefore, the final position of the bearing is theoretically
located on the x-axis (horizontal axis). When cavitation does not occur, the system
becomes less stable and much more time is required to reach the equilibrium state
since the locus of the bearing converges at a very slow rate (the damping is quite
weak). To simplify the numerical process, the degrees of freedom of the system are
reduced to the displacement along the x-axis. The equation of movement is then:

dx(t) = α
(

Δt2−Fy(t−1)−FL(t−1)
mS

+Δt ·Vx(t−1)
)

+dx(t−1) (9)

The simulation of the textured bearing is started from the final position of the
smooth case so that steady state is reached within less time. For all the simulations
the residuals of the momentum and mass conservation equations reach a level low
enough, meaning that those equations are converged.

The results and comparison between smooth and textured cases can then be
analysed in terms of eccentricity , minimum film thickness and friction force (10).

Fr =
Torque

Rs
(10)

Validation of the computational results

The smooth model is validated with the experimental results of Jakobsson and Floberg
[10]. The fluid saturation pressure used in the model is Pcav = 30 kPa, which corre-
sponds to a sub-ambient pressure. In the experiments, the bearing was loaded with
a constant load of 2250 N. Half of the load is then applied to the half domain. The
results can be seen in Figure 3. Pressure predicted by computational fluid dynam-
ics (CFD) closely follows experimental points including the cavitation region. Very
good agreement between CFD and experimental results is observed. The eccentric-
ity ratio of 0.613 obtained in the numerical simulation matches well the experimental
one which was around 0.61. This cavitation model is used in all the simulations when
cavitation is expected.
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Figure 3: Experimental and numerical pressure profiles at z/L = 0.1 with the reference
z coordinate at the centre-line of the bearing

RESULTS

Two configurations were then tested: high loading conditions where W = 1125 N and
deep grooves (d = 1.15 mm) are used in the region of maximum pressure and, light
loading conditions where W = 200 N and shallow grooves (d = 45 μm) are implanted
in the region of maximum film thickness.

Light loading

The bearing is loaded with 200 N and released from its intial position. The textured
bearing is such that the groove lengths are l/L = 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 and 1. The
bearing has an unilateral displacement along the x-axis. The eccentricity ratio is
plotted for different texture lengths as a function of time, see Figure 4. Compared
with the smooth bearing, the eccentricity reduces with the groove length. In other
words, the grooves are able to increase the minimum film. This decrease in the
eccentricity ratio together with a reduction in friction force can be seen in Figure
5. From [9], texturing the inlet of a contact can increase the load carrying capacity.
The texture is the most efficient when located outside of any recirculation zone and
when the texture is as deep as possible but without any backflow inside. Mechanical
losses are then reduced at the inlet of the contact enabling more energy to be used
for building up the pressure. Although the present case is different from a 2D slider
since it is a closed system with 3D effects, this principle remains. The texture is
located at the maximum film thickness where the pressure builds up. No backflow
is observed for the cases considered. The texture reduces the losses at this place and
thus increases the load carrying capacity of the contact. To compensate and to fulfill
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Figure 4: Eccentricity ratio as a function of time

Figure 5: Friction force and eccentricity ratio for light loading
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the force balance, the eccentricity reduces, giving a larger minimum film thickness.
The new pressure profile in the mid-plan of the bearing can be seen in Figure 6. The

Figure 6: Pressure profile in the mid-plan, from θ = 90 ◦

resulting friction force is reduced not only because of the decrease in eccentricity
ratio but also by the local decrease of the shear stress in the grooves. This reduction
in friction force seems linear with the groove length, Figure 5. The friction force is
reduced by up to 1.4% when the groove length reaches the bearing length.

It should be noted that this texture can bring even better performance if the depth
is optimised at the limit of the appearance of the recirculating flow. Cavitation may
appear by increasing the load, the attitude angle (φ) of 90◦ will start to vary in this
case and the position of the texture might have to be reconsidered since the texture
will not be located at the maximum film. At the equilibrium position, the maximum
film would be displaced on the upstream side of the texture, i.e. at lower values of
θ. The location may not appear as optimal. On the other hand, backflow may start to
occur at the maximum film thickness. Thus, slightly shifting the texture downstream,
outside of this zone (at higher θ values relative to the maximum film thickness),
would be beneficial. This textured bearing can still provide improvements at higher
eccentricities. For the highest eccentricities, the texture will not be efficient since too
much recirculation flow will be present [8].

High loading

The bearing is loaded with 1125 N and released. For the textured case, the grooves
are taken such that l/L = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4. In [8], deep dimples located in the
high pressure zone are able to decrease to a greater extent the friction force than the
load carrying capacity thus providing a lower friction coefficient. Different results are
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expected when the film thickness is recalculated since a loss in load carrying capacity
would produce a decrease in minimum film and consequently an increase in friction
force. The question is whether the friction force is still going to be lower with the
recalculated film or not?

From Figure 7, it can be seen that friction force decreases when the groove
length increases. This reduction goes together with an increase of the eccentricity
ratio, i.e. a reduction of the minimum film. As the grooves reduce the load carrying

Figure 7: Friction force and eccentricity ratio for high loading

capacity, see [8], the equilibrium position has to be at a higher eccentricity in order
to compensate this effect. Compared with the smooth bearing, the local thicker film
in the grooves reduces friction to a greater extent. Grooves contribute to lower losses
even though the bearing operates at higher eccentricity.

The maximum pressure decreases with the groove length as the pressure is cut
off by the grooves, Figure 8. The maximum pressure zone is then spread over the
groove area, Figure 9. It should also be noted that the attitude angle is varied by less
than 1.5◦ between these different cases. The drawback of having long grooves in the
axial direction for a static case (when the film is fixed) no longer remains: contrary
to the static case where long grooves provide more side leakage and a great loss in
pressure, the maximum pressure zone does not significantly decrease when the lubri-
cant film is recalculated as the bearing has to sustain the same load. Compensation is
made by reducing the minimum film thickness.

Before claiming that this texturing is beneficial for reducing friction, another
aspect needs to be examined. Reducing the minimum film thickness in order to get
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Figure 8: Pressure profile in the mid-plan

(a) Smooth bearing (b) Textured bearing (l/L = 0.4)

Figure 9: 3D pressure profile
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a lower friction force is a goal that a thinner lubricant can achieve. A lubricant with
lower viscosity carries less load, contributing thus to a thinner film and lower friction
force at the equilibrium position (steady state). This solution has to be compared with
the texturing performance as it would be much easier to replace a lubricant than to
texture the bearing. To check this, a smooth bearing is tested with a lubricant having a
lower dynamic viscosity. The eccentricity is fixed and equal to the eccentricity of the
textured bearing with l/Lz = 0.4. The viscosity is varied in order to find the value that
gives the applied load of 1125 N. For this particular viscosity, the resulting friction
force is compared with the friction force of the textured bearing. This gives then a fair
comparison between these two alternatives. From Figure 10, the dynamic viscosity
needs to be reduced by about 3% to give the same applied load. The friction force
is about 6.42 N which represents a 1.7% higher friction compared with the textured
bearing. If these two cases were compared at the same friction force, the viscosity

Figure 10: Friction force for a smooth bearing with thinner lubricant

used for the smooth bearing would have been even lower, the load carrying capacity
would have been reduced and the fluid film would have ended up at a lower value than
that of the textured bearing with initial viscosity. It can thus be concluded that, in the
case considered, texturing of the bearing surface is a more efficient way to decrease
friction compared to the use of a thinner lubricant.
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CONCLUSION

The recalculation of the fluid film by a motion of the grid nodes is essential to analyse
the performance of such textured bearings. From this study, the following conclu-
sions can be drawn:

• For light loading conditions, texturing the bearing with shallow grooves in the
maximum film zone confirms the trend observed in [8]. The minimum film
thickness is increased and friction force is reduced.

• For high loading conditions, texturing the bearing surface with deep grooves in
the maximum pressure zone reduces the friction force. The lubricant minimum
film becomes nevertheless lower.

• The texture located in the maximum pressure zone provides better reduction in
friction force than a smooth bearing operating with a thinner lubricant.
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ABSTRACT

In this study, thermohydrodynamic performance of a journal bearing with a mi-
crogroove created on the shaft is analysed. A plain journal bearing is modelled using
a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software package. Navier-Stokes and energy
equations are solved. The rotor-stator interaction is treated by using a computational
grid deformation technique. Results are presented in terms of typical bearing param-
eters as well as flow patterns. Results are also compared to the bearing with a smooth
shaft.

The effect induced by a microgroove on pressure distribution is explained for
different bearing configurations, eccentricities and microgroove depths. It is shown
that the microgroove produces a local drop in pressure which, averaged over one rev-
olution, decreases the load carrying capacity. The load carrying capacity is further
decreased by using deeper microgrooves. With thermal effects considered, the mi-
crogroove carries more cold lubricant into the warmest regions of the bearing. This
effect, more pronounced with deeper microgrooves, is due to a global flow recircula-
tion inside the microgroove, which improve mixing.

INTRODUCTION

Texturing applied on one of the surfaces in a hydrodynamic contact has been widely
studied over the past years. Most of the studies focused on textures on the stationary
surface. Applied to journal bearings, partially textured surfaces have been reported to
enhance the static performance in some cases [1,2] whereas fully textured stationary
surfaces could only influence positively the dynamic performance without improving
the static performance [2–6].
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Only a few studies were devoted to texture located on the moving surface. In
an experimental study, Snegovskii and Arnautova [7] reported that dimples machined
on the shaft surface in a journal bearing allowed an increase in load carrying capacity
by a factor of 1.5 to 2 and a reduction of frictional losses by 10 to 15% at high sliding
speeds (30 to 60 m/s). However, in the low sliding speed range (5 to 10 m/s), the
load carrying capacity was reduced by a factor of 1.3 to 1.6. Winoto et al [8] tested
herringbone-groove patterns on the shaft of a journal bearing. The performance in
terms of pumping sealing and stiffness were concluded as promising especially for
well chosen groove length ratios. Kobayashi [9] investigated the steady state perfor-
mance and dynamic stability of a herringbone-grooved journal bearing with a com-
pressible Reynolds equation. As the shaft texture is not aligned with the coordinate
axis, a coordinate mapping was used to account for this. The Reynolds equation was
solved in a modified coordinate system. A similar transformation of the coordinate
system is presented in the work of Jang and Chang [10] who recommended to con-
sider cavitation in the modelling of such herringbone-grooved journal bearings. They
also pointed out that herringbone grooves result in a smaller value of pressure with a
wavy distribution compared with the pressure developed for a plain journal bearing.
Isothermal conditions were assumed in these two studies [9, 10].

The mechanism enhancing load carrying capacity of hydrodynamic bearings
with a partially textured stator was explained by Cupillard et al [11]. Texture effect
on the load carrying capacity may be positive for a low convergence ratio or low
eccentricity, otherwise it is negative. The positive effect is obtained by positioning
the texture in the positive pressure gradient region. There, the texture decreases the
losses locally and allows more energy to be used to build up pressure. Positioning
the texture in the negative pressure gradient region also decreases the losses locally
and consequently the upstream pressure build-up. The effect of a partially textured
rotor has not yet been elucidated. However, a change from the stationary to the mov-
ing coordinate frame attached to the rotor allows one to analyse a stationary texture
similarly to [11]. In the moving coordinate frame, the stator moves in the opposite
direction from the initial rotor direction. The texture undergoes a time varying film
thickness. The pressure in the fluid film is seen in the direction of motion of the
stator (see Figure 1) and the effects of the texture regarding its location are as de-
scribed above. Thus, in the stationary coordinate frame, the microgroove is expected
to enhance the load carrying capacity when passing the region of negative pressure
gradient for low eccentricities and decrease it when passing the region of positive
pressure gradient. Positive and negative effects are combined over a revolution. An
analysis of a partially textured rotor is therefore of great interest to clarify the effects
induced by the texture.

The goal of this study is to investigate the effect of a partially textured rotor
considering a single microgroove. A CFD analysis is conducted for a laminar and
unsteady flow in a journal bearing. A two dimensional analysis is first performed to
understand the effect of the microgroove and validate numerical approach. Energy
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Figure 1: Pressure profiles in the direction of motion for a journal bearing with a
smooth shaft (ε = 0.1). The pressure is seen in the stationary coordinate frame (on
the left) and in the moving coordinate frame (on the right).

equation is then taken into account as well as cavitation in order to correctly handle
the pressure in the divergent part of a three dimensional bearing at high eccentricities.
A comparative analysis of the results obtained for smooth and microgrooved shafts
for different eccentricities and groove depths is carried out.

NUMERICAL MODEL

Geometry and boundary conditions

Both a 2D and 3D journal bearing models are used in this work. Half of the 3D
bearing is shown in Figure 2. A symmetry condition is applied at the midplane of
the bearing to simulate only half of the domain. Bearing dimensions and lubricant
properties are summarized in Table 1. At the bearing and shaft surfaces, adiabatic
and no-slip boundary conditions are assumed. A no-slip boundary condition means
that the fluid is attached to the surface and moves with the same velocity. A source
of cold lubricant is considered on a window of the bearing surface defined by its
angular location (φ), angular extent (θs) and length (Ls). The velocity of the lubricant
at the supply window is determined by flow continuity. The computational domain is
extended by a channel on the bearing side. At the side of this channel, the lubricant
is allowed to flow in and out of the domain and relative pressure is set to be zero. The
bearing is submerged in a constant temperature oil bath at the same value as the inlet
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Table 1: Bearing and lubricant characteristics

Name Symbol and unit Value
Radial clearance c [μm] 145
Lubricant specific heat capacity Cp [J/kg/K] 3.67·T + 869.09
Microgroove depth d [m] {0.5,1,2,4}·c
Microgroove half length l [m] 0.5·Lz

Side channel extent in the axial direc-
tion

Lc [m] 0.1·Lz

Half length of lubricant supply window Ls [m] 0.8·Lz

Half bearing length Lz [m] 0.0665
Number of grids generated n {45,90,180,360}
Lubricant saturation pressure pcav [Pa] 30000
Inlet flow rate Qin [kg/s] 0.001 - 0.01
Side channel extent in the radial direc-
tion

Rc [m] 0.1·RS

Shaft radius RS [m] 0.05
Incoming lubricant temperature Tin [◦C] 35
Axial coordinate z [m] -
Microgroove angular position at a time α [◦] -
Eccentricity ratio ε [ ] {0.1,0.61}
Circumferential coordinate θ [◦] -
Microgroove width θd [◦] 4
Angular extent of the lubricant supply
window

θs [◦] 16

Lubricant thermal conductivity λ [W/m/K] 0.13
Lubricant viscosity at 40◦ μ40 [Pa s] 0.0293
Lubricant viscosity at 70◦ μ70 [Pa s] 0.0111
Lubricant density at ambient pressure ρ0 [kg/m3] 860
Angular location of the lubricant sup-
ply window

φ [◦] 30

Shaft angular speed ω [rad/s] 48.1
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Figure 2: 3D computational domain

temperature Tin. The 2D or infinitely long bearing is a model restricting the domain
to the midplane. In this case, isothermal conditions are imposed, no supply window
is considered and the dynamic viscosity, 0.0127 Pas, is constant.

A single texture cell, a microgroove, located on the shaft is investigated while
the bearing surface is smooth. The cross section in the midplane of the bearing is pre-
sented in Figure 3. The 2D microgroove and the cross-section of the 3D microgroove
are taken as rectangular in order to get a better control on the computational grid. The
microgroove is characterized by its circumferential width (θd), depth (d) and length
(l). The microgroove width is such that it spans 4 degrees in the circumferential di-
rection. The microgroove depth is related to the radial clearance by the ratio d/c. The
microgroove length in the 3D computational domain is taken as a half of the bearing
length so that l/Lz = 0.5. These dimensions are taken similar to the microgrooves
analysed in a previous study [1]. It was shown in [1] that increasing the microgroove
axial length decreased the load carrying capacity. Therefore the microgroove should
not be chosen too long in the axial direction, but also not too short as the longest
grooves are believed to have a better pumping and cooling effect.

Equations

The code used in the analysis is CFX 11.0. The Navier-Stokes equations, momentum
equation (1) coupled with the continuity equation (2), are solved over the domain to-
gether with the energy equation (3), using the finite volume method. Thermal effects
are considered in the 3D domain with a laminar and transient flow. In the 2D case,
flow is laminar, transient and isothermal.
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Figure 3: Cross section in the midplane of the bearing where the microgroove is
located at α = 90◦. The size of radial clearance is exaggerated.
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The cavitation model used allows sub-ambient pressures and is based on a
density-pressure relationship as in [1, 12]. When the lubricant pressure drops below
the cavitation pressure pcav, the density decreases according to the following law:

ρ =

⎧⎨
⎩

ρ0 if p > pcav

ρ0

[
3
(

p
pcav

)2−2
(

p
pcav

)3
]

if p ≤ pcav
(4)

The model is applied to a single phase flow with a varying density. It has the ad-
vantage of being more stable compared to any multiphase flow cavitation model.
Numerical convergence is also easier to achieve.

Model for the motion of a microgroove on the shaft

To explain the effect of a moving microgroove on load carrying capacity and pressure,
the rotation of the microgroove needs to be modelled. A general grid interface (GGI)
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Figure 4: Flow chart of the grid update method

or a grid update method can be used. For the first method, a transient rotor-stator
simulation enables a frame change between two computational grids, as performed
by Majidi [13] for a centrifugal pump. A grid interface connects, at a certain radius,
a rotating grid containing a microgroove to a stationary grid. The full rotation of
the microgroove can be represented at the desired angular speed. Element size ratio
greater than 1:10 at the interface may produce numerical error. Keeping such ratio at
a low value while resolving finely the flow across the fluid film would require a very
large amount of grid cells for a 3D geometry. With such geometries, the GGI method
is suitable only for 2D cases as it was successfully used for a 2D journal bearing
in [14]. Thus, this method does not fulfil the requirements of the present study.

The grid update method is then used to model the motion of the microgroove.
This is actually a mesh deformation method. A new grid is loaded at each time step
Δt and the flow equations are solved as presented in Figure 4. The new grid differs
only in the position of the microgroove α in the circumferential direction. Loading
the grids successively and solving the flow over each grid enable to create a physical
and realistic motion of the shaft. The simulation is performed until the time t reaches
a pre-set total time ttotal . With enough grids loaded over one period, the rotation of the
shaft with the microgroove is accurately resolved. The solution at a certain time step
uses the solution at the previous time step as an initial guess. The bearing boundary
is given zero velocity whereas the shaft velocity is related to the displacement of
the grid nodes. Therefore, for a given angular speed, the time step depends on the
number of grids loaded over one rotation of the shaft.
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The drawback of this method is in a large disc space required for a significant
amount of grids. The number of grids generated n is defined by the desired number
of positions of the microgroove in the circumferential direction. The meshes are
generated with a script. For an angular shaft speed ω, the time step is Δt = 2π/(ω ·
n). Higher angular shaft speeds require a smaller time step and thus more grids to
be generated. Therefore more computational efforts would be necessary with this
method.

Discretisation of the computational domain

A high resolution scheme in CFX 11.0 is used to discretise the advection term. This
scheme gives a second order accuracy gradient resolution while keeping solution
variables physically bounded. It only reduces to a first order scheme close to dis-
continuities. For the 2D bearing, 54000 elements are used in each mesh, with 30
elements in the film and 1800 elements equally spaced in the circumferential direc-
tion. For the 3D bearing, slightly more than 1 million cells are used for each of the
meshes with, for the contact zone, 22 elements in the film, 1080 in the circumferential
and 32 in the axial directions.

The results and comparisons between smooth and microgrooved cases can then
be presented in terms of load carrying capacity (5), friction force (6) and temperature.

W =

√(∫ Lz

0

∫ 2π

0
p · r · cosθ dθdz

)2

+
(∫ Lz

0

∫ 2π

0
p · r · sinθ dθdz

)2

(5)

Fr =
Torque

Rs
(6)

Validation of the computational results

In order to determine how many meshes shall be loaded over one shaft revolution to
get a good accuracy, the following investigations are performed: 45, 90, 180 and 360
meshes are used for both a smooth and microgrooved shaft in a 2D model with ε =
0.1, see Figure 5. The time steps used are t45 ≈ 2.90 ms, t90 ≈ 1.45 ms, t180 ≈ 0.73
ms and t360 ≈ 0.36 ms respectively. The microgroove depth is d/c = 0.5. Figure 5(a)
shows that the averaged load carrying capacity when the number of loaded meshes
increases is getting closer and closer to the load carrying capacity of the steady state
case. 180 and 360 meshes give good accuracy. Since the load is periodic, with a
period of one shaft revolution, only one period is presented starting from zero relative
time, Figure 5(b). At the beginning and at the end of the period, the microgroove is
in the maximum film (α = 0◦). The microgroove passes the minimum film at half
period (α = 180◦). The load variation over one revolution of the microgroove presents
some differences between the cases. With 45 and 90 meshes large discrepancies are
observed. Results for the cases with 180 and 360 meshes are close to each other but
with slight differences. These discrepancies may increase at a higher value of the
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(a) Smooth shaft

(b) Microgrooved shaft, d/c = 0.5

Figure 5: Load carrying capacity of a 2D bearing (ε = 0.1) for different numbers of
meshes loaded over one revolution
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Figure 6: Experimental and calculated pressure profiles for a bearing with a smooth
shaft at the cross-section located at z/Lz = 0.2 with the reference z coordinate at the
centre-line of the bearing

eccentricity ratio. The motion of the microgrooved shaft is considered to be resolved
accurately enough when the angular resolution of the motion is 1 degree. Therefore,
the case with 360 meshes loaded over one revolution is used in this study.

The model for the motion of the shaft with a microgroove is validated for a 3D,
smooth and isothermal case. Pressure profiles are compared with the experimental
measurements given in [15]. The grid update method is used to simulate the rotation
of a smooth shaft with 360 identical meshes. The inlet flow rate Qin is set to be zero
as the bearing in [15] was submerged in oil and had no oil inlet groove. A usual
steady state simulation using one of the meshes is also added for comparison. Figure
6 shows different pressure profiles at the cross-section where measurements were
taken. The pressure predicted by the grid update method is nearly identical to the
steady state solution. Both pressures predicted by CFD closely follow experimental
points including the cavitation region. In terms of load carrying capacity, the load
obtained by the grid update method differs by less than 0.1% from the one given by
the steady case. The load carrying capacity in both numerical cases deviates only
slightly more than 1% from the experimental load. Thus, a very good agreement is
observed between CFD and experimental results as well as between the grid update
method and the steady case.
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(a) α = 0◦ (b) α = 180◦

Figure 7: Pressure differences between the bearing with a microgrooved and smooth
shaft, d/c = 1 and ε = 0.1. Pressure decreases due to the microgroove at θ = α.

RESULTS

Two dimensional bearing

Low eccentricity ratio (ε = 0.1) is chosen for the 2D bearing. For this condition,
cavitation is not expected and therefore not modelled. For 360 meshes and d/c = 1,
Figure 5(b), variation in load carrying capacity is almost a sinusoid with a maximum
and a minimum value over a revolution. The minimum value of the load occurs
when the microgroove is around the maximum film, at t ≈ 0.13 s. The maximum
value occurs when the microgroove is close to the minimum film, at t ≈ 0.065 s.
These findings confirm the results of [14] that found the same trend using the GGI
technique.

As initially supposed, the microgroove located in the region of negative pressure
gradient (100◦ < α < 260◦) enhances the load carrying capacity compared to a bearing
with a smooth shaft, see Figure 5. The microgroove has a negative contribution to the
load carrying capacity in the region with a positive pressure gradient. When passing
the maximum film (α = 0◦) in the positive pressure gradient region, the microgroove
decreases the positive part of the pressure, see Figure 7(a). At the minimum film (α =
180◦) where pressure gradient is negative, the microgroove has a positive contribution
to the pressure, Figure 7(b). The microgroove produces a drop of pressure in the
stationary coordinate frame.

A variation in the microgroove depth induces a change in the local flow inside
the microgroove, see Figure 8. When the depth increases, higher velocities than
the shaft velocity are observed. This can be a surprising result. But, by viewing
these velocity profiles in the rotating coordinate frame (�uRot. f rame = �uSta. f rame−ω ·
r · �uθ), some backflow corresponding to velocities higher than the shaft velocity can
be observed. In the stationary coordinate frame, the recirculating flow is transported
with the microgroove. The zone of recirculation is larger at the minimum film since
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Figure 8: Velocity profiles in the microgroove. The plain curve is for the microgroove
passing the maximum film (α = 0◦) and the dotted curve the minimum film (α =
180◦).

Figure 9: Influence of the microgroove depth on the load carrying capacity, ε = 0.1
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the ratio d/h is higher. The presence of recirculation in a microgroove tends to reduce
local pressure gradient and decrease load carrying capacity [11]. This reduces the
positive effects that the microgroove brings in the region of negative pressure gradient
and affects the load curve, see Figure 9. An increase in the depth of the microgroove
produces then a loss in load carrying capacity when the microgroove passes the region
of minimum film thickness. Two maxima of the load now occur over one revolution.

Table 2: Differences (in %) in the load carrying capacity, friction force and friction
coefficient ( f = Fr/W ) averaged over one revolution between the 2D bearings with a
microgrooved and smooth shaft, ε = 0.1

ΔW/Wsmooth ΔFr/Fr smooth Δ f / fsmooth

d/c = 0.5 -0.90 -0.33 +0.57
d/c = 1 -1.09 -0.35 +0.75
d/c = 2 -1.15 -0.45 +0.71
d/c = 4 -1.11 -0.59 +0.52

Load carrying capacity averaged over one revolution decreases since the mi-
crogroove depth increases, see Table 2. However, deeper microgrooves flatten out
the pressure locally to a greater extent and thus decrease the pressure less when pass-
ing through the positive pressure gradient region. Consequently, the load carrying
capacity is less reduced when a microgroove with greater depth passes the maxi-
mum film region (see Figure 9 for α = 0◦). Friction is reduced more and more
with the microgroove depth as the viscous losses decrease. This also implies that
the energy given by the shaft to the lubricant becomes lower. The overall effect of
the microgroove does not provide an improvement in load carrying capacity in the
isothermal conditions for a 2D case. The influence of the microgroove located on the
shaft of a 3D bearing is investigated next considering thermal effects.

Three dimensional bearing

A 3D bearing is simulated first with an eccentricity of 0.1 and an inlet mass flow rate
of 0.001 kg/s. Then, the eccentricity ratio is increased to ε = 0.61, the inlet mass flow
is chosen to be equal to 0.01 kg/s and cavitation is considered. As for the 2D case,
360 meshes are loaded over one shaft revolution. The simulations are started from
a fully converged solution of a steady state case with the smooth shaft as an initial
guess in order to have a well established temperature distribution at the start.

Figure 10 shows load carrying capacity for different microgroove depths at ε
= 0.1 and 0.61. Values for the smooth cases are also shown for comparison. For ε
= 0.1 in Figure 10(a), the load presents the same trend as for the 2D bearing with
positive effects in the minimum film region followed by negative effects outside, as
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(a) ε = 0.1

(b) ε = 0.61

Figure 10: Load carrying capacity for different microgroove depths
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explained previously. For ε = 0.61 in Figure 10(b), the trend is different as pressure
is not increased in the region of negative pressure gradient, see Figure 11(b). Seen in
the rotating coordinate frame as in Figure 1, the pressure gradient has now a greater
value in the minimum film region compared to the case ε = 0.1. Thus, for this high
eccentricity, the microgroove reduces pressure gradient in this region and leads to
some loss of pressure, as explained in [11]. Consequently, load carrying capacity is
not increased when the microgroove passes the minimum film region. The decrease
of pressure and load carrying capacity becomes largest when the microgroove is in
the region of the maximum pressure gradient, see Figure 11(a) and Figure 10(b) at α
≈ 120◦. The microgroove has negligible effect on pressure and load carrying capacity
when it passes the region of cavitation. In this region, the load curves match quite
well with the load value of the smooth case.

Figure 10(b) also shows that the effect of the microgroove on the load carrying
capacity increases with a larger depth. Thus, load carrying capacity averaged over
one revolution decreases when the microgroove depth is increased. Friction force is
also decreased due to the microgroove. As a result, friction coefficient is increased
for the two eccentricities considered as the loss in load carrying capacity is more
pronounced than the reduction in friction force. This confirms the trend of the 2D
isothermal bearing.

For these two cases, some oscillations are observed mostly around the minimum
film region, see Figure 10. The amplitude increases with the microgroove depth, see
Figure 10(b). Some oscillations in axial velocity at a point P1 located in the minimum
film region occur similarly to the oscillations in load carrying capacity, see Figure 12.
This transient phenomenon involves rapid flow variations due to the passage of the
microgroove. The microgroove modifies the axial flow leaving the contact by the side
channel, similarly to a jet in a cavity. Instabilities arise in the flow velocity due to the
rapid variations produced by the microgroove. These variations are transmitted to the
local pressure and eventually causes some oscillations in load carrying capacity. For
ε = 0.1, velocity variations at the same point P1 occur similarly to the load variations
observed in Figure 10(a).

Temperature field is presented in Figure 13 in the midplane of the bearing. Lu-
bricant is heated up by shearing action when travelling through the film. The warmest
lubricant is then found in the maximum film region as adiabatic conditions do not al-
low heat losses through the bearing surface. The coldest lubricant is seen at the oil
supply groove around θ = 30◦. The fact that some cold lubricant is found upstream of
the supply window is explained by a recirculation flow zone which drags cold lubri-
cant upstream until the zone of film reformation. Keogh et al [16, 17] also observed
a drop in lubricant temperature upstream of the supply window.

Temperature at the shaft surface is presented for the textured case with d/c = 1
in Figure 14. The lubricant inside the microgroove and/or just after its trailing edge
is colder than the surrounding lubricant at the shaft surface. It can be seen that the
bottom surface of the microgroove is still relatively warm at α = 90◦. While the
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(a) α = 120◦

(b) α = 180◦

Figure 11: Pressure profiles in the midplane of the 3D bearing for different angular
positions (α) of the microgroove, d/c = 1 and ε = 0.61. The plain curve is for the
smooth shaft and the dotted curve for the shaft with a microgroove.
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Figure 12: Non-dimensional load carrying capacity and axial velocity uz at point P1
located in the middle of the film thickness at θ = 180◦ and z = 0.8Lz (ε = 0.61).

microgroove travels towards warmer regions, the temperature of its bottom surface
decreases starting at α = 90◦. Thus, a lubricant circulation and mixing occurs in the
microgroove.

To investigate this process, the average temperature in the microgroove is pre-
sented in Figure 15. The average temperature at the corresponding projected surface
for the smooth shaft is also shown for comparison. In Figure 15(a), the temperature of
the shallow microgroove follows closely the temperature of the smooth shaft except
in the range 100◦ < α < 250◦ where colder lubricant is observed in the microgroove.
The cold lubricant picked up by the microgroove is redistributed with some delay to
warmer regions. In Figure 15(b), the temperature of the deeper microgroove follows
a slightly different trend. When the microgroove passes over the supply window, the
incoming cold lubricant penetrates further through the film thickness, pushing the
warmest lubricant to the bottom of the microgroove. Therefore, lower average tem-
perature is observed in the microgroove around this region. As the microgroove d/c
= 1 has a larger volume, the flow inside is subjected for a longer time to a global flow
recirculation. A certain amount of lubricant constantly stays in the microgroove when
global flow recirculation is encountered in it. The deeper microgroove keeps then its
lowest average temperature for a longer distance than the shallow microgroove and
redistributes the lubricant at a later stage. When global flow recirculation occurs
in the microgroove, the average temperature stays almost constant in its volume as
there is less exchange and mixing with the surrounding lubricant in the film. In the
meantime, lubricant inside the microgroove mixes so that its temperature becomes
uniform. When the recirculation disappears due to decreasing d/h ratios at higher
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Figure 13: Temperature distribution in the midplane of the bearing with a smooth
shaft for ε = 0.61. The radial clearance is magnified to make temperature field clearly
visible.

values of α, the lubricant in the microgroove is mixed with the surrounding lubri-
cant. As a consequence, the average temperature increases beyond the 2nd dashed
line in Figure 15. The deeper microgroove with d/c = 1 can then cool down more
efficiently the region of high temperatures as recirculating flow helps transporting a
greater amount of cold lubricant.

In isothermal conditions, a deep microgroove has a flow recirculation inside (see
Figure 8) and provides a decrease in load carrying capacity. A decrease in load car-
rying capacity is also observed with recirculation in a texture located on a stationary
surface [11]. However, when thermal effects are considered, flow recirculation inside
the microgroove presents beneficial effect since it helps to carry colder lubricant to
warmer regions. This cooling effect can prevent large drops in local viscosity. In
future bearing designs with texture on moving surfaces, these two effects should be
balanced in order to provide improvements in thermohydrodynamic performance.

CONCLUSION

A journal bearing with a microgroove on the shaft has been investigated. From this
study, it has been found that:

• A GGI method is suitable to simulate an infinitely wide bearing only due to
numerical error occurring when large element size ratio is used. The grid up-
date method, deforming the mesh at each time step, is reliable to simulate the
motion of microtexture for both finite and infinitely wide bearings.

• A microgroove located on the shaft surface modifies pressure for both the finite
and infinitely wide bearings studied, producing a local drop. The microgroove
has a negligible effect on pressure and load carrying capacity when passing
through the cavitation zone.
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Figure 14: Temperature distribution at the shaft surface for different microgroove
positions, d/c = 1. The microgroove edges are represented by the solid lines, and the
position of the lubricant supply window is shown by the dashed lines.

• Load carrying capacity averaged over one revolution of the bearing with a mi-
crogroove on the shaft is lower than that of the bearing with a smooth shaft.
The averaged load carrying capacity is reduced when the microgroove depth
increases.

• Rapid flow variations produced by the microgroove create time dependent os-
cillations in lubricant velocity, pressure and load carrying capacity.

• The microgroove carries and distributes a colder lubricant in the warmest re-
gions. This effect, more pronounced with deeper microgrooves, is due to a
global flow recirculation inside the microgroove, which improves mixing.
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(a) d/c = 0.2

(b) d/c = 1

Figure 15: Average temperature in the microgroove and at the corresponding pro-
jected surface for the smooth shaft, ε = 0.61. Vertical dashed lines mark the appear-
ance and vanishing of a global flow recirculation in the microgroove.
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